Issue 341 Week ending: 26 April 2002

Attention - All Staff!

Private Medical Insurance Scheme
From Geoff French [SWHL]
Following discussions with our insurance advisers, Griffiths & Armour, it has been agreed that the Private Medical Insurance
Scheme will remain with BUPA for the forthcoming twelve months period commencing 1st May 2002.
However, the premiums for this benefit are to increase due to our fairly poor claims record over the last year, and the everincreasing level of medical inflation.
The following annual premiums will apply from 1st May 2002:Employee
£232.44
Spouse/Partner £430.80
Dependant Child £218.88

(paid by the Company and taxed as a benefit)
(under age 21, or 24 if still in full-time education).

Should any existing member wish to make any changes to their present level of cover, they should contact Lynda Skipper at
Scott House, Basingstoke. If we have not heard to the contrary by Friday 10th May 2002 we shall assume that individual
members, and their dependants where appropriate, wish to continue with exactly the same cover as they have in the current
scheme year.
Please be aware that full details of the scheme’s procedures, benefits/cover, eligibility etc are available for viewing on the
Intranet.

E-Timesheets
from Roger Durgan [C, Chesterfield]

If anyone would like to discuss the use of the program etc
please contact either myself or Andy Voke.

Will everybody please note that they will need a new
e-timesheet as from 29th April. These are available on the
Intranet - Regional Offices, e-timesheet. The new version
accommodates the new Job Numbering system for
Progression, i.e. 7 figure JEN plus 4 figure sub nos. All
existing e-timesheets will no longer function after 28th April.

____________________

____________________
PARAMICS On Board
from Jamshid Soheili [PPA London]
Following the recent purchase of PARAMICS the program
has now been successfully installed on a dedicated PC in the
London office. The program will initially be used in support
of our growing involvement in Cardiff city centre, but is
expected to extend to other major commissions and studies
requiring micro-simulation traffic modelling.

Innovation & Best Practice
From Katrina Sparkes [C, Manchester]
The following are the 6 most recent subjects listed in the
Discussion Forum on the Pontifact Innovation & Best
Practice Site:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use of team briefings
Best Practice Club
PPA Town Hall event
Security by Design
Electronic Faxing
Control of e-mails

____________________
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Topic for the Scott Wilson Pontifact
Newsletter this Week:
Gateway
What is a Neural Network?
Neural Networks History
Why Use a Neural Network?
***Do you have any Information Technology topics you
want to appear in the Scott Wilson Pontifact Newsletter? Do
you have an advertisement you want to publish in Pontifact?
Do you have any services to offer for Scott Wilson? Do you
have any announcements to make? Do you have a picture
you want to publish on Pontifact's front page? Would you
like us to do some Research for you on the Internet? Do you
have any comments about Pontifact?***
E-mail us at: pontifact@scottwilson.com

BCCB
John Nutt [IO, Basingstoke]
Scott Wilson has just rejoined BCCB, an organisation which
combined the previous BCB (British Consultants Bureau)
with the International Construction Group (ICG) comprising
international contractors. The objective of BCCB is to assist
firms and individual members in winning projects worldwide
by providing:
•
•
•
•
•

Networking
Market intelligence
A voice with the public sector nationally and
internationally
Training
Information on procedures for international
consultancy/construction

There is a very diverse range of sectors and disciplines
covered by members of BCCB (there are only 23 members in
common with ACE) and the best way to look at this is via the
membership database on the BCCB web site
www.bccb.org.uk
There were visits by 120 overseas delegations last year members are invited to the meetings and can arrange
individual sessions etc, when appropriate.
Project opportunities advised by overseas delegations are
passed directly by BCCB to selected members and have
resulted in appointments.
A good executive summary of the organisation can be found
on the website by going to the end of the “Services” page
(located by first going into “Description”) and clicking on
BCCB Presentation.

There is a monthly bulletin and diary of events which is being
sent directly to Directors and individuals in OUs, Asia Pacific
and Africa who have a particular interest in BCCB activities;
they in turn are forwarding to others as appropriate.
However, the information is posted on the website for
anyone else who would like to access it.
There is an International Consultancy Committee which I, as
the designated Scott Wilson BCCB representative, have been
invited to join. In addition there are:4 regional committees:Europe
The Americas
Africa and the Middle East
Asia Pacific
8 specialist interest groups:Agriculture and Rural Development
Energy
Financial Services
Healthcare
Institutional Strengthening
Maritime
Planning and Infrastructure
Tourism and Leisure
3 sector committees:Project Finance
The Environment
Conditions of Contract
I have more information on the role/activities of these
(available on request).
Project Finance has evidently
received a boost with involvement of International Finance
Services Ltd in looking at applicability of PPP overseas.
Meetings are open to members to attend - I would be
interested to know if anyone particularly wishes to get
involved/test the benefits of any of these.
The International Construction Committee is limited to
membership by contractors. We will be exploring potential
collaboration with contractors for international work through
the BCCB network.
Awards - there are three British Expertise Awards:Individual British Consultant of the Year
British Consultancy Firm of the Year - Small Firms
British Consultancy Firm of the Year
Lobbying
BCCB has good access to politicians (see advisory council
on
website)
and
UK/overseas
government/donor
organisations etc., it has particularly strong connections with
Clare Short and DFID. It is happy to get involved in:
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- promoting a British team's bid for a project (when not
competing with a fellow member!)
- raising problems with procurements on behalf of a firm
(anonymously if appropriate) to try and get fair play
- assisting with securing payments/resolving disputes with
overseas government organisations.
Counter Trade/Offset
There is a new initiative in this area under Director John
Burge (ref. April letter from Chief Executive) and it may be
worth looking at the potential for "offset" which is evidently
increasing in the international market.
Diary of Events
Details of each event plus booking forms are included in the
file of Annexes on the website - but you need to connect to
the internet to open the event and book on line.
Younger members of the firm (particularly those with
international interests) are welcome to attend many of the
events, but it is suggested you speak to your Director or me
in the first instance.
Initial activity has been high including:•

•
•
•

Simon Davies and Peter Chan linking in with the
BCCB mission to Hong Kong and China and
accompanied by John Prescott and members of the
Beijing Olympics Task Force.
Derek Holden to attend the reception in Hanoi,
Vietnam following the seminar on developing
consultancy capability.
Don Wootton attending the Maritime Meeting on
board HQS Wellington.
Myself attending the discussion with Sir Nigel
Sheinwald, Permanent Representative to the
European Union.

The BCCB office is at One Westminster Palace Gardens, off
Artillery Row about 2 minutes walk from our Victoria Street
London office. There are two conference rooms for hire by
members; one can hold 60 people theatre/20 people round
table, and the small room 20 theatre/8 table - details are on the
web site - rates are very reasonable at £75 per half day, £125
per full day for the large room and £45 per half day, £85 per
full day for the small room.
Obviously one of the main advantages of BCCB is
networking with the diverse range of organisations it
represents and those interested are encouraged to participate
in the activities/use the website/contacts etc., to make full
use of this. It would be useful if you could let Angela
Smallbone know of proposed attendance at these (this will be
helpful for co-ordination and it means you can contact her to
establish if someone is attending when you would have
wished to but are unable to etc. etc.). We intend to monitor

the benefit of re-joining and this will help in our review
process.

____________________
Back to the Mountains
from Richard Cooper [IO, Overseas]
It is some thirty years since I wrote an article, for ScottLight’s
predecessor Pontifact, on mountains in East Africa. The
article described the rescue of an Austrian doctor from the
top of Mt Kenya by a team from the mountain club of Kenya
of which I was a member.
During Easter this year I was fortunate to join a party of eight
climbing Mt Elgon which lies on the border of Uganda and
Kenya and rises to 4321 metres above sea level. My plan was
to climb to Sasa river camp on day 1, up to Mude cave camp
(3500m) on day 2, leave the kit and ascend Jackson’s peak
(4165m) and return to camp. On day 3 to climb to the Wagagai
peak, Mt Elgon’s highest point and descend to Sasa river
camp (2900m) and on day 4 return to base at Budadiri the
National park headquarters (1250m)
On Thursday evening I had travelled up to Mbale, at the foot
of the mountain, and booked into the Mt Elgon Hotel, the
only half decent hotel in Mbale. A little later an international
group of trekkers (Austrian, Ugandan, French, American and
British) arrived at the hotel with similar plans to my own. I
was invited to join them for dinner and as a result arranged to
meet them on the mountain the next day. Organising one is
much easier than eight, so I made an early start, collected a
sleeping bag, tent and porter/guide at the Park headquarters
in Budadiri. After 6 hours steep climbing in the African heat,
severe cramp in muscles I’d not used for years and 3 litres of
water, I reached the first camp. Over the next two hours the
following group arrived with their 13 porters carrying enough
food for a small army for a week.
Next morning I set off early with one of the trekkers, two
porters and a ranger and his rifle for Mude cave camp, in
glorious weather, and reached it in three hours. We rested,
then left the kit with the porters and proceeded up the steep
climb to Jackson’s peak with the ranger. We passed through
open moorland dotted with peculiar giant lobelia and on to
the rocky summit. The temperature had dropped considerably
and we soon had the fleeces and anoraks on. After gazing at
the spectacular views over the African wilderness and eating
the customary bar of chocolate we descended to the Mude
cave camp to meet the rest of the party sunning themselves
alongside their tents.
Round the camp fire in the evening one of the party said she
was in some distress and not feeling at all well. The rangers
said she must be suffering from altitude sickness and should
descend the mountain to a lower altitude. She quickly packed
and set of down in the half-light with two porters. Twenty
minutes later a porter arrived back saying she had collapsed
and he needed more help and torches in order to carry her to
a ranger’s hut, which was in radio contact. We later heard
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that she had partially recovered and would descend further in
the morning.
The following day three of us, with a ranger, climbed to the
Mt Elgon’s summit, where we were greeted with high winds
and glorious views over Kenya and Uganda. We arrived back
at the Mude cave camp after six hours strenuous climbing to
collect our bags and descend to the Sasa river camp for our
last night on the mountain. We were greeted by the patient
who had fully recovered at the lower altitude and was in the
process of cooking dinner. The descent on the fourth day
was steep and very tiring on the knees, however made
considerably easier by a porter carrying my pack, something I
would never have accepted 30 years ago.

____________________
TRAVELLERS
Location

Traveller

Dates

Manila
Cambodia

Tim Hunt
Iain Snaith

24 Apr - 4 May
13 May - no return date
given

____________________________________

What’s Going On?
Scale A - £3million+, Scale B - £600,000 - £2,999,999,
Scale C - £400,000 - £599,999, Scale D - £200,000 - £399,999
Scale E - £100,000 - £199,999, Scale F - £50,000 - £99,999
Scale G - £10,000 - £49,999, Scale H - Up to £9,999

The Relief of Ballinluig
from Gordon Philpott [S, Newcastle]
Client: Scottish Executive Development Department (SEDD)
As the Newcastle office began to attract bodies on seats,
colleagues in Scotland passed on some items of work
including a feasibility study of improving an at-grade
junction on the A9 at Ballinluig, just south of Pitlochry.
Whether it was a case of ‘give them something interesting’ or
‘get rid of this one’ we were not to know.

near the end of a dual carriageway section, squeezed between
a railway and the village. Feelings were intensified following
a tragic fatal accident last year and there was much support
for local people from the press, radio and television, local and
national politicians. It was not to be taken lightly!
There was no obvious solution given the closeness of road
and railway and the outcome was genuinely not foreseen at
the beginning. We decided that a thorough study would be
the rock on which our client could best defend their actions.
We illustrated a do-minimum, a roundabout and 15 versions
of grade separation; just about all we could think of.
Most options were discounted for a variety of reasons and 4
were examined in more detail. Our colleagues in Scotland
provided invaluable help at this stage. We reported our
findings to SEDD and gave two Powerpoint presentations
before Christmas. I think it fair to say they were delighted at
what we had examined in a short time, and they immediately
expanded the study to include the preparation of some
options for public consultation.
The study was led by Susan Briggs with myself and Richard
Kilner. We were supported by Neil Cross, who took the
opportunity to show us that he is adept at AutoCAD and
Powerpoint.
Working closely with our client, we prepared the roundabout
option and 2 grade separated junction options for
consideration initially by a workshop of client engineers and
environmental specialist, with representatives of the local
authority, the police and the managing agent, BEAR. A full
and frank discussion by people who have lived with the
‘problem’ for years is quite sobering. Costs, value for money,
safety, environment and changes to local accessibility were
all considered.
The outcome was overwhelming support for one grade
separated option, as the correct solution, and it happened to
be the most expensive at £4.2m. (That is not something I am
used to here in England) A Preferred Scheme Public
Exhibition was held locally earlier this month and it was very,
very well attended. To the relief and pleasure of everyone
involved, it was a resounding success. The deputy transport
minister announced that funds were available and, in his
praise, there was much mention of Scott Wilson and the
Exhibition presentation. Now where is that SWIMS feedback
form?
Most importantly, the local people accepted our proposal
apparently without reservation, except to confirm that they
had been right all along, as did the local press. Unfortunately
I didn’t meet my public as I was assisting Chesterfield with a
bid, in Barnsley……, but apparently I was not forgotten.

As we found out, it was a hot potato. Local feelings against
the junction were running high and apparently had been
since the road opened in 1982. The junction, which was
routinely referred to as a notorious accident blackspot, is

I don’t think I have worked with such a courteous client
group and working relations have been excellent. It has also
been a useful opportunity to meet many colleagues in
Scotland, not least Gary Wood, Glasgow, who sat with us for
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2 weeks perfecting the Exhibition display boards and for
Fraser Maxwell, Edinburgh for facing the public at the
Exhibition.
It has been refreshing to work with an open mind and a
flexible approach. The solution is an amalgam of design
standards used to best effect. To go from scratch to a public
exhibition of a solution in 6 months is no mean achievement.
We look forward to a next stage – hope we haven’t missed
something!
Fee Scale F

_________________________________

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:Jonathan Pymms who started on 15 April as Assistant
Engineer in the Water Section, Basingstoke.

____________________
TRANSFERS
Mark Richardson who joined Computing Services on
Monday April 22nd as a Computing Assistant. Having
transferred from our Matlock office, Mark will be providing
front-line computing support and will be based in
Chesterfield

____________________________________

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

For a list of ALL currently available vacancies, go to
Personnel – Vacancies on the Intranet.

Project Administrator (PWay) - Grade 1.2/2.2
Scott Wilson Railways, Swindon
We have an opportunity for a Project Administrator to join
our team based in Swindon.
You will provide secretarial and administrative support to the
Head of Discipline and the engineering team. You will also be
required to assist Project Managers in the day to day
administration of projects in accordance with the Quality
Management System (QMS) and office procedures.
We are looking for a self motivated, enthusiastic individual
who works well within a team and has strong communication
skills.

The successful candidate should be able to demonstrate a
proactive approach to their work and be capable of working
to tight deadlies. Typing skills and a good working
knowledge of MS Word and Excel is essential to be effective
in this role.
Closing Date: 29 April 2002
If you are interested in this position, please contact Carolyn
Chaproniere on (01793) 515863

____________________
Senior Infrastructure Engineer - Manchester or
Liverpool - Level 3.2
COU urgently need an additional engineer, with at least 10
year’s relevant experience in road and drainage design to lead
a team and undertake civil engineering investigations, design
and contract administration for infrastructure development
projects. The ideal candidate will have previous experience in
the public and private sectors, gained from highway or
development infrastructure related work.

Resident Engineer - Liverpool - Level 3.1/3.2
COU require a Chartered Engineer with substantial experience
in ground remediation, roads, drainage, utilities and
landscaping to supervise the regeneration of an industrial
area at Speke Garston.

Bridge Engineer - Manchester - Level 3.1/3.2
A variety of railway bridge projects demand that COU we find
an experienced engineer who is capable of conducting
assessments, feasibility studies and designs of replacements
and refurbishment options.

Geotechnical Engineers - Manchester - All levels
COU are searching for all levels of Geotechnical Engineers
from Chartered Engineers with an emphasis on geotechnical
analysis and design to Graduate Engineers, preferably with a
post-graduate degree in Geotechnics or engineering geology.

Based in Basingstoke, the following vacancies
have arisen in Bridges (COU) for those who wish
to work on design and improvement for the
Highway Area 3 Network:Assistant Engineer - Basingstoke - Level 2.2
Suitable for a graduate or newly chartered engineer with 4 - 5
years good bridge design and assessment experience.
Knowledgeable in both concrete and steel structures, this
person will be a bright engineer with the ability to lead and
help others. They will have good qualifications and an
aptitude to learn and pass on their knowledge. It is intended
that this person will progress quickly within the company and
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should be looking to reach senior engineer status in a short
space of time.
The work undertaken will comprise all aspects of bridge
design and assessment including feasibility studies, new
design, assessments, strengthening schemes and help in the
production of new bids.

Senior Engineer - Basingstoke - Level 3.2
This person will be a chartered engineer with good
qualifications and excellent experience in the design and
assessment of all types of bridges.

You will be responsible for identifying training and
development needs of CADD team members, and for
organising and planning both your own workload and that of
your team, so as to meet the requirements of quality of
productions, project budgets and programme for delivery.
As well as an extensive knowledge of Microstation and
AutoCAD, you will have had previous experience in the
organisation and management of staff and be capable of
providing the leadership necessary to motivate and develop
members of the CADD team.
Closing Date: 7 May 2002

They will manage a number of projects and be responsible for
both the delivery and budget. The work will range from Area
3 maintenance schemes and, in the future, fast track design
and build. They will need to be both flexible and efficient,
have good communication skills and be an effective
motivator to their assistant engineers and graduates.

If you are interested in this vacancy, please contact Carolyn
Chaproniere on (01793) 515863.

This is an excellent position for a bright and ambitious
engineer who will already have 7 - 10 years experience. It is
also a great opportunity for someone wishing to progress
their career in a busy and expanding bridges department.

FREE TO WHOEVER COLLECTS: IKEA metal action sofa
bed. 3-seater, plain burnt orange. A little faded (evenly) but
perfect for extra sleeping capacity and very comfortable to
sleep on. Can email a photo to anyone interested.
Contact Claire Burton or Chris Beswick at Abingdon
Foxcombe Court.

Senior Engineer - Basingstoke - (Contract)
This person will be a chartered engineer with excellent
experience in the design and assessment of all types of
bridges.
The work will range from Area 3 maintenance schemes,
feasibility studies, new design and bidding. In addition to
being a bright and fast worker, they must be able to work to
deadlines and be responsible for small teams of graduates
and assistant engineers.
Interested applicants for any of the above COU vacancies
should contact Kate Kirby, Personnel Officer, Chesterfield
Office. Tel: 01246 210205

____________________
CADD Team Leader, Grade 3.2
Scott Wilson Railways, Swindon

__________________________________

For Sale & Wanted

For Sale : 3-piece sofa and 1 armchair in lemon with blue/
green pattern. Very comfortable and in good condition. £150.
Buyer would have to collect. House move forces sale.
Contact Mark Downes, Birmingham, 0121 212 3035.

For Sale : Renault Laguna, P reg 1996, 1.8RN, silver, 52k
miles. 6 months tax and MOT. Some service history. VGC.
House move forces sale. £2700 ono. Contact Mark Downes,
Birmingham, 0121 212 3035.

For Sale: Citroen AX, 1.0i, K Reg (1993), 2 Owners From
New, 8 Months M.O.T, Full Service History, 112,000 Genuine
Miles, Insurance Group 3, 50 mpg, £600 o.n.o.
Contact Steven Wilson, Matlock Office, Ext 772.
Or (01629)56705

____________________________________

As a result of an internal promotion, Scott Wilson Railways
are seeking to appoint a Team Leader for the Civil and
Structural Engineering Group’s CADD team.
Reporting to the CSE Unit Manager, you will be instrumental
in the development and implementation of new CADD
Standards, philosophy and technologies generated by the
Company’s CADD Best Practice Group, and will provide the
primary interface between users of CADD services and the
CADD team.

All items for inclusion should be e-mailed to the Editor, Angela Lowle, in Scott House, Basingstoke
by 5 p.m. on Mondays angela.lowle@scottwilson.com
or fax to 01256 475600 or telephone 01256 461161
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Issue 342 Week ending: 3rd May 2002

Attention - All Staff!
Martin Nielsen Moves to New Group Position

Description

Job Number

Workstage
(in this case
MOU Code)

General Administration
Annual Leave
Bank Holiday
Compassionate Leave
Maternity Leave
Special Leave
Sickness
Recruitment of Staff
Training & Development
Internal Meetings
Y Time Non Working
Time

D0ADMIN
D0LEAVE
D0BKHOL
D0COMPL
D0MATER
D0SPECL
D0SICKN
D0RECRU
D0TRAIN
D0MEETG
D0YTIME

eg: 5010
eg: 5010
eg: 5010
eg: 5010
eg: 5010
eg: 5010
eg: 5010
eg: 5010
eg: 5010
eg: 5010
eg: Y510 (to fit
in Y - take out the
MOU second digit)

from Geoff French [SWHL]
With effect from 1st May 2002 Martin Nielsen will be taking up
a new full time position as Group Marketing & Business
Development Director based in Basingstoke.
The composition of the Railways Strategic Executive Group
will now be Hugh Blackwood, Keith Wallace and Robin
Hawley.

____________________
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co
from Angela Gardiner [CS, Basingstoke]

Progression - Update
Please note that during the month of May, job numbers for
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co jobs, will only be available
from one location within the company. Therefore effective
immediately,
all
requests,
including
completed
documentation, should be sent to Carol Jackman, Accounts
Department, Basingstoke.
Carol will then advise the
allocated job number by email.
There may be some delays in responding as we will be
running a Manual system during this period. Therefore,
please bear with us during this short period.
The automatic system generated job numbers will be
introduced as soon as possible.

Progression Update - Administration Job
Numbers
Please find below the list of above job numbers to be used by
all Operating Units within Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd.
The numbers will no longer change each year, but last
indefinitely, with reports available covering a month, a year,
life to date or a range of months.
These job numbers are effective for all timesheets from 29th
April 2002.

Note - for Core Services, new MOU codes have been created
as follows:
MOU Code
7001
7002
7003
7004

Department
Accounts
Computing
Marketing
Quality Assurance

Conquest - Read Only Access
Please note that access for data entry to Conquest will be
removed from 6:00 pm on Thursday 2nd May. From Friday
3rd May, read only access will be available through the
following Conquest username and password.
User Name
First password
Second password

:
:
:

auditor
acc96
READONLY

Note - this access will allow for enquires in all ledgers plus
printing of reports. When printing, please ensure that you
correct the printer location number to the nearest Conquest
printer to yourself.

____________________
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Virus Hoaxes
From Stephen Leach [CS, Basingstoke]
I have written in the past about hoax virus warnings that are
e-mailed around the Internet. They are just a form of chain
letter but they can clog up the mail system. Many hoaxes
encourage you to e-mail the message to everyone on your
address list. Please do not do this! Anyone receiving a virus
warning is asked to e-mail it to me and I will let them know if it
is a hoax or not.

The weeks that followed saw Woddy and Millar trek north
along the Ngozumpa Glacier to the head of the Gokyo Valley,
touching the top of Gokyo Ri (5,340m) on the way. One
highlight was bivvying out near the Cho Oyu base camp
(world's 6th highest mountain) and celebrating Ray Millar's
birthday with a sumptuous meal of army rations corned beef
and a bar of Cadbury's. Morning sunrise was glorious with
views to Everest and Lhotse. The pair then crossed over the
Cho La pass (5,420m) into the Khumbu valley and set-out on
achieving the goal of the trip; to fly the Scott Wilson flag at
Everest Base Camp!

Topic for the Scott Wilson Pontifact
Newsletter this Week:
Software Programming
What is a Middleware?
What is Source Code?
What is an API?
***Do you have any Information Technology topics you
want to appear in the Scott Wilson Pontifact Newsletter? Do
you have an advertisement you want to publish in Pontifact?
Do you have any services to offer for Scott Wilson? Do you
have any announcements to make? Do you have a picture
you want to publish on Pontifact's front page? Would you
like us to do some Research for you on the Internet? Do you
have any comments about Pontifact?***
E-mail us at: pontifact@scottwilson.com

The Coffee Project
from Stuart Dungworth [C, Chesterfield]
I have been informed that Emma Parsons has sold the last
bag of coffee. Many thanks for all the support you have
shown by buying the coffee.
However, there is more, much more, still available. Anyone
who would like to continue purchasing the coffee should
contact Stuart Dungworth in the Chesterfield Office. No order
will be too small ! We will be able to send your orders by
return (almost).

____________________
Scott Wilson At The Top Of The World (Almost)
from Ray Miller [R,Kiev]
During the latter part of 2001, Simon Woddy and Ray Millar
undertook a trekking trip to the Khumbu region of Nepal.
The first week was spent in Kathmandu, where Shuva Shama
and the staff of the local Scott Wilson office provided great
assistance in organising hotel, internal flight tickets and
permits.

The photograph was taken at the top of Kala Pattar (5,600m)
and shows Everest to the left and Nuptse to the right.
Obviously the pair would have liked to have followed in
Hillary's footsteps and taken the company flag to the top of
Everest itself. But after spending several fruitless hours
hunting for the great man's footsteps in the ice, the pair
decided to return to camp for a nice cup of tea!
Woddy and Millar would like to thank Shuva, Narayan,
Prakash and Andy Hart for their warm welcome and generous
help in Kathmandu. Until next time.............

TRAVELLERS

Location

Traveller

Dates

Hong Kong/ Melbourne/
Kuala Lumpur

Stephen
Kimmett

8 - 17 May

Kathmandu

Gareth Hearn

10 - 31 May

Kiev

Elena Stebbings

6 - 29 May

Kiev

Peter Webb

to 11 May

____________________________________
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COMPANY PARTY
1ST JUNE 2002
WROUGHTON SCIENCE MUSEUM
SWINDON
This is the last call for names for the party.
Fancy dress is not mandatory – come as you are (only posher)!!
Free drink on arrival and a variety of complimentary food throughout the evening
Big Band Sound plus Disco set in authentic aircraft hanger
Street party and 1940’s Fairground setting with the chance to win prizes galore
Raffle Draw with outstanding prizes to be won
1940’s authentic pub selling superb beer, wines, spirits etc
A photographer will be available to capture the night
Surprises in store – don’t miss it
Please contact Eve McDonald (01793 499003) or via email for your place at the party of the year!!
You are welcome to bring a guest
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

What’s Going On?
Scale A - £3million+, Scale B - £600,000 - £2,999,999,
Scale C - £400,000 - £599,999, Scale D - £200,000 - £399,999
Scale E - £100,000 - £199,999, Scale F - £50,000 - £99,999
Scale G - £10,000 - £49,999, Scale H - Up to £9,999

Scott Wilson Wins Wind Power Framework
from David Dales [RC, Basingstoke]
The development of the Firm’s activity in the renewable
energy sector was boosted last week by the confirmation
from National Wind Power that we have been awarded a
framework contract to provide technical and management
services to support windpower development in UK and
overseas, onshore and offshore. The bid was lead by David
Dales and Damon O’Brien, with support from Neil Harris.
This is the culmination of a process of selection and appraisal
lasting 15 months, which began with an association between
Scott Wilson and Oceans Engineering Ltd. Since then
Oceans Engineering has become the St. Austell office of
Scott Wilson. The framework will last for up to 4 years and
will require a wide range of services including project
management, environment, planning and engineering.

Energy Interest Group
To co-ordinate action in this new market sector, the ‘Energy
Interest Group’ has been established. The group covers the
development of the Firm’s interest across the whole of the
energy sector, including energy management and efficiency
(being developed by the Peterborough office). The group
meets alternate months to review actions and discuss new
business development and anyone interested in this sector
should attend. Please contact David Dales for more
information.
One of the main initiatives launched by the Group has been in
the area of GIS for wind power development. Martin Birt,
Rebekah Jubb and Will Crick, with advice from Neil Harris,
have developed a constraint mapping and modelling tool
which identifies potential sites suitable for windpower
development in UK. This has been presented to Cornwall
and Devon County Councils and the South-West Regional
Assembly. Our ideas were received positively and we await
further discussion. Contact with other Regional Assemblies,
the DTI and Developers is now being pursued.

____________________
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Wind Farms in Italy
from Nick Taylor [SP, St Austell]
Client: Garrad Hassan Partners
On behalf of the funding agencies, Scott Wilson Oceans
(SWO) are currently undertaking due diligence checks on the
design and construction of around 239 wind turbine
foundations and associated structures, some of which are
still under construction. The turbines, with a total generating
capacity of 140MW, are situated at relatively high altitudes,
spread across 13 wind farm sites in central Italy. All are being
developed by EDENS, an Italian renewable energy company.
A review of all the design data supplied by EDENS is being
undertaken, to determine appropriate parameters for use in
check calculations. Similarly, as-built drawings are being
checked to ensure any changes made during construction do
not compromise the original design intentions.
The project is ongoing. All the wind farms should be fully
operational by the end of 2002.

____________________
Technical Assessment of the
Non-Motorised Transport Programme
from Rob Geddes [SW Central Africa]
Ground conditions across the sites predominantly consist of
clays and marls, with occasional limestone. Gravity and piled
foundations are being used, the former being 12m x 12m
square reinforced concrete pads, and the latter consisting of
five 1m diameter piles connected by a square reinforced
concrete pile cap.

Staff from SWO visited several of the construction sites in
the Abruzzo region, to inspect the foundation construction
work and examine the quality systems being used. The
remote locations, high ambient temperatures and strong
winds present challenges to contractors wishing to achieve
consistent, good quality concrete and, as a result of SWO
queries and suggestions, a number of improvements to the
quality systems have been made.

Scott Wilson has been awarded a contract by the World
Bank to undertake a Technical Assessment of the NonMotorised Transport (NMT) Programme, which was
implemented in Kenya and Tanzania between 1995 and 1999.
The NMT Programme is part of the Urban Component of the
Bank's Sub-Sahara Africa Transport Programme (SSATP). It
involved the introduction of "Mobility Planning" techniques
to four municipalities and the construction of "spot
interventions" designed to facilitate quicker and safer nonmotorised transport (mainly pedestrians and cyclists).
Interventions included foot and cycle paths, tree planting to
shade pedestrians, small bridges, road shoulder separation,
stopping places for buses etc. and traffic calming measures
such as speed bumps, raised pedestrian crossings and road
narrowing. The programme was implemented in the cities of
Nairobi, Eldoret, Das es Salaam and Morogoro.
The assignment includes a detailed evaluation of all aspects
of the programme and recommendations to the Bank and
donors for further interventions in support of NMT.
The Scott Wilson bid was prepared jointly by Tim
Hadingham of the Pro-Poor Development MOU in IO and
Rob Geddes of SWCA, with support from Hamish GoldieScot. Rob Geddes is Team Leader, with inputs from local
Kenyan and Tanzanian consultants and Mac Mashiri, a
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Zimbabwean Transportation Planner based at CSIR in
Pretoria, South Africa.
Fee Scale F

____________________________________

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:Howard Zhang who joined the Manchester Office
Civils/Development Infrastructure section on 28th March for
a period of one year. Howard was previously working in
Scott Wilson Beijing on highways projects and project
management. During his year in Britain he will be
working with Colin Barker's team on a variety of development
infrastructure projects in the north west, and will also spend
some of his time working with the Manchester Landscape
Architects.

____________________
LEAVERS

The support voiced was obviously effective, as Kirkcaldy
over powered their opponents (Stewartry RFC), and won
convincingly 41 points to 12. Although it should be noted,
owing to the fact that the wisdom of certain staff members
ensured that we were sitting amongst the Stewartry support,
the actual volume of the support given had to be carefully
monitored!
An article on the match was published in the Scotland on
Sunday newspaper the following day. The headline was
‘Stewartry forced to weep over brothers’ grim tidings’ and
the first paragraph is quoted below.
“The Mitchell brothers used to terrorise Walford with their
snarling grunts, scary haircuts and regular threats to
alarmed Eastenders to “shut it!” Yesterday as Kirkcaldy
strolled to a comprehensive triumph in the BT Cellnet
Shield Final against brave, but ultimately outplayed
Stewartry, the winners boasted their own version of the
Brothers grim, with Steve and Ross Mitchell at the heart of a
coruscating display from the Lang Toun personnel”
Unfortunately we can now only look forward to Ross’s
continuing coruscating performances on behalf of the Scott
Wilson Edinburgh 5 A side football team.

____________________________________

Goodbye and Good Luck to:
Emma Whitehouse Thu 25th April
Simon Woddy
Fri 3rd May

____________________________________

Sports & Socials
Rugby News
from Nicholas A Williamson [S, Edinburgh]
Saturday 20 April 2002 saw the Finals of Scottish Club
Rugby’s BT Cellnet Bowl, Shield and Cup competitions, all
being played at Murrayfield Stadium. Thanks to Scott
Wilson’s sponsorship of Ross Mitchell who plays for
Kirkcaldy RFC, who were playing in the Shield Final, a
number of complimentary tickets were provided for those
wishing to attend. A number of staff from the SW Edinburgh
Office met in the Roseburn Bar for some pre match drinks an
essential component of the whole Scottish Rugby spectator
experience!
The main aim of the outing was to voice our support for
Ross, one of the Graduate Engineers in the Edinburgh Office.
Ross is one of Kirkcaldy RFC’s hard hitting back division,
and unfortunately for them he intends to retire from the game
this year at the age of 24. As such, it would be the last time
we would be likely to see Ross on the field in such an event.

For Sale & Wanted
For Sale: Pine Bunk Beds ; Good condition; can be easily
broken down into two single beds; complete with mattresses,
ladder and safety barrier. Cannot deliver. £50. Contact Willie
Burrell, Railways Scotland, on 0141 335 3373 or by e-mail."
"Pentium P200 PC; Good condition; 16Mb
RAM, 1.7Gb Hard Drive, CD Rom and 3.5" crispy, 8Mb
graphics card, 15" colour monitor, windows 95 and some
other bits and bobs. Cannot deliver. Offers (in terms of
money!). Contact Willie Burrell, Railways Scotland, on 0141
335 3373 or by e-mail."

For Sale:

____________________________________

What’s on your Mind?
From Angie Ottaway [SP, Tidworth]
Why do we fill in a monthly timesheet ending on the last
Friday of the month yet don't get paid to the same rotation?
Currently the date on which we get paid (although always the
last working day of the month) differs from one month to the
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next. Is it not a better system to be paid on the same date
each month i.e. 28th (due to February only having 28 days).
If the 28th happens to fall on a weekend day, the money is
cleared by the bank the nearest previous working day.
I understand this means that for at least the first month (if
this rotation were brought in) Scott Wilson would lose a
couple of days interest on the money but surely if it is of
benefit to its employees, it is of benefit to the Company.

____________________________________

All items for inclusion should be e-mailed to the Editor, Angela Lowle, in Scott House, Basingstoke
by 5 p.m. on Mondays angela.lowle@scottwilson.com
or fax to 01256 475600 or telephone 01256 461161
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Issue 343 Week ending: 10 May 2002

Attention - All Staff!
Scott Wilson Foundation PIP Awards – Europe 2002/03
from Geoff French [SWHL]
I am pleased to announce the PIP (Personal Initiative Programme) Awards made by the Holdings Management Board for Europe
this year as shown below. Those for Asia Pacific will be announced later in the year.

Dave Barker

Zoe Chapman

Paul Francis

Ian Harris

MSc - Development
Management

MSc - Project Management
& Construction

MSc - Engineering
Management

MSc - Building Services
Engineering

Ania Huxtable

Kateryna Lakhovska

Nadia Lyubimova

Ben Ramsden

CIMA - Stage 2

Open University MBA

MSc - Transport Planning
& Engineering

HND - Graphic Design

Aileen Rusk

David A J Smith
MBA

HND - Business
Administration

Julia Stubbs

Sheena Webb

Post Graduate Diploma in
Urban & Regional Planning

Post Graduate Diploma in
Personnel Management
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HR
from Geoff French [SWHL]
A major review of our internal Human Resources capability has been undertaken by an external consultant.
The recommendations from this review, which have been fully accepted by HMB, is to re-structure the core HR
Department with a Human Resources Director who will sit on HMB, a Recruitment Manager, a Compensation and
Benefits Manager and a Training and Development Manager. The team will be supported by Lynda Skipper and
Christine Haines.
The role of the core is to provide best practice, consistency and parity, working closely with the OU HR
Professionals who will implement the best practice in the way that is appropriate for their own business unit.
Following discussions with Alan Morton and Chris White about this new structure they have both decided that
this is the appropriate time for them to take early retirement.
Any queries on the Pension Scheme should be passed to Christine Haines in Basingstoke, or to Geoff French.
John Davies has taken over the responsibility for the Holdings payroll.

Missing Timesheets
from Stephen Kimmett [SWHL]
Thanks to everyone who put the hard work in getting
timesheets up to date before we closed down Conquest. In
the end there were only 2 missing timesheets.
Having shown that it can be done I expect no less once
Progression is up and running ! !

____________________
COU Innovation Award
Spring 2002 Prize
from Katrina Sparkes [C, Chesterfield]
From the ideas listed on the Pontifact innovation site on 31
March 2002, the following were shortlisted for the Spring
prize:
1.
2.
3.

Electronic faxing from Paul Bailey
Control of e-mails from Andrew Evans
Scott Wilson web site from Nick Jackson

The award is presented for the best idea which contributes to
continuous improvement in our technical, operational and
commercial practices.
The Spring 2002 prize is awarded to Paul Bailey in
Manchester who will receive £50 and a handsome certificate.
On this occasion the judging panel was Bill Jameson,
Mehmet Yilmaz and John Holden.

____________________

BASINGSTOKE OFFICE STAFF ONLY
Company Social - 1940's Party - Saturday 1
June 2002, Wroughton Science Museum, Swindon
from Sue Blanchflower [RC, Basingstoke]
Please note that for those of you who have advised me that
they will be travelling to the party by coach on 1 June:
The coach will depart Scott House, Basingstoke at 6.00 p.m.
and will return to Scott House after the party finishes at 12.00
midnight.
If you would like to travel on the coach and you have not
already advised me, please let me know by Monday, 13 May
at the very latest.

____________________
To ICE Supervising Civil Engineers
and Delegated Engineers
From Alan Gibbs [SP, Basildon]
I would like to bring to people's attention H Macdonald
Steel’s book "Dynamic Mentoring for Civil Engineers".
Although misleadingly titled, the book contains several good
chapters on mentoring of ICE trainees and on content of, and
response to, quarterly training reports. At around £25 it is
not cheap, but I found it well worth the money.
Being the "gentleman amateur" trainer is all very laudable,
but our trainees deserve better, and the book pushes in the
right direction. You might like to try to get hold of a copy.
The publisher is Thomas Telford.

____________________
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Personal Track Safety Certificates
from Dave Sutton [R, Swindon]

Personal Track Safety Certificates.
All Link UP Site Id numbers, except 1643
(Swindon) and 2003 (Glasgow) have now been
closed with all staff’s sponsorship being
transferred as detailed below and in previous
editions of ScottLight.
If you have recently joined Scott Wilson.
It is vital that your PTS certificate is registered
with one of the above numbers otherwise your
card will not be valid. To do this speak to your
Personnel Officer who will ensure that your
details (including a photocopy of your
certificate) are recorded and passed on to Jim
Betley in Swindon.

If you are about to go on an initial or
refresher training course.
You must now only quote one of the following
two numbers when applying for a PTS
certificate as they are now the only two
registered with the NCCA.
If you work for Scott Wilson Railways
(Scotland) – Site ID Number 2003.

Staff leaving the company.
If you hold a PTS certificate and are leaving
Scott Wilson, please let Jim know in Swindon so
that we can desponsor your certificate with the
NCCA. You must tell your new employer who
can then arrange to responsor you on his own
Site ID number.

If you work in any other OU – 1643
The NCCA will not issue certificates under any
other previous Scott Wilson Site ID number.

TRAVELLERS

Cleaning at Scott House
From Ewan Craig [CS, Basingstoke]
Some staff are unaware that our outsourced cleaning
company keep a comments book at our reception desk. If
you have any comments on the cleaning such as vacuuming,
dusting or requests for desks to be cleaned, when they are
clear of papers etc, these should be placed in the comments
book.

Location

Traveller

Dates

Kiev
Kathmandu

Bob Draycott
Andrew Hart

12 - 25 May
11 May for 1 year
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Topic for the Scott Wilson Pontifact
Newsletter this Week:
Apache Web Server
What is Apache?
Apache History
How does Apache compare to other servers?
***Do you have any Information Technology topics you
want to appear in the Scott Wilson Pontifact Newsletter? Do
you have an advertisement you want to publish in Pontifact?
Do you have any services to offer for Scott Wilson? Do you
have any announcements to make? Do you have a picture
you want to publish on Pontifact's front page? Would you
like us to do some Research for you on the Internet? Do you
have any comments about Pontifact?***

based in Kunming. We are doing our best to ease the
pressure on space in the London Office!

____________________________________

Congratulations!
to Siobhan O'Mahoney (Manchester) who has been
successful in her Professional Review of the Institution of
Engineers of Ireland and is now registered as a Chartered
Engineer.

____________________________________

Moves
RETIREMENTS

E-mail us at: pontifact@scottwilson.com

What’s Going On?
Scale A - £3million+, Scale B - £600,000 - £2,999,999,
Scale C - £400,000 - £599,999, Scale D - £200,000 - £399,999
Scale E - £100,000 - £199,999, Scale F - £50,000 - £99,999
Scale G - £10,000 - £49,999, Scale H - Up to £9,999

It’s A Long Road To Phu Khieo
From Andy McNab, RC London
In 1998, Professor Dr Udo Gaspary of IP Consult (Stuttgart)
visited Ronnie Thomson in Scott Wilson’s Bangkok Office to
talk about a EU sponsored conservation project at Phu Khieo
Wildlife Sanctuary in Thailand. In August 2000, we formally
expressed interest in the proposal. We were subsequently
shortlisted and prepared a full proposal in January 2001. In
May 2001 we were awarded the contract but it transpired that
the EU had not cleared everything with the Thai authorities.
Subsequently we had to change the team and finally on May
1 2002 Henrik Bjorn – our latest recruit - passed through
London en route to Thailand to set up the project with Klaus
Berkmueller from IP.

from Geoff French [SWHL]
David Farthing and Mike Le Gouais both retired on 1st May
2002 after a combined total of some 68 years with Scott
Wilson.
The contribution to the firm from both David and Mike was
exceptional and this was recognised at the combined
presentation in Basingstoke on 1st May. We wish both of
them a very long, happy and rewarding retirement.

David and Mike when they first joined the firm.
The following has been received from David Farthing:

The project: “Sustainable Management of Phu Khieo Wildlife
Sanctuary through community participation” will last five
years with the possibility of a two year extension. Henrik
Bjorn is a Danish social anthropologist who has worked
extensively in Thailand. Henrik undertook research for his
master’s degree in south west China and speaks fluent
Mandarin. Prior to leaving Denmark he undertook an
intensive Thai training course, 30 three hour sessions,
following which he can both speak and read some Thai.
Henrik will augment our growing expertise in social
development and community participation, one of the missing
elements in our quest to be consultants for sustainable
development.
Henrik becomes the second London RC member to be based
permanently in East Asia, joining Dr Junzuo Zhang who is

“May I take this opportunity to thank you all for the splendid
and thoughtful gifts you gave me on my retirement and for
making my last day so enjoyable (not that the other 10000
days were not enjoyable!! )
The digital camera has great potential for keeping me well
occupied for many a day, as have the large number of golf
balls, one of which already rests at the bottom of a South
Winchester Golf Club's lake awaiting rescue, no doubt, by the
now infamous diver, John Collinson. The 747 model has pride
of place on the mantelpiece and the montage of our
worldwide airport projects brings back many happy
memories.
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Whilst looking forward to retirement, after 36 years with the
firm I know I shall miss the comradeship and friendliness
which has always been such a strong characteristic of the
firm's culture and which has made working with you all such a
fulfilling experience.

tight timescales when required. Previous office experience is
advantageous.

I wish the worldwide Scott Wilson every success in the
future and I look forward to keeping in touch and following
the progress of the firm.

A vacancy has arisen in our Marketing department for a
Website Designer. The main responsibilities will include
setting up new websites, applying cutting edge design to
existing sites, website management and undertake
transferring files to the server on a daily basis.

With kind regards - David Farthing”

____________________

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

For a list of ALL currently available vacancies, go to
Personnel – Vacancies on the Intranet.
Business Administrator, Basingstoke
We require a Business Administrator to support the existing
team within the SP Division. The role will include the
effective processing, operation and organisation of business,
financial & non-technical administration, namely invoicing,
compiling financial reports, and chasing project managers
regarding debt collection. General administration duties will
include data input, pulling together information for
tenders/proposals and other admin support.

Website Designer - 2.2/2.3
Marketing, Basingstoke

It is essential that the successful candidate must have
knowledge of feedback formats from the worldwide web, a
working knowledge of Dreamweaver, Photoshop and Flash
and Fireworks.
Multi-media experience would be
advantageous.
This candidate must have excellent interpersonal skills, oral
and written communication and be able to work on their own
initiative, in addition they must work effectively under
pressure and remain customer/client focused at all times
If you are interested any of the above positions please
contact Sheena Webb in Basingstoke office.

Project Scheduler - Bangkok, Thailand

It is essential that the successful candidate can work
effectively under pressure and to tight deadlines. They must
have a flexible approach and be a team player. Good
communication and interpersonal skills are essential as is
intermediate level Word and Excel skills.

SW(Thailand) has an immediate vacancy for a Project
Scheduler to work with our team on the supervision of
Bangkok's underground railway project. The position is for a
minimum of 1 year, possibly to be extended to 2 years. A
working knowledge of Primavera Planner is a pre-requisite
and experience with Primavera Expedition, railways and M&E
works would be an advantage. Candidates must be degree
qualified and have a minimum of 12 yrs relevant experience.

Previous financial administration skills are desirable along
with an HNC or above in Business Administration or related
discipline.

CVs of immediately available staff (which includes clearance
to apply by your department head) may be sent to Ronnie
Thomson at: ronnie.thomson@scottwilson.co.th

___________________________________
Part Time Business Administrator (20 hours per week),
Basingstoke
We require a part time Business Administrator to provide
general administration support to the operating unit. Main
duties will include filing, timesheet input, binding,
photocopying, booking couriers, taxis and car hire.
Additionally this role will include general administration
support.
The ideal candidate must have good communication skills, a
flexible approach and be a team player and be able to work to

For Sale & Wanted
For Sale: One 3-seater and one 2-seater sofa.
Burgundy velour, high backed. Excellent condition.
£100 for both, buyer collects. Contact Debra Power ext 409.
For Sale: BMW 316i, 4 Door Saloon, 1995 N Reg
Metallic Black, Beige velvet upholstery, Alloys, Spoiler,
Immobilizer, 2 careful owners, Tax, MOT.
Showroom condition. £4895 ono.
For details please contact Elena Stebbings 01256 478034

All items for inclusion should be e-mailed to the Editor, Angela Lowle, in Scott House, Basingstoke
angela.lowle@scottwilson.com or fax to 01256 475600 or telephone 01256 461161

by 5 p.m. on Mondays
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Issue 344 Week ending: 17 May 2002

Attention - All Staff!
New Statutory Boards
from Bob McGowan [SWIHL]
For some time now the International Board has been considering how we can better achieve “One Scott Wilson” by bringing
the group companies closer together. The retirement of Ron Rakusen and the impending retirement of Bob McGowan and
Richard Denton-Cox has presented an opportunity to streamline the statutory board structure.
It has been agreed therefore that the statutory boards of Scott Wilson International Holdings Ltd, Scott Wilson International
Ltd, Scott Wilson Holdings Ltd and Scott Wilson Asia Pacific Ltd will have common director membership with a common
chairman and separate CEOs for Europe and Asia Pacific.
The newly formed boards will take over full responsibility from 1st August 2002 and will consist of Geoff French, Bob McKittrick,
Martin Kwong and Simon Davies.
In addition Mr Pelham Allen will join the boards as a non-executive director at that date.
Bob McGowan and Richard Denton-Cox will continue as level 5 executives until retirement from the firm, currently planned as
end August 2002 and end December 2002, respectively.
Stephen Kimmett will be appointed as Group Finance Officer reporting to the new Boards and remains Finance Director of
SWHL.

Scott Wilson Pension Scheme
from Bob McGowan [SWIHL]
In ScottLight Issue 337 I reported that we had received a first draft of a strategic review report on our pension scheme.
The report was commissioned from our advisers, Gissings, against a background of dramatic increases in contributions and
widespread closure of final salary pension schemes generally and, in particular, by most of our competitors.
A wide range of future options were investigated and considered by the Directors. It has been decided that there should be no
immediate change to our pension scheme structure. The decision to not make fundamental changes to our defined benefit
pension scheme at this time was much influenced by media reports that Government is likely to introduce new legislation which
may be helpful to such schemes and the belief that scheme assets will grow with improving equity markets.
However, should the overall contribution level require to be increased again, amendments will be brought forward to permit an
increase in the employee contribution above the current maximum of 6% of pensionable salary. In addition a reduction in
benefit for new entrants to the scheme will also be considered.
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New Management Structure for Asia-Pacific Region
From Richard Denton-Cox [SWAP, Kuala Lumpur]
In the previous article Bob McGowan has explained the new
Statutory Boards structure. The establishment of the new
SWAP Statutory Board in its turn required us to review the
composition and function of a new Management Board for the
Asia-Pacific Region, as the current Asia-Pacific Board
combines Statutory and Management functions. This review
was timely as a reconsideration of the composition of
Business Units in SW(HK) and elsewhere in the region gave
an opportunity to broaden the representation of the units at
management board level.
As many of you are aware, in SW(HK) the Business Units
have been reconfigured to four:

Business Unit A, headed by Mike Chalmers
Business Unit B, headed by Albert Cheung
Business Unit C, headed by Peter Chan
Business Unit SU, headed by John Archibald
These came into effect on 1st May 2002
For management purposes the Asia-Pacific Board has decided
to form a new Business Unit entitled the South-East Asia
Business Unit, which will group together Scott Wilson
Kirkpatrick (Thailand) Ltd, Scott Wilson (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd,
Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering Sdn Bhd and Scott
Wilson Pte Ltd and will also look after activities in the other
ASEAN countries. This unit will be headed by Ronnie
Thomson.

In Australia we have the two companies, Scott Wilson Irwin
Johnston Pty Ltd and Scott Wilson Nairn Pty Ltd, and these
will form an Australia Business Unit headed by Jim Forbes.
It has been decided that each of these units will report to and
be represented on the new Asia-Pacific Management Board
by the unit heads to reduce layers of management and to
encourage the flow of information and ideas throughout the
region. In addition Simon Davies and Martin Kwong will be
members of the Board. Thus the Board will comprise Simon
Davies, Martin Kwong, Jim Forbes, Mike Chalmers, Albert
Cheung, Peter Chan, John Archibald and Ronnie Thomson.
The new Management Board will take over responsibility for
our Asia-Pacific Region operations with effect from 1st June
2002 and at that time I will step down as Managing Director of
the Region and hand over to Simon Davies who will take the
title Chief Executive Officer, Asia-Pacific Region and will chair
the Management Board. When the new International and
Regional Statutory Boards come into effect on 1st August
2002, I will step down as Regional Chairman and will remain as
a full-time Consultant until my retirement on 31st December
2002.
We believe that the new Board structure both Internationally
and Regionally will make a significant contribution to the
global development of “One Scott Wilson” and that the
timing of the introduction of the new Boards and individual
responsibilities will ensure a smooth transition. I am confident
that you will all give the new management team your full
support.

Asia-Pacific New Management Board

Simon Davies
CEO AP Region

Martin Kwong
Director

Jim Forbes
Australia BU Head

Ronnie Thomson
SEA BU Head

Mike Chalmers
SW(HK) BU A Head

Albert Cheung
SW(HK) BU B Head

Peter Chan
SW(HK) BU C Head

John Archibald
SW(HK) BU SU Head
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Director Movements
From Richard Denton-Cox [SWAP, Kuala Lumpur]
After six years in Kuala Lumpur, Director Derek Holden is
returning to the UK and transferring to Scott Wilson
Railways in Swindon to lead their international business
development efforts. We will all miss Derek and his family,
although we can expect to see him coming back to the region
regularly in his new role.
For family reasons Graham Bodell has decided to leave Scott
Wilson and return to the UK. As one of his options, we may
see him helping us in an independent role on transportation
planning matters. We wish him and his family every success.
Both of them will be leaving around September this year.

____________________
Scott Wilson Fellowships

hours to watch the matches, as long as this is cleared in
advance with their head of section.

____________________
SWIMS Thank You and Update
from Sue Moore [RC, Basingstoke]
On behalf of the SWIMS roll out team (Bob McKittrick, Hugh
Blackwood, Peter Lynch, Gordon Lindsay, Phil Wells and
myself) I would like to thank all the office champions and
organisers for their help during the last 6 weeks. The
organisation at each of the offices ensured that the rollout
went smoothly allowing us to complete on programme.
We have now completed the SWIMS roll out with the
emphasis on the Project Control Manual and the response
around the offices has been positive with SWIMS being
viewed as a step forward towards formalising processes
rather than reinventing the wheel.

from Geoff French [SWHL]
By a happy coincidence I was at the Albert Hall on
Wednesday 8th May 2002 for the Imperial College
Postgraduate Awards Ceremony and was able to see both
Susan Teoh and Alan Lewis formally awarded their MScs.
It was good to see the positive outcome of these two
Fellowship Awards. Many congratulations to both Susan
and Alan.

____________________
Institute of Wastes Management
From Barry Gore [C, Chesterfield]
Derek Greedy (Birmingham) has just been elected to serve as
a General Councillor for the Institute of Wastes Management
in what will be an interesting year for the Institute. Earlier this
year the Institute was granted its Chartered Status by the
Privy Council, which will be effective from the Institute’s
Annual General meeting in June. He will represent the
Midlands Centre of the Institute for a one-year term.
In addition Annette Hill (Chesterfield) is a co-opted member
to the General Council where she represents the Institute’s
New Generation Group.

____________________
World Cup
from Geoff French [SWHL]
This year’s World Cup involves games that will be played in
the morning and around lunchtime (British Summer Time).
I am aware that we have staff from many of the countries
participating in the Finals.
In order that staff can watch their team's matches the flexitime core hours will be suspended for the duration of the
tournament. This will allow staff to adjust their working

The SWIMS structure is now up and running on Pontifact
and all the forms are available via the SWIMS icon on our
desktops, this route will always give you the most up to date
version of the forms. Following the initial roll out we are now
gathering all the questions and comments together from the
briefings and will be responding via Pontifact in a questions
and answers format in the next couple of weeks. We will be
looking at a 6 monthly review (sooner if we think necessary)
to take on board any changes or comments received as we
start to use the system. The emphasis is on continuous
improvement and to help this process and demonstrate that it
is being carried out please use the following email address to
feedback any comments you may have on the system:
swimsfeedback@scottwilson.com (this address is on the
global address list).
We are currently developing a plan for the next phase which
includes ensuring that all new staff and staff returning to the
office are inducted into SWIMS. As part of the office
champion’s role they have been asked to carryout the
induction of new and returning staff and a list of all the office
champions will also appear on Pontifact shortly.

____________________
Progression
From Graham McAlister (SR, Glasgow)
As from 1st of May Railways Scotland have adopted the
corporate sequential numbering of jobs. On application a 6
digit "B" number will be issued, the current practice of
issuing a 4 digit Project number as a matter of course will
cease. Project numbers can be issued to link jobs when the
need arises.
I would ask all staff that complete weekly time sheets to now
quote the full number and work stage and not just the 4 digit
Project number, as this may lead to misallocations.

____________________
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Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd
Progression Update
from Angela Gardiner [CS, Basingstoke]
Due to delays during the transfer process between Conquest
and Progression, it is necessary to move the access date of
20th May by approximately one week.
Therefore, the anticipated go live date for Scott Wilson
Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd is now 27th May 2002. We are
attempting to improve on this date, and if we are successful
we will advise so immediately.
Apologies for any inconvenience this may cause.

____________________
New Remote Sensing Platforms
from Richard Nicoll [PPA, London]
Last month saw the successful launches of two new earthobserving (EO) satellites, Quickbird2 and ENVISAT.
Quickbird2 offers the highest resolution visible-light spaceborne imagery yet for the commercial sector, at a quoted
62cm. This is almost four times clearer than the current
champion IKONOS. Imagery of this quality is vital for
projects in areas where more traditional maps simply do not
exist. IKONOS has already been used for several projects
within Scott Wilson, most notably for the Nigeria Irrigation
Project (Water MOU). Quickbird2 has now begun to aquire
imagery all over the globe, with the products marketed by
Digital Globe. In addition to visible imagery, digital elevation
models and radar data is also available.

ENVISAT, built by a collaboration of 14 European space
agencies, is the world's most advanced Earth Observation
satellite, at a cost of £1.4billion. It will help scientists gain a
better understanding of environmental changes such as
global warming, and the depletion of the ozone layer. It will
also play a leading role in monitoring natural catastrophes
such as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and floods. A total
of ten ground-breaking instruments are carried in the
ENVISAT payload, with each providing new insights to the
way our planet operates. Last week the first ENVISAT
imagery was captured by the ESA, of the Antartic
Penninsula:

Quickbird imagery is currently for sale (and triggering a price
competition between rivals), and ENVISAT will be available
shortly. If you would like to know more about how these new
platforms could benefit your project, or you have any further
queries, please contact myself at the London Victoria office
to discuss.

____________________
The Flood Estimation Handbook
From Peter Mansell [RC, Basingstoke]
The Flood Estimation Handbook was published in 1999 and
supersedes the Flood Studies Report as the preferred
methodology for estimating flood flows in the UK on
catchments larger than 50 hectares. It also updates the UK
rainfall model and the new model should be considered for
urban drainage design in applications such as WINDES. The
Flood Estimation Handbook is a much more powerful tool
than the Flood Studies Report and the associated software is
essential to be able to use the Flood Estimation Handbook.
Scott Wilson has copies of the handbook and associated
software in Basingstoke, Chesterfield and soon Glasgow.
The Flood Estimation Handbook relies on both the skill and
experience of the user to guide the flow estimation process.
The associated software is relatively simple to use but can
produce flow estimates with wide confidence intervals
(quoted as –60% to +140%) or allow erroneous assumptions
to slip through without any clear audit trail for later checking.
These pitfalls are known to the Environment Agency and
have been made clear at two conferences since the
publication of the Flood Estimation Handbook.
So that we can demonstrate reasonable skill and care in our
use of the Flood Estimation Handbook, it is important that
only individuals with appropriate training and experience use
the Flood Estimation Handbook or undertake technical
reviews of flood estimates produced using it. The following
have been assessed as being competent in the use of FEH:
Peter Mansell (Ba), Richard Marshall (Ch), David Ashton (Gl).
If you believe that you have the appropriate training and
experience please contact Peter Mansell so that your name
can be added to this list.
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These individuals can not only provide guidance on flood
flow estimation but also guidance on the issues to be
covered by caveat that should be given to clients relying on
flood flow estimates.

Topic for the Scott Wilson Pontifact
Newsletter this Week:
OpenOffice.Org
What is OpenOffice.org?
What does OpenOffice.org do?
Which license does the OpenOffice.org project use?
***Do you have any Information Technology topics you
want to appear in the Scott Wilson Pontifact Newsletter? Do
you have an advertisement you want to publish in Pontifact?
Do you have any services to offer for Scott Wilson? Do you
have any announcements to make? Do you have a picture
you want to publish on Pontifact's front page? Would you
like us to do some Research for you on the Internet? Do you
have any comments about Pontifact?***
E-mail us at: pontifact@scottwilson.com

with BB for nine D&B and DBFO schemes in quick
succession in Scotland and northern England and are starting
to re-establish the trusted team approach - the fact that we
are starting to win again can only do wonders for the
relationship.
The scheme was won in the most amazing circumstances - in
the end the tender comparison between the lowest two
tenders amounted to a difference of £2,000 out of £35,000,000
- I've not managed to work out what that means in percentage
terms, but it’s certainly not very big! Apparently, the
competition also came down to the shortness of BB's
programme ( 80 weeks) - if the second placed tenderer had
proposed a programme of 99 weeks rather than his tendered
100 weeks, then it would have been us crying into our beers.
The closeness of the competition has had a few interesting
implications. Firstly, it means that our fees will now come
under closer scrutiny in future competitions because BB can
point out that every little saving can make the difference:
however, on the plus side, it has meant that any little errors
that are noticed as we move forward to the detailed design
stage are not treated as quite such heinous crimes, since they
would have meant that we would have lost if they had been
picked up during tender.
The fact remains that we won, and congratulations should go
out to all those involved at the tender stage, including
Dominic Murphy and his roads team, Mike Hackney and Ken
Weir and their bridges teams and Roger Doubal and the
geotechnics team.

TRAVELLERS

Location

Traveller

Dates

Ghana
Kiev

Hamish Goldie-Scot
Lance Van Dyk

18 - 24 May
19 - 25 May

____________________________________

What’s Going On?
Scale A - £3million+, Scale B - £600,000 - £2,999,999,
Scale C - £400,000 - £599,999, Scale D - £200,000 - £399,999
Scale E - £100,000 - £199,999, Scale F - £50,000 - £99,999
Scale G - £10,000 - £49,999, Scale H - Up to £9,999

A1 Haddington to Dunbar Expressway
from Alan Frew [S, Glasgow]
Some of you will have worked out from recent adverts for site
staff in the 'Vacancies' section that we've picked up a major
Design & Build commission in Scotland recently - the fact is
that the scheme I'm writing about today is just the first of a
number of recent D&B successes, but I'll constrain myself to
this one for now.
The scheme in question is the £35m A1 Haddington to
Dunbar Expressway just to the East of Edinburgh. We are
back working with Balfour Beatty again, following on from
our very successful relationship with them during the 1990s.
Indeed, after experimenting with a trial separation from BB in
the late 1990s, we both then realised that it hadn't been broke,
so we shouldn't have tried to fix it! We have now teamed up

The scheme involves the design and construction of 14km of
new, off-line dual-carriageway and a number of side roads although the adoption of the Expressway standards has
meant that there are no intermediate junctions. There are 13
principal structures, the most significant being the Tyne
River Crossing, which will be a 250m long, 3 span in-situ
post-tensioned structure with raking piers - it will be easily
the largest and most spectacular bridge to be constructed in
Scotland for some time - and will become a statement
structure both for the scheme, and indeed for the firm.
The scale and programme for the scheme means that we've
gone for the classic ' One Scott Wilson' approach: the
roadworks and geotechnics are being designed in Glasgow,
whilst the bridges are being shared out between Glasgow,
Chesterfield and Basingstoke - and so far our client, BB, is
very happy with the service they are receiving ( not that they
would ever say so - the lack of complaints is the normal
barometer of BB's contentedness!). The other parties
involved are the ultimate client - Scottish Executive, the
Engineer - Carl Bro, our landscape advisor - Gillespie, and our
checker - Fairhurst. Ronnie Hunter and I fill the roles of
Project Director and Manager respectively.
The fee is well up through the Scale B range (one day I'll get
a scale A!)

____________________
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Chinese Visitors for Scott Wilson Water
from Denver Brown [RC, Peterborough]
Directors from Scott Wilson (Tianjin) Engineering
Consultants, a recent JV (Joint Venture) based in China have
visited the UK. The group as shown had visited Chellow
Heights Water Treatment Plant and Driffield Wastewater
Treatment Plant in Yorkshire. Both projects managed by the
Scott Wilson and Brown & Root Association have a
combined construction value of £15 million. John Blackburn,
Construction Manager arranged the visit at Chellow and
Vince Bamford led the visit at Driffield. The party attended a
presentation on SMART Technology an Electrical Control
Panel innovation managed by Paul Francis. Some months ago
Geoff Byrns was one of the first UK based specialist to work
for the JV.
Earlier in the day John Holden and Simon Wilde had
presented the Environmental capability with further meetings
organised by Andrew Scott in Basingstoke.

economy, accessibility and integration. The results from the
study will be presented to the Executive later this year.
In addition to this work, the Scottish Executive has appointed
Scott Wilson to undertake a review of the Route Profiles
which have been created for each of the routes in the
Scottish trunk road network. These profiles provide an
overview of conditions along each route including variations
in traffic demand characteristics, road safety issues, future
maintenance requirements and proposed improvement
schemes. This project builds on the work undertaken by
Scott Wilson in 1997 to examine conditions across the entire
trunk road network and to assess the effectiveness of the
trunk road programme.
The expertise developed during these route studies is now
being marketed successfully in Northern Ireland.

____________________
Millennium Masterplanning
from Mark Gould [PPA London]
We are currently providing transportation advice to the
London Borough of Tower Hamlets in relation to the
Millennium Quarter Master Plan. The Master Plan covers an
area of 20 hectares (50 acres) in the heart of the Isle of Dogs
directly to the south of the Canary Wharf Estate. It is
anticipated that 608,000 sq.m. (6.5m sq.ft.) of commercial
floorspace will be provided together with residential
development accommodating over 2,500 households. In
comparison, the Canary Wharf Estate currently comprises of
5.8m sq.ft of office and retail floorspace (a further 4.2m sq.ft is
under construction).

Left to right - Vince Bamford, Paul Durkin, Denver Brown,
Ander Chow, Li Hui-jie, John Blackburn and Gu Qi-feng.

____________________
Route Studies and Action Plans
From Russell Bissland [S, Glasgow]
The Scottish Executive is responsible for maintaining some
3,500 km of trunk roads in Scotland. During the last 15 years,
the Executive has undertaken route studies for 11 routes in
the trunk road network. These studies have involved a
detailed assessment of baseline conditions, the identification
of operational stress points and the development and
appraisal of improvement options.
To date, Scott Wilson has undertaken route action plans for
almost 300 km of trunk roads. To assist in developing a
prioritising plan of improvements, the Scottish Executive
appointed Scott Wilson to review the work undertaken in
preparing the route action plans, to develop an appropriate
appraisal framework and to undertake an appraisal of the
various improvement options considering the Government's
standard five point criteria, namely environment, safety,

To date, the work undertaken by Scott Wilson has involved
an Independent Assessment of work undertaken by
developer consultants and an audit of a multi-modal model
developed for the Master Plan area. The assessment has
included the analysis of Docklands Light Railway station and
line capacity, Canary Wharf Jubilee Line station and line
capacity, and pedestrian footbridge capacity. This provided
a welcome opportunity to introduce our capabilities to the
planning team at DLR.
Following a presentation to LBTH on Phase 1 work, we have
been asked to undertake further work, involving the
sensitivity testing of various parameters agreed with Tower
Hamlets and Docklands Light Railway Limited.

____________________
Forensic Engineering - Alençon Link Car Park
from David Webb [SP, Basingstoke]
Last year, Scott Wilson Advanced Technology was
instructed to report on the condition of the surfacing of a
split-level roof car park located in the centre of Basingstoke.
Constructed in the late 1970’s and forming the roof of a
shopping centre, the construction consisted of asphalt over a
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thick waterproofing membrane, over a thick reinforced ‘Lytag’
concrete slab.
The car park is unusual since the roof forms the access route
to the parking areas. Generally in multi-storey car parks rooftop parking is less popular than at lower levels, however, this
is not the case in this instance where the roof top parking is
likely to experience greater traffic volumes and higher speeds
than in conventional multi-storey car parks.
By 1996, the deterioration of the original surfacing and
ingress of water had resulted in the renewal of the car park
surfacing. A commercial waterproofing membrane called
Conidec was recommended and the resurfacing work started
in July 1997.
Scott Wilson’s forensic investigation examined the original
documents and site records as well as an investigation of the
Conidec overlay material. Excessive deterioration was
observed in the surface membrane and in November 2001
nine cores were taken from various locations and a trial pit
was also dug. The arisings were visually and chemically
examined and water flow tests were also undertaken on the
car park.
The results from the investigation indicated that probable
causes for the failure were due to:

1. The moisture in the concrete below the asphalt.
2. The thermal heating/freeze thaw action during the summer
and winter months resulting in voids forming between the
concrete slab and the asphalt.
3. Water entering the damaged areas becoming pressurised
by the action of passing cars.
It was recommended that the Contractors should undertake
full repairs so that the original 10 year life expectancy of the
Conidec system was achieved. This option appeared to
provide the best compromise amongst all relevant factors
such as cost, efficacy, residual life, risk and disruption.
Fee scale G

A void in the asphalt surfacing

____________________________________

Congratulations!
to John Davies (SWHL, Basingstoke) and
his wife Justine on the birth of their
daughter, Evelyn on 11th May, weighing
6lbs 15oz, a sister for Harriet and Connie.

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:Steve Buckland who will join the Information Systems,
Basingstoke on a permanent contract from 1st June
TRANSFERS
As from 1st May Richard Nicoll has transferred to the
Information Systems group based in the London Victoria
office.

____________________________________

Sports & Socials
2002 Measor Mashie
Golf Competition 4th July 2002
Weybrook Park Golf Club
from John Andrews [RC, Basingstoke]

Debonding of the weatherproof Conidec
membrane from the polyurethane preparation layer

This is another call for golfers who wish to play in the annual
competition held here in Basingstoke. The afternoon consists
of a round of golf followed by a meal. There will be prizes
galore and the competition is open to all golfers (male or
female) of any standard, the emphasis being on enjoying the
day.
If anyone would like to play or would like more details, please
email me. Players already signed in will be contacted nearer
the day.

____________________
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‘Mainline Rail’ Golf Competition
2002
from Mark Hillyard [R, Swindon]

Pos. Team

Pts.

SW Newcastle

1276

Cristina Ciucci

1264

Scott Wilson Railways (Swindon) will be holding their annual
golf competition on Thursday 19th September. The ‘Mainline
Rail’ competition returns to the Chippenham Golf Club (5
mins. from M4 Junction 17), scene of last year’s triumph by
Steve Kimmett.

2

Not Fit For The
Premiership
The Anthill Mob

3

Toon Army

SW Newcastle

1258

4

Kazakhstan United

Sara Tait

1199

5

Dazza for 2 in a row

Darren Gorrie

1191

The 2001 event included 25 competitors from 7 different Scott
Wilson offices. We hope to at least match that this year and
provide some stiff competition for the Basingstoke display
team who walked off with most of the honours last year.

6

Langside Lions

Michael MacLean

1189

7

Dundalk F.C.

Philip McKenna

1188

8

West End Wanderers

Joanna Glass

1171

The course offers a good challenge to those of you with a
low handicap, but still gives the high handicap player a
reasonable chance of walking off with the prestigious trophy.

9

Duntocher Dream Team

David Torrance

1148

10

Logic Bomb

Derek O'Neill

1137

11

AC Mulguy

Kirsty McHugh

1126

12

Orcades Vikings

Magnus Hay

1124

13

Martin's Army

Stephen Bradley

1113

14

Daves Destroyers

David Watson

1112

15

The Balde Bhoys

Willie Murphy

1104

16

Smack the Onion Bag

Paddy Adams

1094

17

Athletico Nandrolone FC

Ian Dick

1082

18

Robert Hardie

1071

19

There's Always Next
Season!
No Chance 11

Simon Palmer

1060

20

Still Bert Van Lingin'

Duggie Williamson

1058

21

Civils United

John Anderson

1047

22

Daylight Robbery

Gary Wood

1033

23

Nae Wukkin' Furries

David Webster

1033

24

John Doe No. 1

Derek Ogilvie

1025

25

Alan Frew

1021

26

Glue Factory, Over 65s,
Social Team
Edminston Muppets

Derek Surgeoner

1004

27

Come On You Forest

Paul Carey

1003

28

The Un-Leveined

Jason Gillespie

989

29

Murphy's Maestros

Dominic Murphy

983

30

Albion the Pub

Walter McQueen

934

31

Houston Rangers

Stewart Fagan

911

32

The Guzzlers

Mike Hackney

897

33

Rantic Celgers FFC

Alex Bickett

876

34

The Frew

Paul Maiden

870

We hope to keep the cost down to approximately £15 which
includes 18 holes of golf, soup and a roll on arrival, a 3 course
evening meal, and trophies for the winners. First tee-off time
will be about 12.30pm. All are welcome but we need to have a
reasonably accurate idea of numbers by the end of June.
Please contact Mark Hillyard, preferably by e-mail, or by
telephone (01793 515944), if you would like to take part. No
money needs to be paid at this stage.

____________________

Cricket News
The Basingstoke office cricket season starts shortly with the
first match on Thursday 23rd May. Would all staff interested
in playing this season please notify Nick Blake of their
availability.

____________________
Scott Wilson Scotland Fantasy Football

1

Head Coach

from Michael MacLean [S, Glasgow]
Congratulations to newcomers Scott Wilson Newcastle for
winning the 2001/2002 SW Scotland Fantasy Football
League.
Both of their teams, “Not Fit For The Premiership” and “Toon
Army” performed well, rarely dropping out of the top five all
season.
Keeping up appearances for the Glasgow Office was “The
Anthill Mob” led by their Italian Coach Cristina Ciucci.
Cristina, another newcomer to the Scottish Game took until
November to get to grips with the silky skills of the Scottish
Premiership, but since then showed the consistency of form
which earned her second place.
This was the third year of the SW Scotland FFL and the
Organisers would like to thank all those who took part.
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Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

For a list of ALL currently available vacancies, go to
Personnel – Vacancies on the Intranet.

Graduate Structural Engineer/ Recently
Chartered Engineer 1.2 – 3.1
SUBMARINES! TOWERS! WIND FARMS! AIRPORTS!
COMPOSITES! MODELLING! BLAST ! FORENSIC
INVESTIGATIONS! NORTH SEA! LIFTS!
PVC -U FAILURES! HUMAN PERCEPTION!
VARIETY! INTEREST !

Senior Engineer - (2 posts) -Chesterfield Level 3.2
Reporting to the Heads of Development Services or Project
Management services, two Chartered/Incorporated Highway
and Drainage Design Engineers are required.
Ideally
candidates should have at least 10 years’ post qualification
experience. They will lead small multi-disciplinary teams and
deliver projects to time and within budget. Working
knowledge of Mx (MOSS), WinDes and MSProject is
essential, as is the preparation of tender documents,
undertaking risk analysis, supervising contracts, monitoring
and controlling finances, interfacing with clients and having a
keen interest in pursuing business opportunities.

This is a selection of the projects handled by Advanced
Technology in the past 18 months. Due to a rapidly
expanding workload in a number of these and other areas we
have an urgent need (yesterday if possible) for a keen
engineer with a structural bias to joint the team in
Basingstoke. The work of the group is varied, challenging,
unique and unpredictable in nature. Any engineer joining
Advanced Technology should be able to work effectively
under pressure, work to tight deadlines, have a flexible
approach, be a team player, possess good communication
skills, have a good sense of humour and be able to think “out
of the box”.

Chartered/Incorporated Engineers (2 posts)
- Chesterfield - Level 2.3/3.1

If you think you would like to chop up and repair
submarines, prevent nausea at the tops of towers, break
windows and design offshore wind turbines larger than
jumbo jets, please telephone or email Sheena Webb (ext.
260) or John Tubman (ext. 278) in Basingstoke urgently.

Graduate Engineers (2 posts) - Chesterfield Level 1.2/2.2

____________________
Various Administration/Financial/Emergency
Response Posts - Mansfield - Various Grades
Our new AMScott project means that a number of support
service vacancies have arisen and collectively we are
searching for the following:§
§
§
§
§
§
§

PA/Secretary to Commercial Director
Receptionist/Clerk Typist
Clerk Typist
Finance Assistants
Administration Assistants
Data Management Clerks
Office Junior

We also require computer literate Emergency Response Staff
who will work in our operations centre dealing with
emergency incidents.
This operations centre will be
‘manned’ outside normal office hours, 365 days per year and
applicants should be prepared to work rotating shifts.
Experience of dealing with the emergency services would be
an advantage for these jobs.

Working as part of the Development Services and Project
Management Services team we require two engineers with 5
years’ minimum experience of Highway/Design projects.
Candidates should have the ability to manage small projects
in their own right. Applicants will have working knowledge
of Mx, WinDes, AutoCad and MSProject, together with the
confidence to prepare tender documents, bills of quantities
and become an indispensable part of the team.

One post requires a candidate with a minimum of 3 years’
postgraduate experience of Highway/Drainage projects and
be conversant with Mx, WinDes, AutoCad and MSProject. A
sound knowledge of all necessary tender to completion
documentation is essential.
We also require a graduate with similar experience who
wishes to develop their careers in these specialist areas.
Both successful candidates will be actively encouraged to
seek Chartered/Incorporated status.
Interested applicants for any of the COU vacancies should
contact Kate Kirby, Personnel Officer, Chesterfield Office.
Tel: 01246 210205

____________________
Administration Assistant - IO
Our busy International Operations administration unit wish to
recruit an additional accurate and conscientious person to
help provide essential administration support to the project
teams in their work throughout the UK and overseas.
Applicants should be able to show proven previous office
experience and excellent typing/word processing skills.
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Knowledge of MSOffice would be an advantage, although
training can be provided.
The successful applicant will be an excellent team player,
having good communication skills, being friendly, flexible,
well organised and methodical, with a good sense of humour.
Duties will include word processing, arranging overseas
travel (flight and taxi bookings), receiving visitors, fielding
telephone calls, post distribution, couriers, maintaining
stationery levels and general office duties.

For Sale & Wanted
Wanted: Does anyone have a digital camera, hand-held
GPS, or old mobile phone (pay as you go) that they are
wanting rid of. The Edinburgh office is looking for two of
each, at reasonable prices, for a project starting next month.
Please contact Fraser Maxwell if you can help out.

____________________________________

If you are interested in this position please contact Paula
Southby-Ryland in Network House, Basingstoke.

___________________________________

All items for inclusion should be e-mailed to the Editor, Angela Lowle, in Scott House, Basingstoke
by 5 p.m. on Mondays angela.lowle@scottwilson.com
or fax to 01256 475600 or telephone 01256 461161
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Issue 345 Week ending: 24th May 2002

Attention - All Staff!
Welcome to One Scott Wilson...Ltd!
From Martin Kwong [Hong Kong]
The Hong Kong Directors are pleased to announce that the
name of the Hong Kong company will change to Scott
Wilson Ltd (
- in Chinese) with effect
from 1 June 2002. The new company name, which drops
'(Hong Kong)', reflects the continued integration of the
company's identity and organisation under the One Scott
Wilson philosophy. 'Scott Wilson Ltd' will help us market our
services more effectively throughout Greater China and the
Asia-Pacific region, while encouraging all offices to draw on
the strong resources from Scott Wilson's centres of
excellence worldwide. There is no better time to introduce our
new name than during our 50th year of operation in the AsiaPacific region.
We will over the next two weeks notify our clients and
colleagues of the name change, and update our corporate
stationery and marketing material.

Window Cleaning at Scott House
From Ewan Craig [CS, Basingstoke]
The interior and exterior of the double glazed windows are to
be cleaned on the Bank Holiday weekend 1st and 2nd June.
Can everybody please ensure that there is at least 1m access
in front of all of the wi ndows. The area in front of the
windows must be free of obstructions e.g. PCs, equipment,
boxes, paper/files/books/boxes on desks, bookcases, plants,
ornaments etc for the window cleaners to be able to tilt the
windows completely. Please contact Don Johnson before
the 31st May to arrange for heavy items to be moved on the
Friday afternoon. Computing are on hand to move PC’s on
the 31st May.

Flood Estimation Handbook
from Norman Wyld [RC, Basingstoke]
Further to Peter Mansell's article in last week's ScottLight, the
Flood Estimation Handbook has been found to significantly
increase the overflow capacity requirements of reservoirs of
all types and sizes, by comparison with estimates based on

the FSR (Flood Studies Report) and other guidelines
previously in use, for long return period design cases. These
cases will typically apply where the reservoir is situated
above a housing area or major road and where failure could
result in loss of life. Because of the potential implications of
the increased capacity requirement for existing reservoirs,
DEFRA (Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs)
has advised that if the overflow capacity is considered
adequate by present standards (ie pre-Flood Estimation
Handbook) then no actions need be taken until further
guidance (now being worked on) is available. If present
overflow capacity is considered not satisfactory under the
previous guidelines, a number of approaches can be adopted
pending publication of the new guidelines.
For large raised reservoirs within the ambit of the Reservoirs
Act 1975 this problem should be well known to the appointed
Panel Engineers and they should already be advising owners
of the situation. However, for smaller impounding reservoirs
(including amenity lakes, flood storage reservoirs etc) not
covered by the Act, a cautious approach is required to avoid
allegations of over-design but at the same time to ensure that
we do not take on unnecessary liabilities by under-design. I
should be pleased to provide any further advice on these
matters.

Pontifact Support Office
Topic for the Pontifact Newsletter This Week:
MySQL Database Server
What is MySQL?
Why use the MySQL?
The Technical Features of MySQL
***Do you have any Information Technology topics you
want to appear in the Pontifact Newsletter? Do you have an
advertisement you want to publish in Pontifact? Do you have
any services to offer for Scott Wilson? Do you have any
announcements to make? Do you have a picture you want to
publish on Pontifact's front page? Would you like us to do
some Research for you on the Internet? Do you have any
comments about Pontifact?***
E-mail us at: pontifact@scottwilson.com
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Photographic Competition
from John Nutt [IO, Basingstoke] & Tim Blow [CS, Basingstoke]
Following the last two years success of this competition
we are re-launching the photographic competition for 2002.
In consulting various members within Scott Wilson
we have decided to go with the following four Categories:1 - Project Photographs
2 - People in Action
3 - Structures
4 - On the move
Prizes
£200 overall photographer of the year winner
£150 overall category winner
£50 per operating unit group section winner
Panel of Judges
Judging will involve 5 staff members from various OU's.
Rules & Regulations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Photos should be submitted on an ‘as and when’ basis up to the end of November to Tim Blow, prizes
will be awarded in December.
Photos must be clearly labelled with job title, brief description of the photo plus date taken (approx) and,
of course, your name and operating unit.
If there is potential for a related press release, please advise and give a brief description so Tim can
follow up with you
You can submit as many photos as you want in electronic format (tiff, jpeg, bitmap), 35mmslides for
scanning or normal photo.
Photos submitted electronically should not have been enhanced by any photo software!!
Judges decision is final!!

Everybody is encouraged to actively participate in the competition!
_______________________________________________________________________________________

What’s Going On?
Scale A - £3million+, Scale B - £600,000 - £2,999,999,
Scale C - £400,000 - £599,999, Scale D - £200,000 - £399,999
Scale E - £100,000 - £199,999, Scale F - £50,000 - £99,999
Scale G - £10,000 - £49,999, Scale H - Up to £9,999

Victoria Station Masterplan
- Consultants File May 2002
from Jerome Munro-Lafon [PPA, Basingstoke]
The May 2002 Highways & Transportation Consultants File
includes an article on the pedestrian modelling assessment of
London Victoria. Transport Planning in Basingstoke played a

key role in developing the Masterplan for Railtrack, and has
fulfilled similar roles for Birmingham New Street, Liverpool
Street and Charing Cross stations.
A copy of the article is available on the Intranet and will also
be posted on the Scott Wilson website under Transportation
Planning.
Fees £75,000. PD - Anan Allos, PM - Jason Morrow

____________________
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Sports & Socials
Young Carers Week,
10 th to 17th June 2002
from Nick Blake [RC, Basingstoke]
I have volunteered to participate in the Young Carers Week –
“Carer Darer Challenge”. This week is to raise the awareness
of young carers in Winchester and to raise money for the
activities fund which helps young carers have a break and
enjoy a little bit of what we all take for granted – FUN!
I have volunteered to undertake a sponsored challenge of
wearing a clown’s outfit for the day in the office and Scott
Wilson have kindly agreed to me doing this challenge in
Scott House on the 10th June 2002. I will be in the full regalia
of funny hat, big shoes, funny face, red nose etc. (normal
dress I hear some of you cry!!)
Other challenges ranged from having my chest hair waxed,
eating only beans for the day to shovelling rhino poo at
Marwell zoo. I think I got off lightly!!
I would like to raise as much sponsorship money as possible
and if anyone would like to sponsor me, please just let me
know and I will put your name down with whatever amount
you can spare. All monies however small will be gratefully
received as it all adds up!
A special treat for all those of you who know me may be the
incentive that the person who sponsors me with the most
money gets to put a custard pie in my face at the end of the
day! A very tempting offer for all those times I may have
been nasty to someone – say Marketing about your colour
scheme, Directors on the 5 a side field, etc!!

only current rugby playing experience. The team although
boasting four South Africans and a great deal of experience,
but very little pace or knowledge of tag rugby wondered why
they been talked into this.
To our surprise we won our first four matches in the group
stage with hockey player Greg Van Breda showing what a
good all rounder he is by running in for a number of tries.
Daryl Johnson demonstrated that his youth had been wasted
surfing and playing squash with a number of excellent scores
and Nick Wordsworth playing his first competitive rugby
since the Winchester under 8’s mini tournament trundled in
for some key tries. Sandy Burrell reverted to type after
sprinting in for three early tries he tweaked a hamstring in the
second match and acted as passenger the remainder of the
tournament.
In the final we met a team of Coaches from the Rugby Club so
our priority was to keep the score down to a respectable
margin. We scored early and led 5 tries to 3 at half time
fatigue started to tell as the Coaches moved ahead despite a
having a player in the sin-bin for abusing the referee (he was
probably a footballer). The referee disallowed our equalizing
try in the final minute for diving over the line (apparently you
are not allowed to do this in Tag) The final score of 9 tries to
8 for the Coaches left our team as sick as a dog but glad that
we didn’t have to play extra time.
Francesca Hardiman was the star of our side and was by far
the best lady in the competition. She demonstrated a great
deal of skill and fitness, which left the rest of us glad that we
had rolling substitutions. Everybody said they enjoyed the
day and made a note in their diary for next year, to make sure
they were doing something else when Sandy asks them to
play

Hope to hear from you and thanks in advance for helping me
make the life of young carers a bit more enjoyable.
Contact Nick Blake, Scott House (Ext 373)
E-mail: nick.blake@scottwilson.com

____________________
A Touch Too Far For Tag Rugby Team
from Sandy Burrell [PPA, Basingstoke]
Scott Wilson entered the unknown when agreeing to
participate in the first ever intercompany Tag Rugby
Tournament held at Basingstoke Rugby Club on Saturday
11th May. The rules were simple, a team had to include at least
one lady and no more than 2 recognised, first or second team
rugby players. It was in some trepidation we approached the
event, as although we had a very good former we had none
of the latter.

The Scott Wilson tag rugby team with guest players (last
minute fill ins) from l to R Back: Greg Van Breda, Daryl
Johnson, Glyn Jones Chris Cook, Nick Wordsworth, Nick
Burrell. Front: Brett Trevaskis, Ken Bisset, Francesca
Hardiman, Sandy Burrell

____________________________________

A mixture of has-beens, wanabes and neverwillbes filled 9
positions in the team with Francesca Hardiman providing the
____________________________________________________________________________________________
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Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

For a list of ALL currently available vacancies, go to
Personnel – Vacancies on the Intranet.

Land Contamination Specialist - Manchester
Level 3.2/4/1
A specialist is required to develop the land contamination
business from the Manchester office. We are looking for a
highly motivated person with more than 8 years experience in
undertaking and managing environmental audits and land
contamination/risk assessment projects. The successful
candidate will work within our existing land contamination
team, but is expected to take a leading role in identifying and
converting contaminated land opportunities in the north
west. Excellent written and oral communication skills are
essential. EARA Accreditation and/or a registered SiLC
would be a distinct advantage, as is a proven knowledge of
the land contamination business in Manchester and northwest England. We can offer the right candidate an attractive
salary as well as excellent career progression prospects.

Principal Environmental Manager - Birmingham
Level 4.1
A high calibre candidate is sought to develop our
environmental business in Birmingham and the Midlands.
The person we are looking for will have at least 10 years
environmental experience and have a proven ability to
manage multi-disciplinary projects leading to the successful
completion of Environmental Statements.
Particular
experience of rail (and road) schemes would be a distinct
advantage. A detailed knowledge of the environmental
business in the Birmingham area is essential. The successful
candidate will work within the environment team, managing
technical projects and developing the environmental
business in the Midlands. This includes the identification
and conversion of commercial opportunities, as well as
building up and leading the Birmingham office environmental
team. The successful candidate must, therefore, have
excellent communication skills, both written and oral, and
have proven business development and management skills.
We can offer the right candidate an attractive salary as well
as excellent career progression prospects.

Graduate Noise Consultant - Chesterfield
Level 1.2
A fresh graduate with noise qualification is required to assist
with noise impact assessment projects. Previous work
experience is not necessary but a keen interest in
environmental impact projects and working knowledge of
noise monitoring is necessary. Applicants should be able to
work independently and also be able to undertake noise
monitoring programmes under guidance. Membership of the
Institute of Acoustics is also necessary.

Noise and Vibration Consultant - Chesterfield
Level 3.1/4.1
A noise and vibration consultant is required to assist with
environmental impact assessments (road, rail and
development projects).
With previous experience, the
successful candidate will manage noise/vibration assessment
and provide technical input. They will also undertake and
manage noise/vibration monitoring programmes. If required,
they may also be required to act as an Expert Witness for
noise/vibration work. Membership of the Institute of
Acoustics is necessary.
Interested applicants for any of the COU vacancies should
contact Kate Kirby, Personnel Officer, Chesterfield Office.
Tel: 01246 210205

___________________________________

For Sale & Wanted
Rooms Available immediately. Two large rooms to let in
shared 3 bedroomed spacious flat near Overton. The flat is
situated on the top floor of a turn of the century Estate
House and is set in 100 acres of ancient woodland. Superb
location, only 7 miles (20 mins) west of Basingstoke on local
bus route. All mod cons, furnishings, car parking. £300 per
month (including all bills, except telephone). Further details
from Damon O'Brien and Nikki Wood (Basingstoke Office).

Free to a good animal loving home: 2 farm kittens, 1
grey and white, 1 black and white. 5 weeks old now, will be
ready in 1 or 2 weeks. Contact Gill Main, Basingstoke ext
282.

____________________________________
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*
Reply of the Week
Response to Angie Ottaway (Issue 342)
from Geoff French [SWHL]
Angie Ottaway’s contribution to What’s On Your Mind in
Issue 342 raised two issues:
a)

Why are monthly timesheets filled in on the last Friday
of the month but staff don’t get paid on the same
rotation.

b)

Could salaries be paid on the same date each month.

Monthly timesheets are completed on the last Friday of the
month to minimise the administrative effort associated with
weekly entry of timesheets. It avoids the problem of having
to complete two timesheets for any week spanning the end of
the month.
At present we pay salaries on the penultimate working day of
each month, these dates are known and if it was of assistance
could be published for the next year in ScottLight.
Whichever date we choose to pay salaries will result in some
months containing five weekends and some containing four.
Therefore I can see no significant advantage in moving from
our current payment dates.

____________________________________

All items for inclusion should be e-mailed to the Editor, Angela Lowle, in Scott House, Basingstoke
by 5 p.m. on Monda ys angela.lowle@scottwilson.com
or fax to 01256 475600 or telephone 01256 461161
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Issue 346 Week ending: 31s t May 2002

Attention - All Staff!
Level 5 Promotions
from Bob McGowan (SWIHL)
The International Board are pleased to announce the following promotions to Level 5 Executive with effect from 1.5.2002.

Denver Brown
(RC) Peterborough

Eddie Foster
India

Biographies of the new Level 5 Executives will appear in future editions of ScottLight.

________________________________________________________
Peel & Fowler Joins Scott Wilson in Birmingham
from C OU Marketing, Chesterfield
On 1 June 2002 Birmingham-based firm Peel & Fowler will
become part of the Scott Wilson group. We offer a warm
welcome to Martin Baugh, Geoff Hall, Steve Evans and all the
other staff who are joining us.
Peel & Fowler has provided engineering consultancy to
clients in the Midlands since 1964. The company’s expertise
is largely centred on structural design in the specialised fields
of health, education, housing associations and, more
recently, work within Private Finance Initiatives.
The firm has a great deal of experience in:
Alteration and refurbishment of listed buildings
Commercial office developments
Courts
Healthcare projects
Housing schemes
Multi-storey buildings for hospitals and universities
Residential development
Schools
Shopping developments
Sports complexes
Wide-span industrial facilities

Peel & Fowler is used to meeting the building requirements
for specialised hospital departments containing linear
accelerators and scanners. They can also plan for "change of
use" within universities and schools where the purpose of
the building may change several times in its lifetime.
Their range of services includes: structural and civil
engineering consultancy; public health engineering; roads
and drainage design; investigations and reports on both
refurbishment and new-build projects.
Peel & Fowler has been involved in numerous building
projects including Derby Children’s Hospital; the University
of Warwick Social Sciences Building; Bassetlaw District
General Hospital; The Walsall College of Art and Technology
European Design Centre; and the Ikon Gallery, for which they
won the 1998 Institution of Civil Engineers’, Midlands
Association, Project Award.
Peel & Fowler will form an MOU within Scott Wilson and will
be marketed as Peel & Fowler. Martin Baugh, their Senior
Partner, will head the MOU as a Technical Director and joins
the COU Board.
Contact Address:
Peel & Fowler, 42 Bull Street, Birmingham, B4 6AF
Telephone: 0121 236 7207, Fax: 0121 236 6918
www:peelandfowler.co.uk
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Other Changes in C OU
from Ron Wall [C, Chesterfield]
From 1 May, Robin Hawley relinquished responsibility as the
C OU Director for Birmingham and stood down from the C OU
Board to concentrate on his duties as a Director in Scott
Wilson Railways.
He will continue to be based in
Birmingham. The C OU Board and other colleagues in C OU
thank him for the role that he has played, particularly in
relation to the merger with Peel & Fowler.

Pontifact Support Office
Topic for the Pontifact Newsletter This Week:

John Holden replaces him but retains responsibility for the
Structures, Development Services and Environment MOUs in
Chesterfield.

***Do you have any Information Technology topics you
want to appear in the Pontifact Newsletter? Do you have an
advertisement you want to publish in Pontifact? Do you have
any services to offer for Scott Wilson? Do you have any
announcements to make? Do you have a picture you want to
publish on Pontifact's front page? Would you like us to do
some Research for you on the Internet? Do you have any
comments about Pontifact?***

John Trinick also leaves the C OU Board to act as
Commission Director for the AMScott joint venture which
will deliver a highway maintenance service within Area 7
(East Midlands) for the Highways Agency. John has a
played a major role in the development of our Highway
Maintenance capability which resulted in us securing the
Area 7 commission. As reported recently in ScottLight, the
contract runs for four years with an option of a three-year
extension and will generate fees of around £5m per year.
Chris Jennison joined the C OU Board on 1 January as the
Director responsible for Highways Maintenance. He retains
his responsibilities at Pavement Engineering and his position
on the PE Board.

____________________
Law of Arbitration in Scotland
from Bob McGowan [SWHL]
A new edition of the “Law of Arbitration in Scotland” by R L
C Hunter has been issued recently in which the author
mentions Gordon Bathgate of Scott Wilson (Scotland) Ltd,
thanking him for his advice during the preparation of the
current edition.

Window Cleaning at Scott House
From Ewan Craig [CS, Basingstoke]
The interior and exterior of the double glazed windows are to
be cleaned on the Bank Holiday weekend 1st and 2nd June.
Can everybody please ensure that there is at least 1m access
in front of all of the windows . The area in front of the
windows must be free of obstructions e.g. PCs, equipment,
boxes, paper/files/books/boxes on desks, bookcases, plants,
ornaments etc for the window cleaners to be able to tilt the
windows completely. Please contact Don Johnson before
the 31st May to arrange for heavy items to be moved on the
Friday afternoon. Computing are on hand to move PC’s on
the 31st May.

PHP(Hypertext PreProcessor)
What is PHP?
What can PHP do?
Why yet another language?

E-mail us at: pontifact@scottwilson.com

Thin Client Server Upgrades
- Basingstoke, 5-6 June
From Stephen Leach [CS, Basingstoke]
The thin client servers in Basingstoke are being upgraded to
the latest version of the Citrix software (Metaframe XP) on 5
& 6 June. Progression will also be upgraded to the latest
version (3.2) at the same time.
As a result, Progression and Compel will be unavailable or
have restricted access at various times as shown below:

Weds 5 June pm

Compel
Normal access

Thurs 6 June am
Thurs 6 June pm

Not available
Normal access

Progression
Full time accounts
staff only
Not available
Full time accounts
staff only

The other thin client applications that run on the Basingstoke
thin client servers (In Control Navigator and Preliminary
Project Search) will be unavailable on the morning Thursday
6 June.
Please note that the thin client servers in Swindon will be
available as normal throughout this work.
_________________________________

London Railways Office is Moving…
from Angela Anand [R, London]
You may be aware that the London Railways office situated
in Blackfriars Road is expanding. We have recruited new
employees and have located new premises to achieve our
requirements. The office will still be located in Friars House
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but will now be located in the East wing of the second floor,
rather then suite 127-129 on the first floor.
Our address will remain as follows:
Scott Wilson Railways
Friars House
157-168 Blackfriars Road
London, SE1 8EZ
Tel no: 020 7620 2445
Fax no: 020 7620 2446
A location map is currently being created and will be
available from Ponitfact within the next few weeks.

____________________
Noise and Vibration
from Nicholas Hill (C) Chesterfield
With an ever-increasing workload generated both within and
external to the company the Noise and Vibration department
is pleased to announce the appointment of Alf Maneylaws as
Noise and Vibration Consultant (Senior) at the Chesterfield
office to join Nic and Suzanne there. Recruitment efforts are
continuing for graduate level engineers and a senior for the
Basingstoke office.
Alf has over fifteen years experience undertaking
environmental and industrial noise and vibration
assessments, having worked previously for British Coal and,
subsequently, IMC Consulting Engineers. Alf gained a BSc
(Hons) degree in Mechanical Engineering from Nottingham
University, an MSc in Applied Acoustics from Salford
University and is a Member of the Institute of Acoustics.
Alf brings with him significant experience, having undertaken
noise and vibration impact assessments for a wide range of
road and land development projects, the latter requiring
specific expertise in the use of noise mapping software.
Additionally, Alf has wide experience in noise and vibration
control across a broad range of industries and has been
involved in a number of medium term projects dealing with
noise control of heavy duty mining equipment including
roadheaders, longwall machinery and transport vehicles. This
involved the development of revised hydraulic systems and
cooling fans, the assessment of additional stiffness and
damping on cutting heads and the development of revised
suspensions and acoustic linings for underground transport
vehicles.
In tandem with his work in acoustics, Alf has developed a
certain facility in the use of Computational Fluid Dynamics
software, and has applied this to problems of gas flow and
dust dispersion in the deep mine industry and the study of
stack emissions for surface installations.
Alf can immediately look forward to his first project at Falkirk
High Station (extension), possibly managing a visit to
Berwick Speedway (disgruntled residents) on the journey up
and Tinsley Viaduct (2 year repair and strengthening
programme) on the journey back.

Introductory Profile of
Edda Ivan-Smith
Edda Ivan-Smith has just
started (May 27) as Principal
Social Development Consultant,
heading up the burgeoning
Social Development Team in the
London office.
Her main remit is to help provide social development skills to
a wide variety of projects and to help mainstream social
development within Scott Wilson. This means raising the
profile of issues such as gender, poverty and equitable
development, and working in parallel with colleagues on a
diversity of projects. She likes to think of social development
as being the software in building projects. Without it the
hardware does not work as well.
Edda has 15 years’ experience of working in the international
development field and has worked in Africa, Asia and the
Middle East. She has specialised experience in designing
and conducting social impact assessments and evaluations
and designing social development programmes, as well as
integrating social development within mainstream
programmes. Edda has a Master’s degree in the sociology of
development and has done postgraduate field research in
Zimbabwe on gender issues. She has been a freelance
consultant (and mother!) for the past three years when she
worked for DFID amongst others. Prior to her freelance work
she worked as a policy adviser for Save the Children in
London.
Edda looks forward to working at Scott Wilson, which is a
very different environment to the voluntary sector and
learning about the ‘hardware’. She says “I look forward to
meeting many of you in the next few months.”

____________________
Visit by Russian Librarians
from Val Thompson [ C, Chesterfield ]
Earlier this year SINTO ( Sheffield Information Organisation )
asked me if SW would host a visit of Russian librarians for a
half a day. We are members of SINTO and I am on their
Advisory Council. The librarians are visiting Sheffield as part
of an EU funded TEMPUS-TACIS project involving working
with libraries in the city of Kemerovo in Southern Siberia
which is the regional capital of the Kemerovo Oblast in the
Kuzbass industrial region. The project is run by Simon
Francis through the University of Exeter and the aim of the
visit is to introduce the librarians to current library practice in
the UK.
A library management system is being installed at the
Kuzbass State Technical University and in addition
workshops have been held in Kemerovo on library cooperation using SINTO as a model.
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The librarians will be in Sheffield for a week and a reception
will be held at Sheffield Town Hall for them on 20 June which
I will be attending. They are visiting different types of
libraries and are keen to see a technical library operated by a
company. They are scheduled to visit SW Chesterfield office
on Monday 24 June from 13.00 to 16.00pm and we are
providing lunch followed by a tour of the offices and library
including demonstrations of our databases and access to TI
and BS Online.
SW is currently working with the DFID who are involved in
the funding of environmental management projects in
Kemerovo and the adjacent Oblast of Tomsk and SW is
operating the Tomsk project on environmental management
systems. Our project partners in Tomsk and the DFID
recipients in Kemerovo have made exchange visits to share
the outcomes of the two projects.

____________________
Basic Microsoft Windows Explorer Tips
from Dave Makanjuola (Computing Services)
As part of Computing Services continuing initiative to help
computer users gain a better understanding of some of the
lesser-known functions of our computing systems, the
following is an introduction to Windows Explorer.
1.

2.

A quick way to open Explorer is to right-click the “My
Computer” icon on your desktop, one of the options in
the menu that pops up is “Explore”, click it and you
have an Explorer window. You can do the same by rightclicking the “Start” button.
An even quicker way to open Explorer is to hold down
the Windows key (the one with the little flag on it) and
press the letter “E” on your keyboard.

3.

When navigating in Windows Explorer you can quickly
jump back a folder level by hitting the Backspace key.

4.

To delete a file without going through the Recycle Bin,
hold down Shift and delete.

5.

If you have accidentally dragged an icon and wished
you hadn't done it, the next time you come to this
situation, hit the Esc key before you release the mouse
button. The icon will jump back to place.

6.

7.

While the drag & drop feature is very useful, if you drag
& drop in Explorer using the right-mouse button instead
of the left, a menu appears when releasing the right
mouse button. You'll then have options to move, copy,
or create a shortcut, instead of just the default move or
copy that you would get with a normal left-click drag &
drop.
To quickly resize the columns in Explorer's "ViewDetails" mode, move your mouse pointer to the column
border and double-click the left-mouse button. This will

resize the columns to a size equal to the width of the
widest item in the column.
8.

If you have opened up a lot of sub-folder windows and
would like to close them all at once just hold down the
Shift key while clicking on the 'X' at the top-right of the
inner-most folder's window. All the related folders will
close as well.

9.

If you wish to select a block of folders in Explorer, click
on the first one in the block, hold down the Shift key
and click on the last one in the block.

10. To select all the contents of a folder in Explorer, click the
folder in the left pane so that the contents are displayed
in the right pane, then press Ctrl and A. All the
contents will be selected.
11. If you have selected a block of folders or files in
Explorer and want to deselect a single file or folder, hold
down the Ctrl key and click the file or folder and it will
be deselected, repeating the process will reselect it. You
can repeat this for as many files or folders as you like.
You can also use this method to select multiple random
files or folders.
12. When working in Explorer any folder in the left pane
with a + next to it can be expanded by highlighting it
and pressing the right-arrow key. Likewise folders with
a – next to them can be collapsed by highlighting and
pressing the left-arrow key twice.
______________________________________
TRAVELLERS
Location

Traveller

Dates

Kunming, China
Bangalore
Eire

Ruth Golombok
David Judge
Trevor Wood

27 May - 14 June
6th June - 5th July
From now for 1 year

____________________________________

What’s Going On?
Scale A - £3million+, Scale B - £600,000 - £2,999,999,
Scale C - £400,000 - £599,999, Scale D - £200,000 - £399,999
Scale E - £100,000 - £199,999, Scale F - £50,000 - £99,999
Scale G - £10,000 - £49,999, Scale H - Up to £9,999

Structural Evaluation of Roads
in the Hong Kong Island
From Francis Chan [SWPE]
The first structural pavement evaluation project
commissioned by the Hong Kong Highways Department
since 1993 was won by Scott Wilson. The winning team
consists of the two Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering
companies in Nottingham and Kuala Lumpur and Scott
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Wilson Hong Kong, each sharing a significant part of the
input into the project.
The project will see SWPE mobilizing two of their five Falling
Weight Deflectometers (FWD) to Hong Kong to test 170 lane
km of road in the West, South and Peak districts of the Hong
Kong Island. The project is hardly conventional for SWPE as
the roads involved are not trunk roads or motorways but
mainly urban roads winding through some of the most
beautiful spots in Hong Kong. Not surprisingly, a few of
them will be just outside the windows of some of its superrich residents. Design of Temporary Traffic Management and
liaison with the appropriate authorities are therefore foreseen
to be major hurdles, which would require every drop of
expertise from SWHK. The team will also need every bit of
help from the Heaven as the tight three-month fieldwork
programme also coincides with the Typhoon and the heavy
rainy season in Hong Kong. Other interesting elements of the
assignment include a Ground Penetration Radar survey to
reveal to the pavement construction, a laboratory test
programme using the Nottingham Asphalt Tester to
determine the mechanical properties of the asphalt materials
and the development of a database to hold all the survey and
analysis information.
This project is seen to be the first of many that the Highways
Department is out-sourcing in the near future. The win,
followed by a successful delivery of the work will
undoubtedly enhance Scott Wilson’s chances of an encore
in the sequels.
Fee Scale D
____________________________________

English Partnerships & RDAs
from Geoff French [SWHL]
We have been awarded another 3-5 year term consultancy by
English Partnerships. This one is for Masterplanning in EP's
northern region.
Like the national engineering term
consultancy awarded to us last year, the conditions of
contract are onerous and will therefore need careful
management.
Plans for this are in hand for both of these contracts but I
take the opportunity to remind everyone of my request that
all proposals and projects of any nature for EP and the
Regional Development Agencies, because of these onerous
conditions, should be discussed in the first instance with
Norman Wyld in the Basingstoke Office before any
commitments are made to the clients.

____________________
UKAEA Harwell Accommodation Option Study

undertook a similar study at Winfrith some 4 years ago, acted
as designers for car parks at Harwell around the same time,
and had been remembered despite no recent involvement.
The study is to look at 10 buildings either currently occupied
by UKAEA or with the potential for occupation, with a view
to the most cost effective approach in the medium term
considering existing building condition and space
requirements etc. There is a policy on the site to gradually
develop it as a business park, with occupation of surplus
space by commercial tenants. UKAEA staff have therefore
found that every time they occupy half decent offices, the
space they occupy is let to a tenant and they have to play
musical offices again.
Scott Wilson team consists of input from Project
Management, FM and Abingdon Foxcombe, with engineering
support as necessary. Ray Field and I have eventually found
a way to ensure that when correspondence etc is passed to
the wrong one of us in house, we know which projects we are
each working on. The solution is to work on the same project!
The only confusion is at the security gate at Harwell -‘Now
are you Mr R Field or Mr R Field……… ?’
Fee Scale G
_______________________________________

Congratulations!
to Joe Melton (Peterborough) on successfully completing his
evening course at Peterborough Regional College in
AutoCAD. He achieved a pass in the two dimension level 2
course and is now completing the level 3 course.

____________________________________

Sports & Socials
The Williams Wood Inter-Office Challenge
Stephen Kimmett [CS, Basingstoke]
The defenders: Stephen Kimmett, Peter Frankham, Colin
Holmes, Sandy Burrell
The venue:
The date:
Required:
Proviso:

Stoneham Golf Club, Southampton
Thursday 12th September
Teams of 4 from a single office
In the interests of One Scott Wilson priority
will be given to non Basingstoke teams

Those brave enough to accept the challenge should email
Stephen Kimmett.

from Richard Field [SP Basingstoke]
It’s always good to get repeat business, so we were delighted
recently when we were approached by the property
management section of UKAEA Harwell to undertake an
option study of their accommodation needs on the site. We

We look forward to a healthy response.

____________________________________
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OPERATION: IPD 2002

MISSION:

SECURE THE SURREY BASE (deep in the field near m25 junction 10)

RENDEZVOUS:

09H00 SATURDAY 22 JUNE 2002, AT THE BASE OR 08H00 AT
BASINGSTOKE STATION

SUPPLIES:

THE IPD WILL COVER ENTRY, GEAR, 100 PAINTBALLS,
TRANSPORT AND LUNCH. ADDITIONAL FIREPOWER AVAILABLE
AT THE BASE FOR £5 PER 100.

EXECUTION:

HIGH RANKING IPD OFFICERS WILL COORDINATE THE MISSION
ON THE DAY.

FRIENDLY FIRE:

THIS COVERT OPERATION REQUIRES AS MANY OF THE IPD
RESERVES AS POSSIBLE.

ENEMY FIRE:

MENTORS/DELEGATED MENTORS ARE WELCOME, BUT SHOULD
BE AWARE THAT THEIR MISSION STATUS WILL BE RESTRICTED
AND THEY MAY COME UNDER FIRE.

The ipd have a limited number of additional tickets available at cost price (£15 per person, plus transport although
lifts may be arranged. These tickets will be available to all employees of Scott Wilson and family/friend of ipd’s, on a
first-come, first-served basis.)
CONTACT MARK DICKENS (NETWORK HOUSE) mark.dickens@scottwilson.com or CARA REES
(Basingstoke) or your nearest ipd committee member to enlist!
___________________________________________________________________

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

The role will involve interfacing with clients to understand
and design systems to suit their Information Management
needs through the implementation of GIS coupled to

For a list of ALL currently available vacancies, go to
Personnel – Vacancies on the Intranet.

database and document management systems to deliver
internet based products.

GIS Project Managers - 2.3/3.1, GIS and
Information Systems Division, Basingstoke

There will be a need to develop products in ArcView and
MAPINFO along with Remote Sensing interpretation using
ER-Mapper and ERDAS. Also database design –using MS
ACCESS, ORACLE and creation of Web based applications
using VB products.

Due to our continued success in the GIS sector we are
looking to recruit GIS Specialists with a relevant degree.
Suitable candidates will have both GIS project management
experience and commercial awareness of this sector of
Information Management.

The role would suit somebody with strong time management
skills along with a commercial awareness to assist in
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preparing and submitting bid proposals. There will be
opportunities to travel to site projects within the UK and to
our other offices and projects world-wide.

dealing with correspondence and mail. Candidates should
have previous secretarial experience and have excellent IT
skills, including Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint.

Our projects are mainly in the Water Resource, Road and Rail
design, Environment, Urban and Transportation Planning
sectors.

Interested applicants for any of the COU vacancies should
contact Kate Kirby, Personnel Officer, Chesterfield Office.
Tel: 01246 210205

___________________________________
For an informal discussion regarding this role please
contact Doric Tong, GIS Manager. Alternatively please send
your CV to Cara Rees, HR Department, Basingstoke.

____________________
Environmental Engineering Technician Chesterfield - Level 1.1/1.2
An opportunity has arisen to join the expanding Waste
Management and Environment team.
The successful
candidate will be involved in a wide variety of activities
including computer modelling, data manipulation and
interpretation, drawing and report production as well as
supervision of works on site including environmental
monitoring and logging. Applicants should ideally be
educated to HND or degree standard in a relevant subject.
They should be computer literate and knowledge of
AutoCAD is desirable. A current full driving licence is
essential.

Senior Landscape Architect - Manchester
- Level 3.2
The successful applicant will be a chartered landscape
architect with a minimum 5 years post professional
qualification, have proven design flair, master planning and
contract administration skills, good written and
communication skills together with project management
experience to lead a team of landscape architects. The
candidate should also be fully conversant with AutoCAD.
Current commissions include restoration of urban parks,
campus design, landscape assessments, business parks,
urban regeneration and leisure schemes throughout the UK
and China.
If you would like further information about the role in the first
instance please call Simon Dowse on 0161 236 8655 for a
confidential discussion.

For Sale & Wanted
For Sale : Rover 214i (8v) 96 P reg, 3 dr, 60,000 miles,
Pearlescent Red, PAS, ABS, Twin airbags, Electric sunroof,
taxed and tested, Excellent condition, Just had major service.
£2995 ono. Contact Chris Hodge. Chesterfield Ext 316

____________________________________

What’s on your Mind?
Direct Credit of Expenses
from Chris Ford [RC, Basingstoke]
Bank branch closures and the proliferation of internet and
postal accounts mean that many staff can no longer
conveniently pay in expense cheques . Why not change
cheque payments to a system where the firm credits expenses
directly to staff bank accounts? This would also avoid
delays whilst cheques are sent to staff in the smaller offices
and on site/secondment.

____________________________________
Editor’s Note: Next week’s ScottLight (week
ending 7th June) will be a reduced issue, for
Attention All Staff and urgent items only,
because of holidays/bank holidays. Other items
submitted will be held over until the following
week.
____________________

Section Secretary - Chesterfield - Level 2.1
Our busy Chesterfield office requires a Section Secretary to
provide general secretarial support to various technical staff.
Specific duties will include word processing, telephone
answering, conference room booking, diary maintenance,

All items for inclusion should be e-mailed to the Editor, Angela Lowle, in Scott House, Basingstoke
by 5 p.m. on Mondays angela.lowle@scottwilson.com
or fax to 01256 475600 or telephone 01256 461161
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Issue 347 Week ending: 7 June 2002

Attention - All Staff!
India and Pakistan: Security Situation
from Geoff French [SWHL]
As you would expect we are monitoring the situation in India
and Pakistan very closely, taking advice from the Foreign &
Commonwealth Office in London and the British High
Commission in Delhi.

or messages can be left with:
Jill Wright
14 Prunus Avenue
Morningside 2057,
Johannesburg
South Africa
Tel: +27 11 883 1797
Fax: +27 11 883 8216

____________________

We are stopping staff travelling to India and Pakistan until
the situation becomes safer. We have already moved
members of staff from Northern India and will be considering
if and when it is appropriate to remove staff from India.
If anybody has any concerns they should contact Geoff
French, John Nutt or Eddie Foster.

____________________
Scott Wilson South Africa
from Viyande Chisiza [SW, Botswana]
On 30 April, 2002, former Scott Wilson South Africa ceased
trading under the Scott Wilson name. This marks the
termination of our relationship with the firm under the terms
of Licence Agreement. That firm now trades under the name
of Sivest (Pty) Ltd. Under the conditions of the agreement,
we are now permitted to trade freely in South Africa under the
Scott Wilson name. In this regard a new business in South
Africa is in the process of being launched. Vyande Chisiza is
the Director now responsible for South Africa, and all matters
related to the market should be directed through him. To
avoid any possible confusion, and while contractual matters
relating to the termination are still being finalised, it is
advised that contact with Sivest on new projects should be
avoided.
While new contact details are being sorted out we advise that
Vyande Chisiza can be reached as follows:
Scott Wilson Botswana
Plot 184, Corner Matsitama Road
and Morara Close
P.O. Box 933
Gaborone
Botswana
Tel: +267 324 710
Fax: +267 322 886

Professional Subscriptions
from Geoff French [SWHL]
The payment by the company of personal professional
subscriptions was an issue raised in the Employee Survey.
As a result we have decided to meet the cost of one
professional subscription per year for each permanent
member of staff. This applies to subscriptions paid after
1.7.2002.

____________________
Facilities Manageme nt Restructuring
from Diane O’Sullivan [HR, Basingstoke]
Following restructuring of the Facilities Management section
in Scott House, Jackie Constable will take over the role of
Facilities Manager with effect from 1st June. Unfortunately,
Jackie will be unavoidably absent from 10th June for a period
of two to three months and Glyn Freeman will be covering
this role until her return.
____________________

Innovation and Best Practice
from Katrina Sparkes [C, Manchester]
The following subjects have been recently listed in the
Discussion Forum on the Pontifact Innovation & Best
Practice Site:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phone Messages
Digital Diary
Use of team briefings
Best Practice Club
PPA Town Hall event
Security by Design

Paul Bailey
Paul Bailey
Sarah Andrews
Dave Barker
Sophie Xerri
Dave Barker

Please remember that the closing date for the Summer 2002
COU Innovation Award is 30th June.
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backgrounds, share our knowledge and start to standardise
procedures for evaluating sustainability’.

EASY-ECO
EvAluation of SustainabilitY – European
COnferences
Survey of Sustainability Evaluation
Methods in Europe
from Matt Grace [RC, Peterborough]
The European Union is funding 20 researchers across Europe
to compile a comprehensive survey of sustainability
evaluation methods currently used in member states and the
accession countries.

If you know of a sustainability evaluation that you feel
should be included in the UK report to EASY – ECO, please
contact Matt or send details of your method, preferably in the
form of an example report:(Email: matt.grace@scottwilson.com Tel: 01733 896655).
You should also contact Matt should you require more
information on EASY – ECO or would like to participate in the
next conference. For further details of the whole EASY-ECOproject please see:www.sustainability.at/easy
The project is supported by the European Commission, Research
DG, Human Potential Programme, High Level Scientific
Conferences
Contract No. HPCF-CT-2001-00286

Pontifact Support Office
Topic for the Pontifact Newsletter This Week:
SOAP(Simple Object Access Protocol)
What is SOAP?
Why SOAP?
Anatomy of a SOAP Envelope

The main objectives of the project, as presented by Andre
Martinuzzi, (Project Coordinator from The University of
Economics and Business Administration, Vienna) in the first
EASY – ECO conference, held in Vienna recently, are to:
•
•
•
•

Conduct a Europe wide survey of the state of the art
of sustainability evaluation;
Promote international and interdisciplinary
exchanges of knowledge and experience in the field
of sustainability evaluations;
Increase market transparency, and
Provide opportunities for networking between
clients and evaluators.

Evaluation reports will be collected from each country
between now and September 2002 for analysis by the end of
year and presentation of the results at the second EASY-ECO
conference in Vienna next Spring. A close cooperation with
national and international evaluation societies is intended.
Matt Grace, a Sustainability Researcher with Scott Wilson
has been appointed the task of collecting information from
the UK. ‘EASY-ECO represents a great opportunity for all of us
working in the field of sustainability to come together from different

***Do you have any Information Technology topics you
want to appear in the Pontifact Newsletter? Do you have an
advertisement you want to publish in Pontifact? Do you have
any services to offer for Scott Wilson? Do you have any
announcements to make? Do you have a picture you want to
publish on Pontifact's front page? Would you like us to do
some Research for you on the Internet? Do you have any
comments about Pontifact?***
E-mail us at: pontifact@scottwilson.com

ENVIRONMENT: Building On A Greener Future
An extract from ‘Peterborough Now’ newspaper
contributed by Matt Grace [RC, Peterborough]
“MANAGERS from design and construction firms in the city
(of Peterborough) have learned environmentally-friendly
homes do not necessarily involve "wacky, on-the-fringe"
designs.
Almost 100 local managers supported a seminar sponsored
by English Partnerships, the government's regeneration and
development agency, to hear experts explain how simple
techniques could cut the environmental impact of homes.
Speaking at the seminar hosted by Greater Peterborough's
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Matt Grace, of engineers
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick, said that energy used in the
heating, lighting and operation of homes and other buildings
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accounts for almost half the total energy used in the UK.
A further one-quarter of UK energy production is used by
transport, mu ch of which is involved in moving people and
goods between buildings so the sitings of buildings can have
a further dramatic effect on total energy use, and, put
together, are making a major contribution to environmental
problems, such as global warming.
Paul Griffiths, of English Partnerships, said English
Partnerships has a role to play in encouraging best practice in
design and construction, and felt the seminar had helped to
show that environmentally-friendly design need not be
difficult or expensive.”

____________________

TRAVELLERS

Location

Traveller

Dates

Addis Ababa
Ghana
Malta

Andrew Kasekende
Graham Williams
Barry Gore

8 - 22 June
5 June - 29 July
12 - 26 June

____________________________________

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

For a list of ALL currently available vacancies, go to
Personnel – Vacancies on the Intranet.

Bid Manager , 3.2
Facilities Management – Basingstoke, SP
Our Facilities Management team are looking for a Bid
Manager to support their expanding team. This person will
be responsible for the compilation of documents in respect of
the successful submission of tenders. Documents include
expressions of interest, pre-qualifications and tenders for the
delivery of a range of integrated services.
The successful candidate will have experience of preparing
bid submissions for a range of property and facility
management services, excellent written and oral
communication skills, be self motivated with an ability to
work effectively under pressure and remain customer
focused, together with an ability to develop existing and new
systems.
If you would like further information about this role please
contact Andy Friedrich in the first instance.
___________________________________

All items for inclusion should be e-mailed to the Editor, Angela Lowle, in Scott House, Basingstoke
by 5 p.m. on Mondays angela.lowle@scottwilson.com
or fax to 01256 475600 or telephone 01256 461161
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Issue 348 Week ending: 14 June 2002

Attention - All Staff!
Strategic Alliance with Dornier

Extension Numbers

From Anan Allos [PPA,Basingstoke]

From Ewan Craig [SP, Basingstoke]

Dornier are a German consultant group of some 150
permanent staff in addition to 80 part time experts. Their
growth aspiration is to double every 4 years. They used to be
part of the German ministry of defence and were bought out
by Chrysler-Daimler Company in 1995. Their primary skills are
in
•
transport / telematics
•
freight transport / logistics
•
track guided transport
•
resource and project management

Scott House receptionists sometimes handle calls with
incomplete, mispronounced or unusual names. With over 300
extensions in Scott House and Network House encouraging
callers to provide your extension number will speed the
transfer of calls to you.

Their areas of work extend to significant presence in the Gulf,
East Europe, and Central Asia. They are important
competitors of ours in the latter two areas where they
regularly win work.
We have formed a Strategic Alliance with Dornier to bid for
work in Europe, where our skills could be complementary as
well as the UK, where their additional resources could be
beneficial. Of course this will not in reality materialise until we
start working together on a project. They have worked with
Law Gibb in the past, but the venture did not work out. I
have had a number of meetings with their managing director,
Herbert Grunwald, in our London office, who is personally
known to me, and we have been exchanging information on
skills and opportunities. They are keen to work with us, not
only because we are the 18th largest European consultant,
but because of the possible synergy the venture can create.
If you find their skills complementary or require their
resources to support your increasing workload, please get in
touch with me in the first place. I would like to be the single
point of contact, at least initially

____________________
Please be correctly addressed …
From Stephen Leach [CS, Basingstoke]
I have been made aware that some people outside Scott
Wilson are sending e-mails to us "@scottwilson.co.uk". I
would be grateful if you could make sure that your contacts
know that our correct e-mail addresses are:
"@scottwilson.com". Messages sent to "scottwilson.co.uk"
will not reach us.

____________________

Many people based at Scott House do give out their
extension number in correspondence, e-mails telephone
messages etc. Automatic signatures in outlook have made
this extremely easy for e-mail and can be found in tools,
options, mail format.
Extension numbers for people can also be obtained from the
intranet under the regional offices, UK telephone list.

____________________
TRAVELLERS
Location
Kiev
Baku
Kabul
Dushanbe
Nanjing
St Petersburg, Russia
St Petersburg, Russia

Traveller
Doric Tong
Elena Stebbings
Tim Hunt
Gareth Hearn
Nic Folland
Geoff Ralls
Alexei Gorbenko

Dates
1 -12 July
11 -21st June
9 -16 June
12 -27 June
13 June -7 July
19 - 22 June
19 - 22 June

Pontifact Support Office
***Pontifact support office will be transferring office within
this week. Replies to queries might be delayed***
Topic for the Pontifact Newsletter Last Week:
SOAP(Simple Object Access Protocol)
What is SOAP?
Why SOAP?
Anatomy of a SOAP Envelope
Do you have any Information Technology topics you want to
appear in the Pontifact Newsletter? Do you have an
advertisement you want to publish in Pontifact? Do you have
any services to offer for Scott Wilson? Do you have any
announcements to make? Do you have a picture you want to
publish on Pontifact's front page? Would you like us to do
some Research for you on the Internet? Do you have any
comments about Pontifact?
E-mail us at: pontifact@scottwilson.com
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What’s Going On?
Scale A - £3million+, Scale B - £600,000 - £2,999,999,
Scale C - £400,000 - £599,999, Scale D - £200,000 - £399,999
Scale E - £100,000 - £199,999, Scale F - £50,000 - £99,999
Scale G - £10,000 - £49,999, Scale H - Up to £9,999

perched on mountain peaks or rock pinnacles, allowing 360
degree views of the land and its population below. A total of
less than one million Buddhists and Hindus live
harmoniously alongside each other and are made up
predominantly by native Bhutanese and the descendents of
migrant Nepalis respectively.

All Change at Denham Village
[Jamshid Soheili, PPA London]
Denham Place is located in the village of Denham in
Buckinghamshire, adjacent to the A412 and within 5 miles of
Uxbridge and the M25 motorway. The facilities at Denham
Place include an historic manor house and associated staff
and outbuildings and also approximately 50 acres of gardens.
The estate was completed between 1688 and 1702, costing
£3,000 (Hampton Court cost £5,000 around the same time)
and is designated as Grade 1 listed building.
The buildings have recently been used as office
accommodation, but there are now plans to return the site to
its previous use as an historic family residence. Apart from
providing usual family rooms and amenities in the main
building, the proposed schedule of recreational activities also
includes a complete spa and complimentary entertainment
facilities. There is also a desire to reinstate the historic point
of access off the A412 and create an ‘Arrival Avenue’. As
part of the master plan, the London office is providing
transportation, planning, infrastructure and general
engineering advice in support of the planning application due
for submission later this year.

____________________________________
Scott Wilson in the Land of the Thunder Dragon
Gareth Hearn[IO,Basingstoke]
On 24 May 2002 a Scott Wilson laminated arrowhead was
hammered to the door of a small room on the second floor of
the Department of Roads building in Thimphu, Bhutan.
Welcome to the land of the Thunder Dragon. Bhutan, a small
Himalayan kingdom located between India to the west, south
and east and China to the north, has managed to retain its
traditional cultures, way of life and values, despite the rapid
political and socio-economic changes that have taken place
outside its borders. The entire country is located within steep
and mostly forested mountain terrain. Its peaks are not as
high as those in Nepal but it is arguably more mountainous,
making commu nications difficult. There are no internal flights
and therefore travelling the 300 km or so from the west to the
east of the country by 4WD would probably take in excess of
three days. Despite this, Manchester United is the favoured
soccer team, and the favourite star is David Beckham,
naturally.
Despite the wonders of cable TV and the Internet, Bhutan is
still a country of tradition and geographical isolation. It is
divided administratively into 20 Dzongkhags and each is
administered from an imposing white-washed and fort-like
structure called a Dzong. These structures are usually

In order to keep its tradition, character and individuality,
Bhutan has maintained a restrictive immigration policy, similar
to that operated in Nepal prior to the 1950’s. Foreigners are
required to be invited into the country by the Government.
Tourists trickle through in small numbers and are required to
pay large sums in visa fees. Scott Wilson was lucky enough
to be invited to work in Bhutan in association with BoozAllen
consultants on the ADB-funded Road Network Development
Project two-three years ago. BoozAllen was the lead
consultant and Scott Wilson provided Tim Hunt as
Geotechncial Engineer (with a brief visit by myself) and
Martin Oaten as Transport Economist.
On 17 May 2002 Scott Wilson held a seminar in Thimphu at
which the Landslide Risk Assessment (LRA) project, funded
by DFID, was introduced to government officers. The LRA
has been 18 months in the making in Nepal and is developing
rapid methods for landslide assessment for rural access
planning. The programme requires that preliminary findings
from the Nepal study are tested in Bhutan and an intense
schedule of activity has been put in place for Bhutanese
fieldwork, analysis and training between May and September
2002. This schedule comprises the mapping of landslides
from satellite imagery, aerial photographs and field mapping,
the development of a GIS to store remote sensing,
topographical, geological, land use and landslide data and
the production of guidelines for landslide susceptibility and
hazard assessment and landslide risk management for
engineering and land use planning purposes. It is hoped that
our detailed studies will prove the Bhutan Lonely Planet
Guide wrong when it says, on Page One of its Introduction,
that there are no massive landslides in Bhutan!
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On Tuesday 28 May, the Peterborough Office hosted an
Ecology Skills Group meeting with ecologists from
Basingstoke, Leeds, Edinburgh, Peterborough and, for the
first time, we were pleased to welcome the Matlock survey
team, who are working on the Highways Authority Area 7
Soft Estate Management contract.

The Department of Roads in Bhutan has provided seconded
staff for project assistance and training. From Scott Wilson’s
side, Andrew Hart is currently in the mountains of east
Bhutan mapping landslides. Will Crick and Ivan Hodgson
travelled to Bhutan this week to commence satellite image
and aerial photograph interpretation. Chris Massey, a new
engineering geological recruit to Scott Wilson, will be joining
the team in July, and Dr David Petley of the University of
Durham will be providing input in August. Kiran Humagai,
who worked alongside Scott Wilson on the BoozAllen
project, is ably performing the role of Local Project Coordinator, and Sushil Tiwari, the seconded engineer in Nepal,
has taken up temporary residence in Bhutan to assist with the
GIS and the field surveys.
Thus far the project has received considerable interest and
support in Bhutan. Landslides are considered to be a major
constraint on development and a threat to public safety. The
Introductory Seminar was given a minute of national TV
coverage on 17 May, and this included an interview with
myself and the Director of Roads. A wrap-up seminar will be
held in Thimphu at the beginning of October and the project
will hold a final dissemination seminar in Kathmandu this
November.
If anyone is interested in finding out more about Bhutan and
what we are doing there please either contact myself or the
Thimphu office:

The ecology skills group strives to ensure that work done in
Scott Wilson’s name is based upon up to date standards and
techniques to produce high quality reports. In many
instances there are no “standard” survey assessment
techniques in ecology and it is important that where possible,
we are at the cutting edge of the development of national
standards in ecology survey and assessment. Where no
national standards exist we need to develop and implement a
consistent approach to survey and assessment within the
company, which will stand up to the scrutiny of public
enquiry.
Ecological Impact Assessment
Jenny Ford, Sue Bell and Jo Hughes have been representing
Scott Wilson by providing active input to the development of
guidelines for ecological assessment in relation to statutory
impact assessment, which is currently being prepared by the
IEEM (Institute of Ecology and Environmental Management).
Jenny presented a progress report on the recent IEEM
conference on this topic and provided a précis of some of the
more contentious and problematic areas of the draft
guidelines. Considerable work is needed, but hopefully the
completed draft should be ready in 3-4 months. This will
provide an invaluable tool to ecologists nationwide and help
to increase the professional profile of the IEEM.
Bat Roost Potential
Neil Stephenson provided a useful presentation on the
standard approach, which should be taken for assessing bat
roost potential with emphasis on the more difficult area of the
assessment of trees.

Scott Wilson, C/o Dept of Roads,, Thimpu, Bhutan
Local Project Coordinator: Kiran Humagai
Telephone: 00 975 2 327963
Email: landsliderisk@druknet.bt

__________________________
Bats, Badgers and Impact Assessment
Ecology Skills Group Meeting, 28 May 2002
from Jane Southey [RC, Peterborough]

Well, I intended doing this piece a while back but work,
holiday, Jubilee celebrations and World Cup fever have filled
my time completely.

Noctule Bat
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Badger Risk Assessment
Tessa Harding presented a guide to the assessment of an
area for badgers. These are skills needed by all of our team
working in the field.

TRACECA: TRAnsport Corridor Europe
Caucasus Asia

The presentations were followed by a field trip to a local
nature reserve to put the theory into practice.
Thanks to all who participated, especially Tessa, Jenny and
Neil for their presentations. We are hoping at our next
meeting to bring in some external speakers to ensure that
senior staff also receive training in new areas.

____________________
MOU 2002 – Central and Eastern Europe
From Lance Van Dyk [IO, Basingstoke]
IO Operating Unit’s 2002 MOU is responsible for
Transportation projects in Central and Eastern Europe. As is
the nature of international projects, nearly all of our projects
are funded through international donor agencies, the most
significant being the European Union and the World Bank.
The focus of our operations ranges from traditional ‘hard’
design and supervision projects through to ‘soft’
consultancy in the form of institutional strengthening, and
with most areas in between. We are indebted to many other
OU’s in providing resources to meet the often complex and
multi-disciplinary nature of these projects.
Although our core market is Central and Eastern Europe, 2002
MOU has also been involved in providing services for
projects as far flung as Hong Kong and New Zealand.
Clearly, we don’t like to be too constrained by the vagaries of
geography!
We have established a significant presence in many
countries of operation, with a branch office in Poland and
project offices in Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and
Azerbaijan. Following on from previous major projects in the
region, IO has built a solid network of capable local SW
representatives throughout the region.
We have local knowledge and a wealth of regional experience
that would enhance future Scott Wilson projects. Contact
should be made with Adrian Tite, Lance Van Dyk, Debra
Power or Elena Stebbings.
In this week’s and next week’s editions of Scott Light we will
include synopses of projects being managed in the
TRACECA region, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and New
Zealand. We will shortly be bringing you articles on our
many and varied projects in Poland and the Ukraine.

Since 1991, the development of an efficient trading corridor
for the states of the Former Soviet Union (FSU) has become a
priority. A series of agreements have been brokered by the
European Commission and FSU national governments to
regulate freight and passenger transit traffic along a route
between and across their territories that is known as the
TRACECA Corridor.
The 13 country TRACECA region now stretches from
Turkey at the crossing point of Europe and Asia, to
Bulgaria and Romania in Central Europe, Ukraine and
Moldova in Eastern Europe, through to the Caucasus
countries of Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan, and then
follows the ancient Silk Route to China through the Central
Asian countries of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan,
Uzbekistan and Tadjikistan.
IO Operating Unit has been at the forefront of Scott Wilson’s
participation in the TRACECA programme, and 2002 MOU’s
current TRACECA projects are described below. The project
offices are located in Baku, Azerbaijan, where the TRACECA
Intergovernmental Commission (IGC) office has been
established to co-ordinate the work of the TRACECA
programme.

Harmonisation of Border Crossing Procedures
EC Tacis TRACECA
November 2001 – November 2003
from Debra Power [IO, Basingstoke]
Since 1995, Scott Wilson has developed a reputation as the
most experienced consultant in border and customs
procedures working on the EC’s Tacis and TRACECA
programmes. This projects aims to harmonise border crossing
procedures within the TRACECA region and align them with
current EU practice.
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Take Aim
The project purpose and deliverables are:
§ Preparation of trade facilitation documents in
English and Russian
§ Proposal for a harmonised list of controls required in
respect of transit traffic
§ Setting performance targets for proposed controls
§ Establishing state-specific implementation
programmes
§ Production of a Customs Manual and User Guide for
transport operators and traders
§ Assessing the feasibility of establishing a system of
common transit procedures in the TRACECA region
Going Soft
The ‘soft’ side of the project includes institutional
strengthening in each country in the:
§ Creation of Customs Working Groups
§ Creation of an Institute of Customs Brokers
§ Management development and training in modern
border procedures
§ Creation of databases
On Site
Scott Wilson’s project experience includes site evaluations at
border crossings, working with central and regional customs,
evaluations of customs IT systems and procurement on
behalf of customs using EC Tacis procurement rules. This
project will provide:
§ Border procedures audit for road, rail and port
border crossing points
§ Documentation review
§ Development of harmonised border controls
§ Pre-feasibility study of common transit procedures
Who’s Who
A truly European consortium, the project is managed by
Scott Wilson, with partners NEA of the Netherlands,
Compass of Germany and Sema of Belgium. The project is led
by Peter Ranger in Baku, with Border and Customs Experts
Tony Bayley and Werner Spenhoff as deputy team leaders
and Ruth Golombok providing environmental expertise. Debra
Power is managing the project in the UK for IO with Natasha
Nosova providing project co-ordination support.
Fee Scale B

The overall objective of this project is to find practical
solutions that will enable the whole TRACECA route from
the Chinese border to the borders of West European states,
to be seen as commercially competitive and attractive to all
traders, in both time and cost. The TRACECA route needs to
be seen as one that traders will use from choice, as it is the
shortest route to Black Sea Ports, and provides known cost
savings and better security than the alternative routes
available.
The team of 16 people lead by economists in rail, road and
maritime transport sectors is working with the governments,
operators including freight forwarding and carrier
associations and traders of 13 countries to achieve a more
transparent tariffs and transit fees structure and to achieve
the removal of illegal, non-physical barriers to effective
international trade and transport services within TRACECA
region.
By the end of the assignment we aim to achieve:
§ Cooperation of 13 countries in the development and
maintenance of the unified transit tariff policy
§ Inter-country Transit Fees and Tariffs Working
Groups in road, rail and maritime sectors.
§ Analysis of existing rail, road, ports and shipping
tariffs and recommendations for change.
§ Improved access for traders to the information.
§ Improved methodologies in setting tariffs in all three
modes of transport.
§ Unified policy for transit fees across 13 countries.
§ User guide for transport operators and traders.
Another truly European consortium, the project is managed
by Scott Wilson, with partners Tebodin of the Netherlands
and Corporate Solutions of the UK. The project is led by
David Roberts in Baku, with a team of transport economists
including Douglas Rasbash, Ian Jenkins and Ted Laing. Elena
Stebbings is managing the project in the UK for IO with
Emma Parsons providing project co-ordination support.
Fee Scale B

____________________
TransPennine Express Franchising
From Tom Allen [PPA London]

from Elena Stebbings [IO, Basingstoke]

Since April of this year we have been working alongside
Booz Allen and Hamilton for the Strategic Rail Authority on
the TransPennine Express franchise. The TPE would serve
stations like Manchester Airport, Newcastle, Hull,
Cleethorpes and Liverpool Lime Street.

Within IO we have a team dedicated to working on the
TRACECA: Unified Policy on Transit Fees and Tariffs
Project. They have just finalised the Inception Phase of this
exciting and demanding project assisting 13 countries to
improve trading flows, resurrecting the famous Silk Route
that links West and East.

Bids were received from Arriva, Connex and FirstGroup in
early April of this year detailing their proposals for this new
rail network. Our involvement was to scrutinise their
proposals and their forecasting methodologies and to
develop our own forecasting model to eventually determine
the preferred bidder.

Unified Policy on Transit Fees and Tariffs
EC Tacis TRACECA
November 2001 – November 2003
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The main proposals from each bidder consisted of new
timetables, the introduction of new rolling stock and a series
of station improvements.
To model the impact of the timetable changes from each
bidder a computer system called MOIRA was used. MOIRA
is designed to predict how changes to the planned timetable
will affect passenger revenue and journeys.
MOIRA deals with only three factors that influence demand
and they are; journey time, frequency and interchange. Other
factors like, crowding and the economy have been modelled
in the forecasting model together with the impact from the
new rolling stock and station improvements.
The bulk of this work is now complete and a decision will
soon be made by the SRA as to the successful bidder. It is
likely that more work will be carried out in the follow up to
this study and possibly on other schemes such as the Virgin
West Coast.

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:Mark Turnbull who has joined Ports in Basingstoke as
Principal Engineer
Mark Hill who also has joined Ports in Basingstoke as a
Vacation Student
Joanna Thompson who started in FM Admin as Procurement
Assistant on 10th June 02.
Caroline Duffy who started as Business Administrator, SP
Administration on 6th June
Katey Murray who started Vehicle Fleet Administrator, CS
Administration on 6th June

____________________________________

Sports & Socials
Measor Mashie 2002
Basingstoke Golf Day
John Andrews[RC,Basingstoke]
This is the last call for entrants to this year’s competition to
be held at Weybrook Park Golf Club on July 4th.

____________________________________

Congratulations!
Long Service Awards

If anyone would like to play, they can contact me or Claire
Wilson at the Basingstoke office. The cost for this event will
be £15 which will cover 18 holes of golf, a putting
competition, an evening meal and a multitude of prizes.
Players who have previously registered will be contacted
shortly for confirmation. If any player who thinks they have
registered but has not been contacted, could they please
contact myself or Claire Wilson.

____________________
John Alberts completed 20 years service on 1 June 2002
Colin Parks completed 10 years service on 11th May 2002

____________________
Congratulations to Trevor Wood - SP Structures who took
part in the GB Masters Championships and became the GB
National Champion in the 100 mtrs Breaststroke

______________________________

The Williams Wood Inter-Office Challenge
from Richard Cooper [IO, Basingstoke]
In response to Stephen Kimmett's challenge, I propose to
form an "overseas office team" in the interests of the One
Scott Wilson policy. Could any overseas office golfers, who
are likely to be in UK on the 12th Sept. within reach of
Stoneham GC, Southampton and would like to join the
"Overseas
Office
Team"
please
mail
me
on
swkug@infocom.co.ug
The defending team are well known to me and will be very
difficult to beat on their captain’s home course (and due to
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their unrealistic handicaps) consequently the "overseas
office team" should ideally have handicaps less than 20
and have a strong constitution (cardiac hill at the 18th)
___________________________________

Vacancies

Candidates must comply with our Drugs & Alcohol Policy
and be prepared to undertake track medicals and training to
hold a railway competency certificate for PTS. We operate a
no-smoking policy in all our offices.
If you are interested in this position please contact Carolyn
Chaproniere on 01793 515863 or by e-mail.

Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

For a list of ALL currently available vacancies, go to
Personnel – Vacancies on the Intranet.

Team Organiser, Grade: 2.1 / 2.2
Glasgow Op Unit: SWR (S)L
There is an opportunity within Scott Wilson Railways
(Scotland) Ltd for a Team Organiser to provide a full
administrative support service to the recently reorganised
Permanent Way Unit. The successful applicant will be
responsible for the design and setting up of appropriate
support systems to ensure the Permanent Way team receive
timeous and accurate information on project costs, technical
data etc. In addition you will act as note taker at meetings,
arrange travel and accommodation for staff, order materials
and provide a typing service. This role requires an individual
who is highly motivated and can work on their own initiative.
Essential Skills: Typing, Word & Excel
Essential Qualifications: HNC Business Administration or
similar
If you require further details please contact Alan Nelson.

Civils Technicians, Career Level 2.1/2.3
(depending upon qualifications)
Scott Wilson Railways, Glasgow
Scott Wilson Railways are currently seeking Civils
Technicians to join our Planning and Engineering office in
Glasgow.
This role will involve carrying out design work and
draughting work using AutoCad and assisting with other
computer based work using Word and Excel. You will also
take part in topographic surveys and generally assist the
Senior and Principal Engineers. You will act as assistant
project engineer on small to medium sized projects.
The successful applicant will have a knowledge of civil
engineering and 3 to 5 years experience of working on the
operational railway and have an appreciation of the impact of
civil engineering works on the other rail disciplines of
Signalling, Overhead Line Electrification and Operations. It is
intended that you will follow the Trainee Progression
Programme, attaining an ONC and HNC in Civil Engineering.
Entry level on the Trainee Progression Programme will
depend upon qualifications currently held.

Project Engineer (Civils)
Career Level 3.1/3.2 (depending on experience)
Scott Wilson Railways, Glasgow
Scott Wilson Railways are currently seeking Project
Engineers (Civils) to join our Planning and Engineering office
at Glasgow.
This role will involve undertaking design, supervision and
management of a wide range of Civil Engineering projects
within the railway environment. You will be responsible for
managing small to medium sized projects and will also assist
with tender preparation and cost estimates.
The successful applicant will be an Incorporated/Chartered
Engineer, possessing either HNC(D) or BSc, BEng in Civil
Engineering. You should have 5 - 10 years experience in
Design and Construction within a railway civil engineering
environment and be able to demonstrate a good knowledge
and understanding of how civil engineering interacts with
other rail disciplines, such as Operations, Signalling and
Electrification. Previous experience of managing a small team
and negotiating commercial, financial and contractual
arrangements for small to medium sized projects would be
advantageous.
Candidates must comply with our Drugs & Alcohol Policy
and be prepared to undertake track medicals. You should
hold a railway competence certificates for PTS/COSS/IWA or
be willing to undertake the necessary training to hold these
certificates. We operate a no-smoking policy in all our
offices.
If you are interested in this position please contact Carolyn
Chaproniere on 01793 515863 or by e-mail.

Admin/Technical Assistant, Matlock
- Level 1.1/1.2
An Admin/Technical Assistant is required at our Matlock
office. Applicants must have good experience of Microsoft
office and be able to manage and maintain administrative and
filing systems. Experience of Desk-Top Publishing and
Autocad would be an advantage as there will be
opportunities to assist in compiling proposals. There will
also be opportunities for assisting in site investigations.
Although this is a permanent position, temporary applicants
may also be considered.
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Interested applicants for this COU vacancy should contact
Kate Kirby, Personnel Officer, Chesterfield Office. Tel: 01246
210205

____________________

*
Reply of the Week
Response to Chris Ford (Issue 346)

Vacancies for Project Staff in Australia

from Stephen Kimmett [SWHL, Basingstoke]

Scott Wilson Irwin Johnston in Australia have a number of
vacancies for project staff at all levels to work on major
projects.

Chris, This is one of the many things on the list to look at
once Progression was up and running. We now think it is !
Thanks for stealing our thunder.

Full details on the positions and on-line application forms can
be found on the Australian website: www.scottwilson.com.au

____________________________________

_____________________________________

For Sale & Wanted
IO OU have, surplus to requirements, a Canon AP700
electronic typewriter (wide platen) in very good working
order. Also a Midas Elite Techprint electronic labelling
machine (similar to a Dymo) complete with extra cassettes.
Any Operating Unit interested in either of the above, who
can arrange for collection/delivery, please contact Barbara
Smith on Ext 402 or Claire Suarez on Ext 401.
Wanted: Room to let for six months from June 2002,
preferably within walking distance of Basingstoke Town
Centre, or near bus route. Contact Paula Southby-Ryland,
Basingstoke ext. 405."
_________________________________________

All items for inclusion should be e-mailed to the Editor, Angela Lowle, in Scott House, Basingstoke
by 5 p.m. on Mondays angela.lowle@scottwilson.com or fax to 01256 475600 or telephone 01256 461161
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Issue 349 Week ending: 21 June 2002

Attention - All Staff!
AMScott
Georgina Corbett - New HR Director

from John Trinick [C, Matlock]

from Geoff French [SWHL]
I am delighted to welcome Georgina Corbett to Scott Wilson
as our new Human Resources Director.
Georgina will be based on the second floor of Scott House.

____________________
Introductory Profile of
Georgina Corbett
Georgina Corbett joined
Scott Wilson on 17th June as
Human Resources Director.
Georgina has spent the past
15 years in the IT industry
and has joined us from a
software subsidiary of EDS
where she was the European
HR Director.
Prior to this she worked for Compaq Computers, formerly
Digital Equipment Company. She is a Fellow of the Chartered
Institute of Personnel and Development and has over 20
years experience in HR.
During her time in HR she has covered most of the HR
disciplines. She says that variety and unpredictability of
people and activities associated with the profession have
kept her enthusiastic and stimulated and she wouldn’t want
to work in any other field.
Following the recent review of the HR organisation; the first
priority for the new HR Director will be to see through the
restructuring of the HR organisation, leveraging the existing
talent and where necessary adding specialists to complement
the HR generalists in the field.

The new AMScott office near Mansfield Nottinghamshire is
open and being occupied by over 100 Scott Wilson and
Alfred McAlpine staff for commencement of the four year
Area 7 MAC contract on 1 July.
All transferring staff will have new email addresses:
first name. last name@amscott7.com
Contact details are:
Telephone No: 01623 676555
Fax No:
01623 676676
Address:
AMScott
The Willows
Ransom Wood Business Park
Southwell Road
Mansfield
Nottinghamshire
NG21 0HJ
The office at Matlock will continue to support AMScott and
the Derbyshire CC contract, other bridges maintenance work,
traffic engineering and for street lighting design.

____________________
Negotiating Skills Workshop
From Andrew Friedrich [SP, Basingstoke]
Nine members of SP recently attended the first part of a two
day course on negotiating. The venue was Scott House with
the tutor being Clive Poulton of Leornian. This was an
excellent day of workshop type exercises which clearly
illustrated the need for effective negotiation and how this can
be applied to our everyday lives.

The objective of the course was to:
define negotiation
•
Georgina is looking forward to developing and adding to
describe the seven stages of the negotiating process
•
some of the initiatives already in place and creating a vibrant
understand some of the options the negotiator has
•
and innovative HR function that will make a real contribution
at each stage
to helping Scott Wilson become the preferred employer it
identify their preferred style of negotiating
•
aspires and deserves to be.
plan for negotiations, using a structural approach
•
develop their approach through using role-play and
____________________
•
case study exercises
plan further to develop skills
•
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I certainly had a valuable learning experience and Clive
clearly was a competent negotiator. During the day he
extracted £5.00 from each of the course participants which
was donated to a charitable cause.
If anybody would like to have further details about the
course please contact Val Barham in Basingstoke office.

____________________

Botswana e-mails
from Vyande Chisiza [SW, Botswana]
We shall be experiencing problems with our e-mail system
most of this week as the technicians work on changing our
service provider and introduce new and improved facilities.
Please bear with us during this period if your emails start
bouncing back!

____________________
TRAVELLERS

Construction Industry Information Group
From Val Thompson [C, Chesterfield]
Earlier this year on behalf of SW Chesterfield I became a
member of the Construction Industry Information Group
(CIIG) which is an organization open to everyone interested
in construction industry information and those wishing to
practice knowledge management. The members represent
local authorities, private practice, professional bodies,
educational establishments and government departments. It
brings together librarians, information officers, architects,
engineers, surveyors and many others. There is an annual
subscription and members are supplied with a regular
newsletter – CIIG Newsletter, a copy of the CIIG Manual: a
guide to good practice in construction industry information
and the opportunity to attend regular meetings or visits to
libraries and research centres.
Although the manual is under revision it presents a snapshot
of current concepts and practices in construction industry
information and contains a wealth of useful ideas and
information which we could utilise.
If anyone requires more information you can take a visitors
tour of their web site www.ciig.org.uk

___________________________________
i p d - Lunchtime Seminars
Nick Wordsworth [PPA, Basingstoke]
I have organised a couple of lunchtime seminars in
Basingstoke, to varying degrees of success, but would like to
do more. These are nominally aimed at the ipd membership,
but are open to all staff who would like to attend.
Are any staff or MOUs interested in producing a
presentation, either as a capability statement or project report
on their recent work, for a seminar? I like to keep the speaking
part fairly short (20-30mins) to allow a reasonable Q&A
session and time for eating lunch. I have already had interest
from the Information Systems, but more offers would be much
appreciated.
Please email me: nick.wordsworth@scottwilson.com if you
are interested.

____________________

Location

Traveller

Dates

Vietnam, Bangkok

Peter-John Meynell

17 June
- 4 August

____________________________________

What’s Going On?
Scale A - £3million+, Scale B - £600,000 - £2,999,999,
Scale C - £400,000 - £599,999, Scale D - £200,000 - £399,999
Scale E - £100,000 - £199,999, Scale F - £50,000 - £99,999
Scale G - £10,000 - £49,999, Scale H - Up to £9,999

A1 Howburn to Houndwood
from Alan Frew [S, Glasgow]
Following my recent article on the award of the £35m A1
Haddington to Dunbar Expressway scheme to the Balfour
Beatty/Scott Wilson team, we have just been awarded a
further scheme on the route, some 20km further to the south
and east, just to the north of Berwick-upon-Tweed and the
Scotland/England border. The scheme is somewhat more
modest, valued at £5m, but is located in a very attractive part
of the country, and presents a number of interesting
challenges, including the diversion of the sensitive,
salmonoid Eye Water, the construction of 2km of new dual
carriageway, the construction of 3 new structures and a
significant volume of earthworks.
The scheme follows the normal Scottish Executive Design
Build format, and once again we teamed up with Balfour
Beatty to provide the winning team. The tender process was
somewhat drawn-out, being interrupted by the foot-andmouth outbreak, and in the end the tender period was
extended to more than 1 year. However, the wait was
worthwhile, both because the contractor covered our
additional costs during the extended tender period, but also
because the tender ultimately proved successful.
The other parties involved are the Engineer - Scottish
Borders Council, our landscape advisor - Ironside Farrar, and
our checker - Fairhurst. Balfour Beatty have formed a JV with
Scottish Borders Council DLO, which makes for the
interesting application of Chinese Walls, given their role as
Engineer.
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Thanks go to the various teams involved in the tender
process, led by Denise Ritchie (roads), Derek Ogilvie
(bridges), and Stewart Proud ( earthworks). David Riach will
now take over the roads role in what is shaping up to be an
intense early design period, with construction due to start
next month. Ronnie Hunter and I fill the roles of Project
Director and Manager respectively.

Akchatau-Karaganda Road Rehabilitation
Supervision, Kazakhstan
World Bank 2000 – 2003
from Martin Bennett [IO]
Project Overview

A combined sod-cutting ceremony was held on Tuesday 11
June, to mark the start of both projects. Speeches were made
by both Lewis Macdonald, MSP and Deputy Minister for
Transport and Alistair Wivell, Managing Director of Balfour
Beatty Major Projects. Both speeches mentioned Scott
Wilson's major involvement in both schemes and paid
glowing tribute to our long history in previous Design Builds
in Scotland.
Fee Scale C
______________________________________

Clyde Corridor Transport Study
From David Webster [S, Glasgow]
Glasgow City Council has awarded the Clyde Corridor
Transport Study to a joint consultancy team of Scott Wilson
and MVA. They will be assisted in the work by GVA Grimley,
Semaly, Derek Halden Consultancy, David Simmonds
Consultancy and Grant Thornton. This follows Scott
Wilson/MVA successfully completing the Scoping Study for
the Clyde Corridor earlier this year.
The study, which is being funded through the Scottish
Executive Public Transport Fund Preparation Pool, has been
commissioned as a result of considerable pressure for new
development adjacent to the River Clyde within Glasgow.
The City Council is keen to ensure that existing and future
developments in the area are served by a modern, high
quality public transport system which will reduce car
dependency and will encourage residents, employees and
visitors to the area to utilise a sustainable transport mode.
An additional factor relating to the study is the need to
ensure improved accessibility to a number of deprived urban
communities, designated as Social Inclusion Partnership
areas, to ensure that job opportunities are available for all.
The study is being undertaken in accordance with the
recently published Scottish Transport Appraisal Guidance. It
will initially develop a broad transport strategy for a wide area
aimed at a 20 years time horizon before focusing more locally
within Glasgow. A 5 – 10 year transport implementation plan
will be produced for this local sector.
The study is being managed by a Steering Group, led by
Glasgow City Council, supported by Scottish Enterprise
Glasgow, Strathclyde Passenger Transport and Clydeport.
The study is due to report in May 2003.
Fee Scale F

This major road rehabilitation project is focused upon part of
the main highway between the Astana, the new capital of
Kazakhstan since 1998, and the old capital, Almaty. This road
is one of the main north-south arteries across the country. It
has a single carriageway and was built to Russian design
standards in the 1970s, which would have provided good
performance if they had been followed during construction.
However, construction supervision and quality controls at
the time were inadequate, and the original road is therefore of
very variable construction quality. Although maintained at
times, the road is now in very poor condition over much of its
length, and continues to deteriorate. Several aid agencies are
contributing to its rehabilitation over the entire length from
Almaty to Astana, some 1200 kilometres. The overall AlmatyAstana project includes five major funding agencies, and
fifteen contracts, some of which have either only commenced
in 2002 or are not yet awarded. Scott Wilson is responsible
for supervising the section from Akchatau, a very small town
on the open steppe, to Karaganda, an industrial city, 215
kilometres to the north.
Three civil works FIDIC-based contracts were awarded in
Autumn 2000, two to an Italian contractor, Todini, and one to
an Iranian organisation, IRDO, and these are the subject of
our work. Each contract is approximately 70 kilometres long
and valued at $20m, the main work being the construction of
a strengthened road to uniform geometric standards generally
on the existing alignment, together with associated repair and
replacement of culverts, widening of bridges, earthworks as
required, and road furniture. There are also a few short
sections of horizontal or vertical realignment. The design was
prepared five years ago, and further deterioration has
occurred since it was completed, which has led to design
changes during construction.
The Italians proved to be responsive and eager to perform
well, while the Iranians were more elusive. Both ended the
2001 season behind on their programmes, although much had
been learnt by everyone involved in time for the 2002 season.
The road is under the spotlight politically, because the
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President of Kazakhstan has publicly pledged that an
improved road link between the old and new capitals will be
finished by the end of 2002. This is optimistic taking account
of past performance, although our contractors are wellpositioned to perform well this year, particularly the Italians.
We have some optimism of a better performance from the
Iranians, but the jury is still out!
Local Partners
Scott Wilson, under Brian Empringham’s guidance and
Adrian Tite’s direction, was awarded the construction
supervision contract in association with local partners,
Kazpromtransproject, who provide local supervision staff.
The Scott Wilson role also included technical assistance for
the client, the Ministry of Transport and Communications,
and training for local contractors, local staff and the wider
road construction industry in Kazakhstan. NIIT, another local
partner, has provided support for the training element
including local trainers.
Climatic Conditions
The climate is extreme. Temperatures can drop to –40oC in the
winter, and be as high as 40oC in the summer. Autumn and
Spring are usually very short. For example, the daytime
temperature as this is written (21 April) is –5oC, but we expect
daytime temperatures in a fortnight’s time to remain over 20oC
and rising. Even in summer, there can be severe temperature
fluctuation from day to day. However the 2001/2002 Winter
was comparatively mild which has allowed the new season to
start earlier than expected.
Due to the climate, the construction season lasts from April
to October, and little site work was carried out in 2000 on the
three contracts, apart from mobilisation by the contractors
and some culvert work. 2001 saw the first full season, with
both Contractors commencing their operations on all fronts.

§
§

§

§

§

Erken Bizhumanov, Resident Engineer and his team for
the Iranian contract based in Karaganda
Gennady Kozlov, Resident Engineer and his larger
group for the two Italian contracts, based at the centre
of the known universe, Aksu Ayuly (“white water”), a
large village in the middle of the rolling steppe about 120
kilometres south of Karaganda. There was no sign of
Ghengis Khan appearing there over the treeless horizon
last year, but who knows in 2002?
Phil Talbot from Chesterfield office, returning for a
second year, but in a more advisory role than 2001 to
support our two local REs. He is well-known on site
locally due to his fluorescent Scott Wilson jacket.
Bent Larsen, Materials Engineer (and butterfly expert),
returning also for the second season, in addition
providing advice on quality control and pavement
design.
We shall miss Cyril Maude this year (no budget) – his
input on quantity surveying and contractual issues was
much appreciated last year, as well as his culinary
expertise.

Work Programme
Last year, it was clear that there would be delays, so a
proactive approach was adopted in order to deliver the Scott
Wilson section to the required standard within the original
timescale and budget (more or less). To do this, the road
pavement retesting programme adopted last year will be
continued this year. This has generally allowed the sub-base
work to be reduced, cutting costs and allowing better
progress without reducing the design life required for the
finished pavement.

We are gearing up for a long hot summer, with twice as much
construction work to be completed this year as last. Daylight
hours are from 5am to 10pm in the height of summer, and the
contractors are expected to work all daylight hours if
necessary as well as seven days a week. The Italians have
already completed 1.5 kilometres of asphalt work.

The Iranians have been persuaded to scarify the existing
asphalt by cold planing rather than ripping this year, which
reduces the damage to the existing road structure, again
giving time and cost benefits. The designer and our client
have endorsed this approach. Our work is therefore not only
supervision of the construction, but also re-evaluating the
pavement design to make the most of the available funds for
our client, and to provide the best opportunity for the client
and contractors to achieve their objective of completion this
year.

Skills Transfer
The Scott Wilson supervision contract was won on the basis
of training our local team of over 20 engineers, surveyors and
inspectors in best international supervision practice in the
first season, with an expatriate team of five. This year we are
giving the senior local staff more line management
responsibility, with less expatriate input. An added
complication is that all discussions with our local team have
to be interpreted into Russian/English, which can result in
misunderstandings. I addition, the Kazakh language is
sometimes used by our client’s representatives and the subcontractors, while our contractors have been known to use
Farsi and Italian in progress meetings!
Team Work
Under the direction of Martin Bennett, the team which is
mobilizing for 2002 includes:

Kazakhstan – Some Facts
§
Kazakhstan is in Central Asia, bordering Russia, China,
and other “’stans”.
§
It is almost the size of Europe but with a population of
only 16 million.
§
Karaganda is the second-largest city in Kazakhstan,
some 1000 kilometres north of the old capital, Almaty,
and 200 kilometres south-east of Astana, the new
capital.
§
Kazakhstan has potential natural resources which will
result in it becoming one of the world’s major energy
providers, possibly within a decade with Karaganda
doing its part as a re-emerging coal-producing region,
mostly now in the private sector.
§
Kazakhstan’s GDP increased by 9.8% in 2000 and by
13.8% in last year.
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Life in Kazakhstan can be very tough. The beer costs 30p a
bottle, although more in the Intercontinental bar in Astana,
the girls are pretty and the sun shines for most of the
summer. Karaganda does have its problems (world class
potholes, social problems, poverty, security), but it is a busy
place doing well on meagre but increasing resources. There
are several very acceptable and cheap restaurants and cafés,
where the local speciality of shashlik, barbecued meat or fish,
can be enjoyed sitting in the summer sunshine in a street
café, provided you can get round the language barrier.
Russian will do although Kazakh is becoming more important.
There is also a local requirement to be able to swallow large
quantities of neat vodka while making complimentary
speeches, whenever there is anything to be celebrated, like
the purchase of new clothes or a birthday. As a litre of the
local variety only costs the equivalent of US$2, these
celebrations are not uncommon and once opened, tradition
demands that the bottle is finished.

Project
Offices
Apart from our
site offices in
Karaganda and
Aksu
Ayuly,
there is a small
project office in
Astana and a
support office for
our job and any
other Scott Wilson work in Almaty.
Contact

Martin

Bennett

on

swk-astana@gmx.net

or

martinwxy50@hotmail.com.
Fee Scale B

___________________________________

Nearly four years ago, Scott Wilson was appointed to
undertake consultancy inputs to a project for the
rehabilitation of urban roads, including roads in both Bishkek
and Osh, as well as in a third city, Jalal Abad, some two hours
drive from Osh. The consultancy contract has recently been
extended to include further construction supervision.
Design work, carried out by teams headed successively by
Brian Empringham and Achille Calzetti, is now substantially
complete, as are the first phase of construction contracts.
Further construction contracts have been let, one in each of
the three cities, for the rehabilitation of a total of sixty-eight
kilometres of city roads, and a further six smaller road
maintenance contracts are due to be let shortly, two in each
city, to be undertaken by local contractors. Bob Weekes
heads the supervision team in Bishkek, and the teams
supervising construction in both Osh and Jelal Abad fall
under Terry German’s leadership.
As previously reported, working under the constant gaze of
the politicians has created its own difficulties, as has traffic
management, especially along the routes of the cities’ trolley
bus systems. The Kyrgyz climate has also been a factor with
temperatures varying between minus 20ºC and plus 40ºC.
Regretfully, the camel trains have long since been replaced
by less romantic lorries, (and the bandits are now mostly in
the towns rather than between them), but much of the Silk
Road remains and perhaps we can claim that Scott Wilson
has been able to make a modest contribution to its
continuation.
Project Offices
Our office is located in Bishkek, providing support for our job
and any other Scott Wilson work in Kyrgyzstan. Contact Bob
Weekes on swkk@mail.kg.
Fee Scale B

_____________________________
Working on the Silk Road (or bits of it)
Bishkek - Osh – Jalal Abad Construction
Supervision, Kyrgyzstan
from Bob Weekes [IO, Basingstoke]

Location Reference Management System
(LRMS), New Zealand
Transit New Zealand
from Lance Van Dyk [IO, Basingstoke]

The very words “the Silk Road” conjure up images of camel
trains, exotic goods and above all, adventurous merchants
travelling along a road pioneered through dangerous banditstrewn territory, punctuated by ancient cities offering
comparative sanctuary. In reality, it seems that the Silk Road
might more accurately be described as a corridor, within
which the trade route has meandered over the centuries. It is
however known to have passed through what is now the
country of Kyrgyzstan, both through the ancient city of Osh,
which recently celebrated its three thousandth anniversary,
and through the area on which now stands modern-day
Bishkek, the Capital. Indeed, one of the roads which we
recently rehabilitated in Bishkek is called Jhibek Jholu which,
in the Kyrgyz language, means the Silk Road.

Some people just have all the luck. Imagine the hardship of
working in New Zealand (well, if you call a 32 hour flight
hardship, I suppose so). Over the last year, several Scott
Wilson personnel had the pleasure of being able to work on
this project in New Zealand acting as a sub-consultant (along
with AFRICON of South Africa and Montgomery Watson of
New Zealand) to HTC Infrastructure Management Ltd of New
Zealand.
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§

The photo shows representatives of the team with staff from
Transit New Zealand at the completion of negotiations. From
L-R: Bernard Jennings (Transit), Glenn Fawcett (MW) [whose
arm was damaged before negotiations], Jim MacNeill (MW),
Dave Robertson (Transit), Lance van Dyk (SW), Chris
Bennett (HTC), Dave Bates (Transit), Tony Banks
(AFRICON).
The client, Transit New Zealand, is responsible for managing
the State Highway road network and is responsible for
carrying out the LRMS Project with the view to improve the
management of this vital resource. The LRMS Project
involves:
§ Upgrading of the current linear referencing method
with the addition of a spatial referencing method.
§ Defining how the location referencing must be
managed to provide accurate and consistent
referencing on the State Highway network over time
§ Implementing the defined solution for the LRMS
with ‘highways by exor’ within Transit.

Doric Tong (RC), Lance van Dyk (IO), Mark Davies (Matlock)
and Kevin McPherson (IO) have all provided inputs into the
project covering the following areas of the project:
§

§

§

A desktop evaluation of the available spatial data
sources based on the work completed during the
Business Process Analysis phase and making
recommendations on possible sources of suitable
spatial data and a strategy for the procuring and
management of this data.
A Gap Analysis exercise was undertaken to determine
the suitability of the chosen software. A thorough test
of the exor products was undertaken using a
combination of theoretical data and data from the
Wellington network (preliminary pilot area) to ensure
that it meets Transit’s requirements and to identify any
weaknesses which need to be addressed.
Production of an Implementation Strategy for the
‘highways by exor’ LRMS application. This described
how the application fits into the existing Transit
computing and technology environment. It included a
high-level design of how the LRMS should be

implemented in Transit in both the short and long terms.
It also gave a timetable and project plan for the shortterm implementation of new Location Referencing
System.
Carried out a Software Risk Assessment to analyse in
detail the risks to Transit in the event that the software
fails financially. The objective of the assessment was to
help identify areas of high risk and determine whether
anything can be done in the meantime to mitigate those
risks.

A further visit in this year is planned to undertake the pilot
testing of “highways by exor” and the interfaces to various
existing systems.
Fee Scale F

____________________________
Supplementary EIA of the
River Gam Dam, Vietnam
From Peter-John Meynell [RC, Edinburgh]
Peter-John Meynell has been requested by IUCN in Vietnam
to lead the team of local experts in carrying out a
supplementary EIA of the River Gam Dam, in Northern
Vietnam. This EIA complements Scott Wilson interests
because, SW Asia Pacific currently runs the PARC project
(Protected Areas for Resource Conservation) aimed at
conservation in two protected areas - the Na Hang Nature
Reserve and the Ba Be National Park. Andy McNab carried
out a preliminary EIA of the dam as it had been proposed at a
site slightly upstream from the current site.
This hydropower project has flood protection and power
generation objectives and will be an earthfilled dam 1,105 m at
the top, 100m high with an installed power of 312 MW. and
total capacity of 2,245 million cu m. It will flood up two arms
of the Gam and Nang Rivers about 6,147 ha. Part of this
flooded area lies in the Na Hang Nature reserve specially set
up for the conservation of the Tonkin Snub-nosed monkey a
highly endangered primate that is only found in this part of
Vietnam, and the Ba Be National Park. It is unlikely that the
actual habitat of the monkey or any of the other vulnerable
species (including Francois Langur) will be flooded but the
increased access, the disturbance and other factors will
certainly have an impact. In the long run this may lead to the
loss of these species in the protected areas and possibly the
overall extinction of the Tonkin snub-nosed monkey.
This EIA is supplementary in terms of being additional to the
existing EIAs which have not taken into account these
biodiversity aspects. The government has taken a decision
recently to go ahead with this dam and the purpose of this
EIA is to come up with suggestions for the environmental
management and mitigation of the construction and operation
of the dam, rather than to help them decide whether the dam
should go ahead or not. Understandably there has been a
certain amount of controversy about this decision, not least
from UNDP, who are the funders for the PARC project. It is
therefore in their and PARC's interest that the impacts of the
dam are mitigated as far as possible.
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This is a high profile study with significance in that it is the
first time that a Vietnamese funded dam project has been
subject to environmental assessment involving an
international organisation (IUCN) and international expertise.
It will run until end of July 2002.
Scale G

______________________________
Recent Transport Successes in Scotland
From Marwan Al-Azzawi [S, Glasgow]
Scott Wilson Scotland Ltd have been successful in winning a
wide range of multi-modal transport studies over the last six
months, including:
1. South Ayrshire Freight Study. Currently examining the
potential demand for freight transport in the area for road,
rail, sea and air. We have developed a transport and landuse model to estimate future demand on the network
which includes strategic roads, three sea ports, one
airport and the south west rail system.
2. Kilmarnock Quality Bus Corridors. Recently appointed
to study and design proposals to improve facilities for
three bus corridors in Kilmarnock. This will also involve
extensive Public Consultation and research into Best
Practices.
3. Walking and Cycling Networks. We have just begun
to study, consult and develop proposals for walking
and cycling networks for the towns of Bishopbriggs,
Bearsden and Milngavie. This will also include
preparing a Bid to the Public Transport Fund.
4. Mossend Railhead Proposals. We are auditing a Freight
Facilities Grant (FFG) application, which involves
assessing engineering proposals, transport economics
and freight modelling.
5. Dumfries and Galloway Three Towns Initiative . A
package of transport measures is being devised for the
towns of Annan, Castle Douglas and Newton Stewart.
Proposals include rail station improvements, enhanced
bus facilities and a local cycle network. A
comprehensive public consultation will also be carried
out.

Broadland Flood Alleviation Strategy - Strategic
Environmental Monitoring
from Mike Padfield [RC, Peterborough]
This is a brief history of the project and progress to date.
Following the production of a Strategic Environmental
Assessment, the Environment Agency commissioned an
outline brief for environmental monitoring.
The EA
subsequently appointed Scott Wilson as the monitoring coordinator in October 1997. The monitoring co-ordinator is
responsible for developing and directing monitoring at a
strategic level and advising and co-ordinating programmes at
site specific levels. This was planned initially for four years,
with a review each year.
Scott Wilson developed the proposals for Environmental
Monitoring, after a review of available environmental data
and consultation with staff of the EA, English Nature and the
Broads Authority.
From 1998 to 2000 Scott Wilson
undertook extensive vegetation surveys such as habitat
surveys, bio-indicator monitoring and detailed quantitative
plant surveys. We have also undertaken river salinity
surveys, planned an aerial and topographic survey, analysed
historical water quality/flow data and collected aquatic
invertebrate/diatom samples. The main aim of these surveys
was to set an environmental baseline from which the success
or failure of future flood alleviation schemes (e.g. bank
setback/strengthening) could be assessed.
In April 2001 the project was set-up as Public Private
Partnership Programme (PPPP) Contract (involving Halcrows,
Nuttalls and the EA). However, Scott Wilson were asked to
continue the strategic monitoring, for what we anticipated
would be the last year.
To date the main programme of flood alleviation works has
not started and the PPPP contractors have yet to start flood
alleviation work or monitoring. Last week, following on from
a meeting with the EA and the contractors, the EA offered us
a continuation of the strategic monitoring work for this year.
This years work will involve an update of the habitat survey
of all the river corridors in Broadland (>200km), interface
vegetation monitoring, invertebrate/diatom monitoring and an
update of the Geographical Information System (GIS).

6. Falkirk Railway Stations. Passenger demand modelling
and Cost-Benefit Analysis for three new stations at
Grangemouth, Bonnybridge and Laurieston. This also
includes application of the Scottish Transport Appraisal
Guidance.
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This project is important as it was the first major project I
worked on when I joined Scott Wilson as a field surveyor in
June 1998. It has helped me gain knowledge in many aspects
of the work including field surveys, reporting, presentation
skills, GIS and project management. Above all I have learn
the value of retaining a client and working within a team.
If you have any queries on any aspect of this work, or require
ecological advice or surveys, please do not hesitate to
contact me.
Thanks to everyone involved in the project.
Fee scale C

____________________
Heritage Lottery Fund Project Monitoring
from Nigel Hackett [SWS, Edinburgh]
We have been giving advice to the Heritage Lottery Fund
through providing Project Monitoring services for three
Urban Park projects to date. This service has now been
extended over a five year period for one of these projects.
This work gives us a good insight into the requirements of
HLF and has been useful in winning other projects were this
expertise can be demonstrated to clients.
Fee Scale F

____________________
Piitencrieff Park, Dunfermline
from Nigel Hackett [SWS, Edinburgh]
We have recently been appointed to prepare an Action Plan
and submit an application to the Heritage Lottery Fund for
the regeneration of Pittencrieff Park. Our expertise and
understanding of the Heritage Lottery Fund programme was
particularly helpful in this appointment. We have formed a
team which includes landscape, planning, leisure and tourism,
architectural, and quantity surveying specialists. The project
also involves the design of a play area to celebrate the gift of
the Park to the town by Andrew Carnegie one hundred years
ago.
Fee Scale F

____________________
Scotland’s Native Trees and Shrubs
from Nigel Hackett [SWS, Edinburgh]
This is publication has just rolled off the printing presses and
was prepared for the Scottish Executive to provide a
designer’s guide to the selection, procurement and use of
native trees and shrubs in road landscape. The publication
was launched by the Deputy Minister for Enterprise,
Transport and Lifelong Learning and is in full colour. Copies
can be obtained from Nigel Hackett.

____________________

Station Passenger Capacity Study – Phase 1
from Tony King [PPA, Basingstoke]
Scott Wilson Transport Planning in Basingstoke was
commissioned, in January 2002 to undertake a station
capacity study of 41 railway stations throughout the United
Kingdom. The project was undertaken for Railtrack Major
Stations, on behalf of the SRA (Strategic Rail Authority).
Each identified station was viewed as having passenger
congestion related issues.
The main task was the site survey of the stations by two
experienced pedestrian modellers (Jason Morrow and Ian
Emslie) to assess passenger congestion levels in the a.m. and
p.m. peak periods, safety, efficiency of station layout and
design, facilities provision, intermodality and compliance with
step free access requirements. Opportunities for operational
and/or station layout and construction improvements were
identified for each station. These ranged from quick solutions
to congestion, through to long-term recommendations
leading towards total station redesign through Masterplan. In
addition, the opportunity for commercial air rights
development at each station, or Railtrack owned land
adjacent, was identified.
The station summaries were then analysed through two Value
Management workshops facilitated by Railtrack, with the
SRA and Scott Wilson Transport Planning, Railways and
Structures attending. The purpose of these sessions was
firstly to prioritise the list of station improvements and then
to provide sketch solutions and broad costings for the
enhancements.
A second, concurrent, part of the project was to undertake
pedestrian surveys and PEDROUTE pedestrian simulation
modelling programmes at five further stations. These were
undertaken by Scott Wilson at Bromley South, Charing Cross
and Waterloo East stations, Arup for London Bridge and
Denis Wilson Partnership for Euston. Scott Wilson specified
the reporting style and analytical approach to the other
consultants and co-ordinated the overall reporting process.
The purpose of this stream of the work was to prove to the
SRA the value of the pedestrian congestion assessment
process to be undertaken in the six-month tranch design and
development stage.
The overall study findings were presented by Tony King
(Project Manager) and Jason Morrow to Railtrack and SRA in
April 2002. The results of Phase 1 have helped Railtrack and
SRA prioritise the order in which the stations will be
addressed in four subsequent six-month tranches of design
and development that are expected to commence in Autumn
2002. The clients were delighted with how Phase 1 was
conducted and completed. This was due primarily to the
teamwork and hard efforts of all the project team, including
Dee Mardon in co-ordinating the survey logistics and report
generation and Dennis Golovenko in the extensive and
complex PEDROUTE modelling works undertaken.
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Due to the excellent client reception for Phase 1 we are ever
hopeful for an even greater involvement in Phase 2.
Fee £147,0000, PD Anan Allos, PM Tony King

COU INNOVATION AWARD
******************

WINNER
SPRING 2002

__________________________________________

Congratulations!
Long Service Awards
Gordon Bathgate (Glasgow Office)completed 10 years service
this month.

____________________
John Alberts, who is coming
up to his 20 years service,
joined Scott Wilson on the
Derby Ring Road in 1982. He
then moved on to M42
Polesworth and then the
Garelochead Bypass.
He
was transferred to the
M42/A42 Ashby Measham
Bypass in 1989. John then
spent approx 5 years
overseas as Cheif Inspector
of Works in Sri Lanka.
Since his return in 1997 John has worked on a number of
conventional projects before taking up his present position
on Hedon Road "design and build" a venture with our
partners A McAlpines.

____________________
Congratulations to Andrew Leven [S, Glasgow] for winning
the local ICE Graduates papers competition with his
presentation of his scheme assessment work on the A1
Belfast-Dublin road near Newry in Northern Ireland. In
particular, his paper concentrated on the use of GIS
Combined Constraints Modelling as an assessment tool.
Andrew's success follows that of Simon Shillington [S,
Glasgow] who won last year.

____________________

Paul Bailey with his award

____________________
Congratulations to Andrew Aikman
(SWSL, Edinburgh) and his wife Julia
on the birth of their daughter, Anna
on 24th May, weighing 7lbs 8oz, a
sister for Kirsten.
_______________________________________

Moves
STARTERS
from Denver Brown [RC, Peterborough]
We welcome on board Steward Vickers who has recently
joined Scott Wilson Water as our Business Manager.
Steward is a Chartered Civil Engineer and is married with
three grown up sons. He is proud to be a Yorkshireman still
living in the county just a few miles north of Sheffield.
He has many years experience of the water and utilities sector
both in the UK and overseas and joins us indirectly from
Ewan Group where he was Operations Director for one of
thier operating divisions. Ewan Group are growing as fast as
Scott Wilson Water and are currently 15th position in the
NCE one down from us but up 3 places from last year.
Steward is tasked with raising the profile of Scott Wilson
Water both with expansion from within and external to further
strengthen our business. He is presently developing
business leads for 3 of our 4 water offices in Basingstoke,
Peterborough and our new water office to be opened in
Mansfield. He is focused in the long term in positioning Scott
Wilson Water for the next generation of water programmes
AMP4 in 2005.
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Brian Hyland Returns
to Scott Wilson
I am pleased to have
returned to Scott Wilson in
the Railways OU at the
Blackfriars office following 6
years with Bechtel on CTRL
(UK) and Athens Metro
(Greece). I particularly bring
to SW skills learnt from four
years in Athens, which
covered every aspect of the
engineering, procurement, construction and commissioning
of underground railways. I do however admit the Greek
language skills learned were more related to taverna food
consumption than technical issues.
Those that know the Greek way of life always ask me 'will
they be ready for the 2004 Olympics'. The answer is 'yes' - but
qualified by 'they keep to the official overall schedule by
simply removing projects when it is apparent that they won't
be completed in time' - this seems to apply to so many
projects that the likelihood of matching Sydney is
a probability of zero. Don't plan to go there - just watch it on
TV.

____________________
A warm welcome also to:Pat Chambers started SP Admin on 13th June as Assistant
Business Administrator
Huang Xin who joined IO, Network House on 11th June 2002
as Procurement Trainee
Simon Lismore who also joined IO, Network House on 24th
June 2002 as Administration Assistant
Edwin Barker who has joined the railways section on June
10th as Assistant Engineering
John Jordan who has joined the Manchester office

____________________

Sports & Socials
Scott Wilson Racing - slowly!
Nick Wordsworth [PPA, Basingstoke]
The ICE Southern G&S held a go-karting event in Eastleigh
on Wednesday 13th June, into which Scott Wilson entered
one nearly full team (imaginatively named Scott Wilson) and
a joint venture team with Hampshire County Council (Techno
Turbos).
Seven
other
teams
from
various
engineering companies were involved in what proved to be
an entertaining evening.
After a 15 minute practice session the race proper began.
SW were determined that despite our relative inexperience

(one member of the team has yet to apply for any type of
driving licence), we would put up a good show.
Given the number 5 car, Scott Wilson exhibited some
fantastic driving skills. Power sliding into corners, late
braking to over take and one particularly fine rear end shunt
followed by sandwiching onto the barrier, which nearly
resulted in a bout of pit lane fighting, were executed with
precision. All of the team produced one or two good laps, but
mainly concentrated on keeping the marshals busy trying to
point us in the right direction.
As the chequered flag was waved, after 1hr 30minutes of
racing, Scott Wilson had managed to position themselves a
mere 1.17secs behind the winners. However we had been
lapped a not inconsiderable 17 times, leaving us inconsolable
in 9th place! Techno Turbos finished just 5 laps down on the
leaders, only 14 laps ahead of Scott Wilson.
The team was as follows (in age order)
Robert Buckley - "I've been practising in my MG!"
Nick Wordsworth - "Do you think weighing more than the car
affects my speed?"
Scott Ramsden - "I don't bother braking!"
Liam Flood - "Just slow down using the other cars!"
Seb Whalley (ringer) -"I did one lap without crashing!"

__________________________________

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

For a list of ALL currently available vacancies, go to
Personnel – Vacancies on the Intranet.

Track Safety Trainer/Competence Assessor
Grade: 3.1, Scott Wilson Railways, Swindon
Scott Wilson Railways are currently seeking to employ an
additional Track Safety Trainer/Competence Assessor.
The post holder will work closely with our Safety & Quality
Engineer and the Safety Training Co-ordinator carrying out
track safety training and competence assessments for the
Scott Wilson group of companies in the UK. In addition, the
post holder will have responsibility for arranging appropriate
safety courses and the maintenance of a safety training
database.
The successful candidate should possess a thorough
knowledge of railway safety requirements, ideally have
experience as a trainer, be computer literate, hold a current
Personal Track Safety (PTS) and Controller of Site Safety
(COSS) Certificates and hold D32/D33 (or equivalent)
Assessor Competencies. Importantly, you should be able to
demonstrate
outstanding
organisational
and
time
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management skills, together with the ability to communicate
effectively with staff at all levels of the business.
As you will be required to undertake travel to other sites
within the UK (which may sometimes involve weekend
working and some unsocial hours), a clean UK Driver’s
Licence is essential.
If you are interested in this vacancy, please contact Carolyn
Chaproniere
on
(01793)
515863
or
by
email:
Carolyn.Chaproniere@scottwilson.com for an application
pack, having first spoken to your Head of Discipline.

____________________
Engineers for Highways Project in Afghanistan
IO is currently preparing a proposal for a Highways project in
Afghanistan, and would like to hear from engineers interested
in either short or long-term inputs. The design stage is due
to start Autumn 2002, and the construction stage Spring
2003. We are particularly looking for:

Short Term Vacancies in India
IO is currently looking for people interested in short-term
inputs in India for a proposal for a State Road Development
Project, commencing September 2002.
The personnel
required are:
Team Leader - 6-8 months input
Transport Economist - 2-3 months input
Highways Engineer - 2-3 months input
Environmental Specialist - 2-3 months input
Road Maintenance Specialist - 2-3 months input
Procurement Specialist - 2-3 months input
Traffic Engineer - 2-3 months input
Social Specialist - 2-3 months input
Previous experience of working in India is required.
If you have relevant experience, or know of anyone who may
be suitable, please contact Paula Southby-Ryland in
Basingstoke on ext. 405.

____________________

Highways/Bridge Engineers
Contracts Engineers/QS
Pavements/Materials Engineers

Temporary Technical Librarian, Network House,
Basingstoke

If you have relevant experience, or know of anyone who may
be suitable, please contact Paula Southby-Ryland in
Basingstoke on ext. 405.

IO contains a Technical Library with a substantial quantity of
useful information, which is not easily accessible at present.
We therefore have a temporary requirement for a meticulous
person to organise and catalogue the contents of the library.

____________________
Health and Safety Vacancies
The 6003 MOU in SP deals with the health and safety at work,
including
Planning
Supervisor
appointments
and
construction insurance related assessments
Due to an increasing workload we are looking for staff up to
and including level 3, both administrative and technical, for
potential appointments in the Basingstoke, Chesterfield,
Telford and London offices.
It is important that prospective candidates show a desire to
be involved in health and safety, which is an important and
rewarding area of work.
If you wish to find out more, please phone Paul Gray in the
London (Victoria) office for an informal discussion.
Alternatively please contact Sheena Webb, Basingstoke
office, if you wish to reply formally.

If you know of anyone with a technical/engineering or
librarianship background, perhaps a student looking for work
during the summer holidays, please contact Paula SouthbyRyland in Network House, Basingstoke, ext 405.

____________________
Vacancies in SWIJ, Australia
An advertisement for these vacancies is attached to this
issue. It has been has confirmed that the deadline will be
extended to June 30 and that special dispensation will be
given to Scott Wilson personnel, regardless of what is said in
the advert and on the web site.
(For further information about these positions and to obtain
details on the application process, please visit the SWIJ
website www.scottwilson.com.au)

____________________________________
Editor's Note: Because of staff holidays next
week's issue of ScottLight (week ending 28th June)
will be for Attention All Staff and urgent items
only. Any other items will be held over until the
following week.

All items for inclusion should be e-mailed to the Editor, Angela Lowle, in Scott House, Basingstoke
by 5 p.m. on Mondays angela.lowle@scottwilson.com or fax to 01256 475600 or telephone 01256 461161
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Engineer
Your Future
Scott Wilson Irwin Johnston is one of the leading consultancies in Australia.
We are constantly reviewing the practice of consulting engineering, reaching out and
forging the path for the new wave of consulting engineering practices. Clear thinking and
imaginative, we retain and consistently improve on the high level engineering
competencies that have been the benchmark of the practice.
Scott Wilson Irwin Johnston embraces a range of engineering building disciplines,
including structural, civil, mechanical, fire, electrical, hydraulics and many more,
with a nation wide, multidisciplinary engineering team which together with the worldwide
engineering practice of Scott Wilson, has the expertise and energy to define the new
marque of consulting engineering practices.
We are seeking suitably qualified and experienced professionals for the following range
of exciting and unique career opportunities.
• Project Managers

• Senior Engineers

• Project Engineers

• Design Engineers

• Senior Draftspersons

• Project Draftspersons

• Draftspersons
These positions are available at our local and interstate offices and there are also
international opportunities for all of the above positions in a project capacity within the
Asia Pacific region.
For further information about these positions and to obtain details on the application
process, please visit our website www.scottwilson.com.au
Applications close Friday, 21 June 2002.
Scott Wilson Irwin Johnston Pty Ltd
Level 1, 111 Coventry Street, Southbank, Vic. 3006.

Issue 350 Week ending: 28 June 2002

Attention - All Staff!
Scott Wilson Pension Scheme - New Trustee
From Bob McGowan [SWHL]
At the SWIHL Board Meeting on 17th June, Jim McCafferty
[S, Glasgow] was appointed a Trustee of the Scott Wilson
Pension Scheme.
_______________________________

Lunch Time Presentation
Basingstoke
From Richard Levett [IO, Basingstoke]
Lunchtime Workshop – Wednesday July 10, 12.30-2.00pm
Location- Conference Room Network House (Basingstoke)
1 An Introduction to European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (EBRD): Its Role and Activities
2 The Procurement of Consultancy Services (EBRD
Procedures)
Copies of slides and backing text will be available
If you would like to attend please let Emma Parsons know by
e-mail
Background
IO has prepared and delivered training in many parts of the
world and some of the material will be of interest to a larger
audience. The above is just a small selection of the material
we prepared for EBRD.
The recent re-training project in Vietnam required the
production and delivery of over 600 presentations
Monthly Workshops could be arranged to include subjects
such as;
FIDIC 99-What has changed
Logical Frameworks
International bidding Procedures (EBRD, World Bank)
Project cycle
A straw pole will be taken of those attending the first
Workshop to identify other subject areas that are of interest.

Fantasy Football Donation to the Millennium
Project
From Debra Power [IO, Basingstoke]
We would like to thank Nick Wordsworth and all the Fantasy
Football Managers who so generously donated some of their
winnings from the last season to the Millennium Project. A
fabulous total of £134.50 was donated and will be used to
fund a local children’s football team in Ethiopia.
Mike Thomas and Alec Patterson are finalising the
sponsorship arrangements in our office in Addis and we will
be able to update you with photographs, news etc in the
coming weeks.
Please see the End of Year Thank You Notice attached to this
issue for further news on how donations made to the
Millennium Project have been helping children throughout
the world.

__________________________
1940s Party Donation to the Millennium Project
From Debra Power [IO, Basingstoke]
We would like to thank everyone who attended the 1940s
party in Wroughton who so generously gave some of their
spare change to the Millennium Project. A fabulous total of
£25 was collected.
We would like to extend special thanks to Eve McDonald
from Swindon office, and the party organisers, for allowing us
to put up a display board with information about the
Millennium Project, strategically placing collecting buckets,
counting the change and adding their own ‘rounding-up’
donation.
Please see the End of Year Thank You Notice attached to this
issue for further news on how donations made to the
Millennium Project have been helping children throughout
the world.
_____________________________

___________________________
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Ring 344 For FM Help
Scott House
From Glyn Freeman [SP Basingstoke]
To provide a higher quality of service, it has been decided to
introduce an FM Help-Desk system.
With effect from Monday 01/07/02, Scott House extension
344 will be used as a dedicated Help Desk number and
requests for FM services should be routed through this
number.
Examples include building fabric, heating, A/C, lighting,
copiers vending etc.
You will be given a Work Order reference number and this
should be used in all subsequent enquiries regarding the
Work Order (W/O).
W/O’s will be prioritised, 1, 2 or 3. We would expect the vast
majority of requests to fall into priority 3. The timescales for
the response to W/O’s is as follows:
Priority 1 – 2 Hours
Priority 2 – Two working days
Priority 3 – Ten working days
Should you feel that your request warrants a higher priority
than 3, you should make this known at the time of your call.
To help ensure a smooth transition to the new system, you
should still complete all currently used Q forms where
applicable. These include requests for Conference room
bookings, refreshments, Archiving etc. (We intend to
include these services within the help desk system at a later
date.)
This new system will enable us to provide you with a higher
level of service therefore, we would ask that it be used in
preference to any previously used methods. As with all new
systems, there may be some minor hiccups. We would ask
for your tolerance during this transition period and welcome
any comments you have which you feel may improve our
service to you. These should be directed to Glyn Freeman (x
576) or Ewan Craig (x 590).
________________________

Calling All Stamp Collectors
From Debra Power [IO, Basingstoke]

Free Energy and Environmental Advice!!
Matt Grace [RC, Peterborough]
Matt Grace, Principal Sustainability Consultant from Scott
Wilson’s Peterborough office, has recently been appointed
as a consultant on the government sponsored Design Advice
scheme.
What is the Design Advice service?
Design Advice offers professional, independent and
objective advice on the energy-efficient and environmentally
conscious design of buildings as part of the Government’s
Best Practice programme.
What does the service offer?
Clients are offered a one-day general consultancy on their
chosen building project, paid for by a cashback scheme. The
consultancy recommendations, covering energy efficiency,
environmental improvements and the potential commercial
benefits, are contained in a client report. More detailed
specialist consultations will also be supported under the
service.
Eligibility
All potential buildings/group of buildings must have a
minimum floor area of 500m2. The service applies to new-build
and major refurbishment work. The scheme can be applied to
tender submissions as well as projects where the contract has
been awarded.
Matt Grace is a registered consultant with the Design Advice
scheme. It is recommended that the BREEAM issue headings
are used as the structure for the Design Advice. These
headings are:
M ANAGEMENT
ENERGY USE
HEALTH AND
W ELL BEING
POLLUTION
TRANSPORT
LAND USE
ECOLOGY
M ATERIALS

The Millennium Project has received a donation of stamps
from Georgia featuring the TRACECA route.
We are advised that they are a special edition and that they
would make good items for an auction within Scott Wilson. If
anyone can offer us advice, or even to name your price,
please contact myself, Emma Parsons or Ann Harvey in IO.

W ATER

Commissioning, site management and
procedural issues
Operational energy and CO2 emissions
Factors affecting health and well being of the
occupants
Measures to minimise air and water pollution
Transport related CO2 emissions and location
related factors
Greenfield and brownfield sites
Ecological value of the site and the impact of
construction
Environmental implication of building materials
choices
Consumption and water efficiency

______________________

_____________________
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Computing Services – Basingstoke
Restricted service on Friday 5 July
From Stephen Leach [CS, Basingstoke]
Due to the office move on the first floor of Scott House,
Computing Services in Basingstoke will only be able to
operate an “emergencies only” (i.e. server down) service on
Friday 5 July. Please phone extension 250 to report such
problems.
For all other problems, please e-mail “Computing Support”.
These calls will be stored and actioned as soon as possible
on Monday 8 July.

________________________

sources. They therefore may not clearly identify the full
extent of asbestos present within a particular building or the
nature of that asbestos.
If you have any Clients that currently manage or own
properties then they may need advice and support in
complying with the Regulations.
The Facilities Management team have a number of
individuals who are competent to provide this advice.
Please contact Andrew Friedrich or Pat Weinling for further
information.

_______________________

SP - Facilities Management
From Pat Weinling [EWC, Lympstone]
Control Of Asbestos At Work Regulations 2002
The amended Control of Asbestos Regulations at Work 2002
will come into force in September 2002.
In order to comply with the Regulations in ensuring that the
risks associated with asbestos are controlled the extent and
nature of the hazard posed by asbestos has to be identified.
The broad requirement, on Employers and Property
Managers are to:
•

take reasonable steps to determine the
location of materials likely to contain
asbestos

•

presume materials to contain asbestos
unless there are good reasons not to do so

•

•
•

•

make and maintain a written record of the
location of the asbestos and presumed
asbestos materials
monitor the condition of asbestos and
presumed asbestos material
access the risk of exposure from the
asbestos and presumed asbestos materials
and document the actions necessary to
manage the risks
take steps to see that the actions above are
carried out

The implication of the Regulations is that many properties
will now require an asbestos survey to be undertaken. This
will form the basis of an effective management plan
developed to address any perceived risk. Many asbestos
registers currently in use have been compiled over a period of
time from information derived from a number of ad hoc

Topic for the Scott Wilson Pontifact
Newsletter this Week:
UDDI(Universal Description Discovery and Integration)
What is UDDI?
Problems and Benefits of UDDI
How is UDDI different?
***Do you have any Information Technology topics you
want to appear in the Scott Wilson Pontifact Newsletter? Do
you have an advertisement you want to publish in Pontifact?
Do you have any services to offer for Scott Wilson? Do you
have any announcements to make? Do you have a picture
you want to publish on Pontifact's front page? Would you
like us to do some Research for you on the Internet? Do you
have any comments about Pontifact?***
E-mail us at: swift@swkeurope.com

____________________________________

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

For a list of ALL currently available vacancies, go to
Personnel – Vacancies on the Intranet.

Health and Safety Vacancies
The 6003 MOU in SP deals with health and safety work,
including
Planning
Supervisor
appointments
and
construction insurance related assessments.
Due to an increasing workload we are looking for staff up to
and including level 3, both administrative and technical, for
potential appointments in the Basingstoke, Chesterfield,
Telford and London offices.
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It is important that prospective candidates show a desire to
be involved in health and safety, which is an important and
rewarding area of work.
If you wish to find out more, lease phone Paul Gray in the
London (Victoria) office for an informal discussion.
Alternatively please contact Sheena Webb if you wish to
reply formally.

___________________________________
VACANCIES IN RC
The Basingstoke Group in RC are looking to recruit
outstanding individuals who will contribute to our continued
growth and development in the following areas:-

Ecologists – Grade 3.1/3.2
Ambitious and with 5 years post-graduate experience,
preferably a member of IEEM, you must have the desire to
play an active role within a small team and drive our business
forward. You will be competent in Phase 1 habitat survey and
interpretation and have a proven track in ecological impact
assessment, ideally gained within the public sector or
consultancy. Good report writing skills, together with the
ability to manage heavy work volumes, are essential.

Coastal Engineer - Grade 3.1
You will provide the technical lead and assume project
management responsibility for a busy team on a range of
coastal engineering projects. This will include involvement
with UK Coastal strategies, Leisure/Tourism and Waterfront
developments as well as Coastal Zone Management Projects.
You will already possess a BSc Civil/Coastal Engineering
Degree and preferably have gained an MSc in Coastal or
Maritime Engineering. In addition you will have a minimum of
5 years post-graduate experience and be a self-starter with
good communication skills.

River Modeller/Engineer - Grade 3.1
The successful candidate, in this new role will have the
opportunity to influence the shape of this new area and play
a significant part in river modelling, flood risk assessments
and general hydraulic modelling. You will have gained your
BSc Civil Engineering and ideally have secured an MSc in
River Engineering.

Business De velopment Manager - Grade 3.2/4.1
This is an exciting and unique opportunity to be at the nerve
centre of business strategy and implementation in a large
multi-functional company with an international reputation for
quality and innovation. A committed and dynamic person is
required to grow new areas of business. Managing a small
team in Basingstoke, the individual will develop clients and
new business initiatives covering our environmental and
development services.
Exceptional communication skills are required in presenting
Scott Wilson to our range of clients. You should be
energetic, persuasive in bringing people along with your
concepts, and be an action orientated individual that can
demonstrate achievements and innovative thinking. The
successful candidate should have a proven track record of
developing business strategically and should be success
driven. You should thrive in a demanding work environment
and have the capability or potential to operate at executive
level.

Geotechnical Engineer - Grade 3.1
You will be required to be actively involved in a whole range
of projects that include roads, railways, ports, airports and
building structures. Commercially minded, you must have
proven project management experience in order to
successfully deliver small to medium size projects.
You will already possess considerable experience and be a
Chartered Engineer with a first degree in Civil Engineering. If
you possess an MSc in Geotechnics, so much the better.
Although based in offices in Hampshire you must be willing
to undertake short-term site visits both in the UK and
overseas.
If you are interested in any of these vacancies, please contact
Ingrid Shardlow (email: ingrid.shardlow@scottwilson.com) or
Cara Rees (email: cara.rees@scottwilson.com) on 01256
461161, having first spoken to your Line Manager.

______________________________________

Environmental Specialist - Grade 3.1/3.2
Due to continued success and new market opportunities, we
are looking for outstanding candidates with Environmental
Assessment Management skills to lead project teams and
develop new business. We are seeking, in particular,
candidates with proven experience in new or upgraded
railways, LRT schemes or Airport expansions.
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The Millennium Project

A big THANK YOU from the Millennium Project!
Dear Friends and Colleagues
We would like to thank you for your kind donations to the Millennium Project throughout the last financial
year, and present our ‘end of year accounts’ for your information:

Since the Millennium Project was created in 2000, we have supported the following projects:
§ The Nepal Scott Wilson Millennium Scholarship Fund, paying the school fees of 5
underprivileged children each year.
§ The Mongolian National Children’s Centre, paying school
fees for one orphaned child in Ulan Bator.
§ The Coffee Project in Malawi
§ The Hampshire Fire and Rescue Service’s collection for
the New York Firemen’s Appeal, following the events of
September 11th.
Projects which have received our support in 2002 are:
§ The Christina Nobel Children’s Charity, in its work in
providing medical care for homeless and orphaned children
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§

in Hanoi, Vietnam.
Moldovan orphanage, Straseni, to provide summer shoes for
pre-school aged children. Our donation also prompted
other local organisations to donate their time and services to
give the children a fun day at the orphanage.

We are currently seeking new projects for our support through Scott Wilson’s network of
worldwide offices. Our next initiatives will be:
§ Funding a local children’s football team in Ethiopia, under the coaching of Mike Thomas and
Alec Patterson in Addis.
§ Helping children disabled in minefields in Uganda.
If you have any suggestions for projects, please let us know.
The Millennium Project is a Scott Wilson staff initiative, started in the first year of the new millennium,
intending to donate some of our time and money to worthy causes in the countries in which Scott Wilson works.
We make no profit from Project activities, all proceeds collected go directly to help children in the projects
supported by the Millennium Project around the world.

Thank you for supporting the Millennium Project.

Debra Power

Ann Harvey

Emma Parsons

All items for inclusion should be e-mailed to the Editor, Angela Lowle, in Scott House, Basingstoke
by 5 p.m. on Mondays angela.lowle@scottwilson.com or fax to 01256 475600 or telephone 01256 461161
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Issue 351 Week ending: 5th July 2002

Attention - All Staff!
Overseas Procurement Has Moved To IO
From Ann Harvey [IO, Basingstoke]
With the reorganisation of the Administration team in Scott
House, and Jackie Constable taking on Facilities
Management duties, overseas procurement has become the
responsibility of IO. The team is headed by Ann Harvey and
assisted by Elena Jackson, under the direction of Adrian Tite.
Geoff Redwood will continue to assist on legal and
contractual matters.
All overseas procurement is carried out under the arm of
SWK Limited. We are approved Procurement Agents for the
Department of International Development (DfID). Current
DFID procurement projects include:
§

§

§

Pristina Airport, Kosovo (which remains under the
care of Jackie Constable) providing equipment for
the rebuilding of the Airport
Waste Water Operations and Maintenance Support
to GOSD, Cairo for the supply of CCTV and Sonar
equipment together with workshop equipment
Rural Access Programme, Nepal supplying
vehicles and computer equipment.

IO’s team are regularly involved in procurement on a project
basis. Recent project procurement has included:
§

§
§

The supply of Training Centre and Customs
equipment to eleven TRACECA region countries for
the EC Tacis TRACECA International Road
Transport Transit Facilitation Project
The supply of vehicles and equipment for the DFID
funded Ghana Rural Feeder Roads project.
We are currently going through the procurement
process for Assistance to Ukravtodor Project in
Ukraine and implementing specifications for supply
of construction equipment to Almaty-Akmola
Project in Kazakhstan.

We have an excellent supplier base which is expanding all the
time and we also have very good relationships with freight
forwarding companies if separate shipment is needed. We
have knowledge and expertise in Donor Agency Procurement
Guidelines, in particular the EC, WB, EBRD and ADB, and,
with this in mind, we are happy to assist with any
procurement requirements that you may have, whether simply
queries, costings or management of the full tender process

Please call Ann Harvey in Basingstoke on Extension 446 who
will be happy to help.

____________________
Concrete Bridge Development Group
from Colin McKenna [SP, Basingstoke]
The CBDG exists to promote the use, research into and
development of the use of concrete in bridges and Scott
Wilson has been a member for some years now.
We have previously had representation on the task group
looking at forms of bridge strengthening and now have Steve
Metheringham as a member of the “Integral Bridge” task
group. In addition I was elected to “Council” at the recent
Annual General Meeting held in Oxford.

____________________
European Community Financial Audit Procedure
From Debra Power [IO, Basingstoke]
The EC have revised their invoicing procedures and now
require an independent financial audit prior to payment of the
final invoice.
Prior to 2002, most EC contracts required original receipts and
vouchers to be sent to the client with each interim payment.
From 2002, new contracts will require only the summary
sheets and invoice page for each interim payment to be sent
to the client. The final invoice will require a statement by an
independent auditor that ALL the interim requests to date,
AND the final invoice are correct.
Because the EC are still getting to grips with their new
procedures, there are no guidelines for this process.
Therefore, we have discussed the procedure to be
undertaken by the nominated auditors, Messrs Ward
Williams, who proposed the following audit plan, which has
been sent to the EC:
1.
2
3.
§

Review Contract
Check all Fee claims against timesheets and
contract rates.
Check all Incidental Expenditure claims using in
the following manner:
100% test of all original English language
vouchers
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§
§

§

4.

Numeric check of original non-English language
vouchers
100% check against all items of Incidental
Expenditure claimable on a unit, provision or daily
rate basis
Numeric check against all items of Incidental
Expenditure claimable on a monthly (lump sum)
basis
Produce an Audit Certificate.

The home was started some twenty years ago by a British
army major and survives as a result of charitable donations.
The members of Rotaract (a junior version of Rotary) have for
some years been providing financial and physical help to the
home. Over the years they have assisted in building
workshops, repairing dormitories and providing wheelchairs,
water and sanitation. IO’s Andrew Kasekende proposed that
the Millennium Project assist the home with a donation,
which Rotaract would use to continue their work in
supporting the home.

In order to provide the auditors with the information required,
each interim payment is still prepared using all original
vouchers, etc, and retained until the audit takes place at the
end of the contract.

Pontifact Support Office
Topic for the Pontifact Newsletter This Week:
WSDL(Web Services Description Language)
What is WSDL?
WSDL Type Definitions
WSDL Conrete Descriptions
*** Pontifact Support Office has a new address:
Unit 4 Sta. Mesa Townhomes, #306 Ampil St., Sta. Mesa,
Manila, Philippines. Our new telefax number is
+632 3388707 ***
***Do you have any Information Technology topics you
want to appear in the Pontifact Newsletter? Do you have an
advertisement you want to publish in Pontifact? Do you have
any services to offer for Scott Wilson? Do you have any
announcements to make? Do you have a picture you want to
publish on Pontifact's front page? Would you like us to do
some Research for you on the Internet? Do you have any
comments about Pontifact?***

Andrew and IO Director Richard Cooper organised a
presentation of a ‘big’ cheque and media coverage, including
a national tabloid full page article about Scott Wilson and the
Millennium Project, and national television news coverage
(we have been promised a copy of the telecast). The
Millennium Project presentation was attended by 20 children
from the home, 7 attendants, members of Rotaract, Andrew
and Richard who represented the staff of Scott Wilson. The
television coverage was on the 10 pm news the following
evening and although we have not yet seen it, Andrew
assures us that it showed Scott Wilson in a good light.

E-mail us at: pontifact@scottwilson.com

Unclaimed Mobile Phone
from Andrew Emberton [CS, Scott House]
Would the owner of a SAGEM MW 3020 mobile phone
please collect it from me in the Post Room, Scott House.

____________________
The Salvation Army – Home of Joy
The Millennium Project donation in Uganda
[from Emma Parsons, Debra Power and Ann Harvey
IO, Basingstoke]
As part of the Millennium Projects’ work in 2002, a donation
of 1 million Ugandan Shillings was made to The Salvation
Army – Home of Joy in Kampala, Uganda, a home for children
who are suffering from polio.

The Millennium Project would like to thank Andrew for the
initial idea, organising a ‘big’ cheque and the media coverage.
We would also like to thank Richard for attending the
presentation and helping us transfer the funds to the home.
We will publish further developments when we receive
information.
This is an excellent example of how Scott Wilson staff can
suggest and support child focused projects close to their
hearts. The Millennium Project is always looking for new
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projects to support. Please contact us if you have any ideas.
In order to donate to as many projects as possible, funds are
constantly needed. Look out in ScottLight for the latest
fundraising events. Alternatively any donations would be
gratefully received.

____________________
Customer Care and Communications Workshop
from Val Barham [SP, Basingstoke]
I have been investigating setting up a Customer Care and
Communications course. This has now been done and the
course will be held on Wednesday 17th July 2002 in
Basingstoke, Room 2a/2b. The course will start at 9.00 am
and will aim to finish at around 5.00 pm. Lunch will be
provided.
Below is a brief overview of the course:
The trainer is a gentleman call Martin Walton from MPW
Associates and is based in Bramley, Hants. The proposed
programme is as follows:
Introductions/expectations
Group activity - Things that irritate me as a customer
Quiz - Why organisations lose customers and what it costs
Video - Customer Care, In Search of Excellence
Communications Skills
Listening Skills including exercises
Questionnaire - Influencing Style
Group Communications exercise
Telephone Techniques
Group activity - identifying statements that should not be
used on the telephone
Dealing with difficult customers
If you are interested in attending, please contact Val Barham,
SP Personnel in Basingstoke on Ext 504 as soon as possible.
There are only 3 places available, so it is first come first
served.

The evening cocktail party at the Scott Wilson Addis Ababa
house enabled John Nutt and Andrew Kasekende to meet a
cross section of the international expat community in the
business and diplomatic sectors as well as marking Mike
Thomas’s latest departure from Ethiopia en route to a new
Team Leader post in India.
In making the presentation, John briefly outlined the support
given to charities in other countries by the Scott Wilson
Millennium Project and confirmed that consideration would
be given to possible future projects in Ethiopia.
Scott Wilson’s firm commitment to sustaining and building
on our market share of Ethiopian business was also strongly
expressed as a suitable warning shot across the bows of the
guest representatives from WSP, Mott MacDonald, Gibbs
East Africa and others.
Ace SW papparazi photographer Alec Patterson managed to
catch some of Mike’s fond farewells to some of the company
as shown in these few photographs that Mike is prepared to
release. Whilst Mike obviously enjoyed a splendid evening,
John was struggling manfully to circulate socially whilst
gritting his teeth and struggling with a seriously
unpredictable stomach disorder. (crossword clue “sounds
like gunfire” but with an “i”.)

____________________
Ethiopia Visit
from Mike Thomas [IO, Ethiopia]
On Tuesday 11th June, IO Chairman John Nutt took time out
from his East African business tour of Ethiopia, Uganda and
Tanzania to present forty videos to the Cheshire Homes in
Addis Ababa.
The videos from UK are on the subject of “ Walking Home
for Polio Children” which were produced in UK for Cheshire
Homes International and the photograph shows John Nutt,
Mike Thomas and the Cheshire Homes local fundraising
chairperson Lilla Heaslip MBE with Executive Director Ato
Gebre Medhin Bekele .

Despite the splendid social occasion, SW work continued,
and John explored possible contact with a German engineer
for work in Afghanistan whilst also dealing with incoming
evening telephone calls from Graham Williams in Accra.

____________________
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A Cautionary Tale…….
From André Evans [SP, Plymouth]
About a month ago we were invited to put together an
expression of interest for a national term commission for HM
Prison Service. This commission could provide work for up
to 10 years for a number of UK offices, building on our
experience in this sector.
Neil Rugg and I put in a significant effort obtaining
information from various sources and writing a number of
method statements. In order to ensure that the document
reached its destination by noon on the appropriate day, we
sent it the day before using a timed courier service. What
happened next? You guessed it, the document arrived at
13.40, ie 1 hour 40 minutes late and was returned to our office
unread.

Headquarters buildings, operational police stations, office
accommodation, garages, fuel dispensing points and
workshops.
The survey reports produced identify and cover areas of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personnel responsibilities
Workplace fire hazards
Fire risk assessment
Fire detection
Emergency arrangements
Maintenance controls
Fire safety training

The reports conclude with a summary of actions list which
clearly identifies the issues to be addressed for provision of a
safe working environment.

Numerous phone calls to the Prison Service failed to elicit
any positive response and we were told that their decision
was final.

In association with the above we provided Computer Aided
Draughting services in order to ensure that all buildings had
up-to-date plans. This allowed equipment and arrangements
in dealing with fire issues to be clearly referenced.

As a last resort I contacted my local MP who wrote a letter
on House of Commons notepaper. The result was that the
Prison Service changed their mind and decided after all to
accept our document.

____________________

There are two morals to this tale:
• A courier is not 100% reliable.
• As a last resort, when a government department is
involved, an MP may help.

The Major Projects Unit has been successful with a bid to
Clackmannanshire Council to develop proposals to re-open
the former Stirling/Alloa/Kincardine Railway in Central
Scotland. The commission was secured as a result of a
competitive quality/cost competition and will provide our
Client with a draft Scottish Private Bill (SPB) to be submitted
for powers to reconstruct and reopen the 23km route. Our
principal contact with the Employer will be via Babtie Group
will project manage the overall project on behalf of
Clackmannanshire Council.

We now hope that the story has a happy ending………..

____________________
TRAVELLERS

Location

Traveller

Dates

Sofia

Julian Elsdon

1 - 11 July

____________________________________

What’s Going On?

Scale A - £3million+, Scale B- £600,000 - £2,999,999,
Scale C- £400,000 - £599,999, Scale D- £200,000 - £399,999
Scale E - £100,000 - £199,999, Scale F - £50,000 - £99,999
Scale G - £10,000 - £49,999, Scale H- Up to £9,999

Facilities Management
Essex Police Authority: Fire Risk Surveys
from Ray Field (FM, Basingstoke)
Scott Wilson Facilities Management undertook the
production of Fire Risk Surveys for all the operational
buildings within the Essex Police Authority Estate. These
sixty-seven buildings dispersed throughout Essex contain

Another Major Project
From Ian Hay [SR Glasgow]

SWR have formed a strong team to lead the development
work, which will involve multi-disciplinary engineering teams,
environmental impact assessments and legal services in
developing the SPB. The Major Projects Unit in Glasgow will
project manage the commission and lead the permanent way,
signalling and railway engineering input. SWS will inspect
and assess work required to the numerous structures along
the route and will also develop geotechnical proposals. SWS
from the Edinburgh office will lead the environmental impact
assessment work and will deliver an Environmental Statement
to support the SPB application.
The team also includes Jarvis Rail who will provide costing
information together with advice on implementation strategy.
A strong link is emerging with Jarvis on this and other
projects where our collective skills are being pooled to
provide a more integrated service to Clients. Land Aspects
and John Kennedy & Co. who will provide land referencing
and parliamentary agents expertise respectively complete the
team make up.
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The appointment confirms SWR’s and the Major Projects
Unit’s growing expertise and reputation for the successful
upstream development of rail projects to suit TWA
(Transport Works Act) or SPB applications for powers to
construct new railways. This commission will follow on from
similar work associated with WCRM (West Coast Route
Modernisation), ECRM (East Coast Route Modernisation)
and the Waverley Rail projects. It is encouraging to note that
the external team members were keen to sign up with Scott
Wilson on an exclusive basis for this commission and the
relationships being developed with these firms will hopefully
provide further future opportunities to work together on
similar projects, providing Clients with an integrated,
seamless service.
Project Manager for the commission will be Andy
McCracken, with Ian Hay as Project Director.
Fee Scale C

____________________
More Stops on M25?
From Mark Gould [ PPA, London]
Transportation Planning London were recently commissioned
by a consortium of land owners to investigate the feasibility
of constructing a new motorway service area (MSA) at a
location serving the north-eastern quadrant of the M25. The
study effectively included two elements; identifying whether
a ‘need’ existed for the MSA, and determining whether
highway works associated with the MSA could be physically
accommodated. The opportunity was initially crystallized at
MIPIM earlier this year, with Gareth Jones and Jamshid
Soheili discussing a range of possibilities with NAI Gooch
Webster.
Based on Highways Agency policy, ‘need’ can be defined by
a number of elements including spacing (journey time)
between existing MSA’s, evidence that there is a genuine
‘need’ rather than just demand for the MSA, a higher than
normal incidence of accidents attributable to driver fatigue,
and suitable ‘long-distance’ passing traffic patterns.
To establish whether a ‘need’ existed, the work included an
examination of questionnaire surveys undertaken at other
M25 MSA’s, an examination of research into Sleep Related
Vehicle Accidents (SRVA’s) on other motorway routes, and
an investigation of other planning precedents associated
with MSA proposals.
The highway design element of the work was undertaken by
Daryl Johnson/Andrew Alty in Basingstoke and included a
detailed assessment of alternative slip road configurations
within the constraints of the site, the horizontal and vertical
alignment of the motorway, and other adjacent highway
infrastructure.

The report has been issued to the client to assist in
developing a strategy of how to develop the site and
progress with a planning application.

____________________
New Heart for Bankside, Southwark
From Jamshid Soheili [ PPA London]
Land Securities’ proposal to redevelop St Christopher House
(Highways Agency) on Southwark Street in London’s
Bankside received full planning approval from councillors
earlier this month.
This was the culmination of the London office involvement
starting back in 2000, providing transportation and
infrastructure support for both the outline and detailing
planning applications. During this period, Andy Voke
(Project Manager), Daryl Johnson, Roderick Fisher and Greg
Van Breda provided the necessary expertise. The scheme will
replace the 1960s office blocks on the site with 70,000 sqm of
new offices and 7,200 sqm of shopping and leisure units. The
London Borough of Southwark acknowledged that the
scheme will now provide the perfect catalyst for further
regeneration in the area.

____________________
Sunway Pyramid Part II – Masterplanning and
Traffic Impact Assessment, Kuala Lumpur
From Mike Hyslop [SWM Kuala Lumpur]
Scott Wilson (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd has been commissioned to
undertake a review of 3 competing masterplans produced by
Architects, for a design competition, for extension of an
existing development which has received numerous awards
for high quality and original planning.
The plans include an extension of the existing mixed-use
development which comprises a retail mall, resort standard
hotel, and water-sports based theme park. The proposed
extension includes an office tower, an additional hotel, and a
substantial increase in retail floorspace, which will make the
mall one of the largest in Southeast Asia. Scott Wilson will
develop internal circulation plans and conceptual access
arrangements, including grade-separated access ramps, and
will complete a detailed TIA (Traffic Impact Assessment).
Fee Scale G

____________________
Lilongwe International Airport
Contract Awarded
SWCA Airports Division
from Lauri van Run [PPA Harare]
The Airports Division of Scott Wilson Central Africa has
been awarded the first phase of the runway rehabilitation
project at Lilongwe International Airport in Malawi.
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The aircraft pavements both rigid and flexible show serious
distress features and rehabilitation is now required.
The first phase of the Lilongwe Airport Project involves a
pavement evaluation, condition surveys of all airside
infrastructure, rehabilitation design as well as tender
documentation for the works.
The project is managed by Lauri van Run with the technical
assistance of Mark Stevens (Lusaka office), Clement
Chawanda and Kenneth (Malawi Office), Norest Govha and
Nathan Kavumbura (Harare Office). Newton Madanhi assists
with client liaison and project logistics. SW Pavement
Engineering undertakes the analysis of the Falling Weight
Deflectometer tests.
Interestingly, Scott Wilson originally designed Lilongwe
airport in the late seventies.
At present, the SWCA Airports Division is also the lead
consultant for the new runway design and construction
supervision at Victoria Falls Airport as well as for the Harare
International Airport Runway Rehabilitation Project currently
under construction. Kieron Bradley will soon join us for a two
month period to carry out detail design work for the Victoria
Falls Runway.

____________________
HMS Alliance
from Sarah Livemore [SP, Basingstoke]
Scott Wilson Advanced Technology and M&E have been
awarded the design work for the conservation of HMS
Alliance, a 1300 ton diesel electric submarine laid down in
1945. She is the principal exhibit of the Royal Navy Submarine
Museum Gosport. HMS Alliance has been a preserved
historic submarine since 1979.

will be complicated by access difficulties, internally and
externally.
(Fee scale F)

____________________

Congratulations!
to Suzanne Scobie (PPA, Basingstoke) who has deservedly
passed her professional examinations and review to become a
Member of the Institution of Civil Engineers and a Chartered
Engineer. Her title is now: Mrs S. Scobie. MEng. CEng MICE!
With best wishes from all her friends & colleagues!
to Eric Draper and Tom Jervis on successfully passing their
HNC Civil Engineering.

____________________________________

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:the following who have joined SWPE, Nottingham:
Edwin Barker - Assistant Engineer (Railways)
Louise Spry - Marketing Manager
Alison Hastie - Secretary (Railways)
Julie Mooney - Receptionist/Clerical Assistant
the following who have joined Basingstoke office:
Louise Lewis started as Secretary within SP Admin on
Monday 24th June
Kevin Wheeler started in Computing as Graduate Computing
Engineer on 1st July
Andrew Riggs started in Computing as an Industrial
Placement student on 1st July
Oliver Budworth started in Marketing as Website Designer
on 1st July

____________________

LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:
Tim Young, James Biddlestone and Nazim Sabra (although
Naz is only moving to Matlock Office).

____________________________________
The project will involve extensive conservation work on the
hull, fairings and internal tanks using metallurgical
investigations and NDT for structural integrity, corrosion
losses, metal types, etc. Together with mechanical and
electrical work the work will include design of conservation
measures in steel, aluminium and fibre composites and will
include long term corrosion protection measures. The work
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Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

For a list of ALL currently available vacancies, go to
Personnel – Vacancies on the Intranet.

Junior Technician - Chesterfield - Level 1.1
A school leaver with GCSE Maths and English (Grades C or
above) interested in pursuing a career in Civil Engineering is
also required. The firm will permit trainee technicians to
undertake day-release courses leading to a Civil Engineering
qualification.

The Roads Department in Chesterfield have
numerous vacancies as follows:-

All of the above jobs will be based in our Chesterfield office. We
would prefer ‘permanent’ staff but would also be willing to consider
applicants interested in contract work.

Highways Design Team Leader - Chesterfield Level 4.1

Interested applicants for any COU vacancy should contact Kate
Kirby, Personnel Officer, Chesterfield Office.
Tel: 01246 210205

We are looking for a Chartered Engineer with at least
10 years’ post qualification experience in the design of major
highways. The candidate will be fully conversant with
Highways Agency standards and have experience of at least
one of the following:- geometric design, drainage, pavements
or earthworks.
The candidate will supervise and provide technical guidance
to a team of 6–10 people depending on the size of project and
will report to the Roads Design Associate.

Senior Engineers - Chesterfield - Level 3.2
We require a number of Senior Engineers, chartered or
incorporated, who will report to a design team leader. They
will manage small teams of graduates and technicians and will
be expected to carry out design themselves. Competence in
design to Highways Agency standards is essential. Ability to
use MX and/or WinDes is preferred.
Knowledge of
AutoCAD would be advantageous. Candidates should have
5 years’ post qualification experience.

Graduates - Chesterfield - Level 1.2

Planning Supervisor - Area 7 MAC, Mansfield Level 3.1/3.2
The AMScott joint venture commenced the management of
the Highways Agency Area 7 MAC contract on 1 July 2002
and are appointed as Planning Supervisor for the contract.
We require a suitably experienced person to carry out the day
to day duties of the Planning Supervisor on behalf of
AMScott. Ideally candidates will have experience of highway
maintenance management and design and have achieved the
NEBOSH general certificate. Interested applicants should
contact Keith Woolley or Neville Taylor on 01623 676555 for
further details.

____________________
Account Manager, 3.2/4.1
Facilities Management - Basingstoke
The Facilities Management section in Basingstoke has a
vacancy for an Account Manager to manage and implement
the strategic elements of the FM team and FM deliverables.

Recently qualified or more experienced graduate engineers
with BSc or BEng Civil Engineering are sought to carry out
design using computer aids. Competence in AutoCAD, MX
or WinDes is desirable. Training will be given and
candidates will be expected to join the firm’s ipd training
scheme, leading to chartered engineer status. Experience in
Highway Design would be an advantage.

Some of the services that are covered within this role are
security, reception and telephone services, library and post
room services, fleet car management and procurement,
catering services, stationery & printing, utilities, building
maintenance and building works. The successful candidate
will manage a team of 10 in house staff delivering the above
services; additionally they will manage the overall
deliverables of the contractors and suppliers.

Technicians - Chesterfield - Level 1.2

Duties and responsibilities will include the monitoring and
control of the FM services provided, preparation and
presentation of business cases to clients, budget preparation
and to ensure that the Health and Safety policy is
implemented within Scott House.

Candidates who are undertaking or have achieved HND in
Civil Engineering are sought. Competence in AutoCAD is
essential. Applicants will work with graduates and senior
engineers in design of major highways. Training will be
given and candidates will be encouraged to further their
training under the firm’s IPD training scheme and obtain
professional qualifications.

It is essential that the successful candidate has a good
knowledge and understanding of hard and soft aspects of
FM, either gained via qualification or a minimum of 5 years
experience in an FM role.
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Excellent communication skills are required both written and
oral along with good interpersonal and management skills.
Be able to work under pressure whilst remaining customer
focused at all times.
If you are interested in this position please contact Sheena Webb in
Basingstoke office.

____________________
Project Manager, 3.2 - SP, Basingstoke
Due to expansion within this section we are now looking for a
Project Manager to support the existing team.
We require a Chartered Engineer with an engineering
background to assist in the management of projects. It is
essential that the candidates are ambitious with the drive to
develop their capabilities into capable managers.
Additionally the successful candidate will have a sharp and
questioning intellect, excellent co-ordination abilities and
coherent report writing skills. They will also have previous
project management experience with knowledge of contracts.
If you are interested in this position please contact Sheena Webb in
Basingstoke office.

____________________
Health and Safety Vacancies
The 6003 MOU in SP deals with health and safety work,
including
Planning
Supervisor
appointments
and
construction insurance related assessments
Due to an increasing workload we are looking for staff up to
and including Level 3, both administrative and technical, for
potential appointments in the Basingstoke, Chesterfield,
Telford and London offices.
It is important that prospective candidates show a desire to
be involved in health and safety, which is an important and
rewarding area of work.
If you wish to find out more, please phone Paul Gray in the London
(Victoria) office for an informal discussion. Alternatively please
contact Sheena Webb if you wish to reply formally.

___________________________________

For Sale & Wanted
For Sale: Renault Clio RN, 1.2, 3-door, W Reg (July 2000),
18,500 miles, metallic blue, FSH, 48 miles/gallon, A1
Condition, e/w, steering wheel radio control, passenger
airbag, front fog lights, rear headrests, 1 owner, non smoker,
great town car. £5,550. Phone Marianne/Elliot, mob: 07813
884467 anytime or 01256 473642 after 6:30pm.

What’s on your Mind?
A Pending Greek Tragedy??? – Sounds More
Like Another Greek “Plate-smashing” Fiesta
from Dimitrios Legakis [S, Glasgow]
Brian Hyland’s return to Scott Wilson after his 4-year spell in
the Athens’ Metro was accompanied by an article (ScottLight
Issue 349), presenting a comical yet gloomy picture of the
prospects of success for the Athens 2004 Olympic Games.
Although it has been widely acknowledged in Greece and
abroad that much is still to be done until the opening
ceremony in 2004, the experience from past Olympic Games
confirms the fact that most host cities are almost never ahead
of schedule and often are behind it. Similar worries had been
expressed for Sydney, Atlanta and Barcelona, in the near
past.
Scenarios similar to that out of Hitchcock’s thriller movies,
presented about 2 years ago in the British press, went as far
as to say that the International Olympic Committee (IOC) was
preparing contingency plans to "snatch" the Games from
Athens and give it away to Seoul or Barcelona. How wrong
were they…
Athens never promised to “match” any other Olympic Games.
Athens never promised any “Foster’s” or “Coca-Cola”
Games. Athens just promised to show to the rest of the world
how modern Olympics should really be held while keeping
alive the ancient Olympic spirit and ethics associated with
them…values that have really been missing from the Olympic
Games of the recent years.
What has been overseen is the fact that organising the
Athens 2004 Olympics is not an issue of an organising
committee or a government bureaucracy. It is a matter of a
whole nation and its people, a nation that cherishes its
tradition as the ancient birthplace of the Games. As a matter
of fact, Greeks take great pride in organising the largest and
most extravagant athletic event of the world, which has its
roots in Greece. Pride can never be underestimated in Greece,
and it will be the great force behind all organising efforts.
Bureaucratic issues and technical details can be debated
forever. However, the Greek state has put all its financial and
organising weight to this effort, which can only be
destabilised by destructive criticism. Also, one should never
disregard the fact that the effort will not be shared only by
the Greek population living in Greece, but also by the 7
million Greeks and those of Greek descent living abroad. I am
confident that the tremendous financial and human assets of
the Greek population around the world will definitely tip the
scale in favour of a successfully organised world athletic and
cultural event that will go down in history as one of the
brightest Olympics in the modern era.
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Fingers crossed, in two years time there will not be any drama
with the Olympic Flame lifting mechanism!!! or with the
fireworks rehearsals burning the surrounding parks as in
Sydney. Therefore, those of you who are planning to visit
Athens in August 2004, I recommend you to do so, in order
to witness one of the most unique, original, pure and
unmatchable celebrations of the humankind. The rest of you
“just watch it on TV”, as Brian Hyland suggests, while
thinking why Britain hasn’t held a major sporting event of
that magnitude since the 1966 World Cup…

____________________
Puzzling Acronyms
from Tim Tumber [R, Swindon]
Please can people not use acronyms without explaining them!
I refer to the Item "Ring 344 for FM Help" (Issue 350).
This was absolutely meaningless to a person sat in Swindon
so for the benefit of the rest of us, the author might know
what it means, don't assume that everybody else in Scott
Wilson does
Editor: Tim is right, there is often an assumption that
everyone else understands acronyms that are
relevant to a particular OU (Operating Unit!)
Please give the full meaning of acronyms.
(Tim, FM stands for Facilities Management.)

____________________________________

All items for inclusion should be e-mailed to the Editor, Angela Lowle, in Scott House, Basingstoke
by 5 p.m. on Mondays angela.lowle@scottwilson.com
or fax to 01256 475600 or telephone 01256 461161
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Issue 352 Week ending: 12th July 2002

Attention - All Staff!
Christmas 2002 & New Year 2003 Closure
Arrangements for English Offices
from Geoff French [SWHL]
The general arrangements for the English offices will be as
follows:Wednesday 25th December
Thursday 26th December

}Public Holidays,
}offices closed

Friday 27th December

- Offices closed, all staff have
to take one day’s leave

Monday 30th December
Tuesday 31st December

} Offices open, staff will need
} to take leave if they wish to
be absent

Wednesday 1st January

Public Holiday - offices closed.

These arrangements will not apply to the Railways or
AMScott offices.

____________________
Scott Wilson Water Central
New Office Location
from Paul Francis [RC, Mansfield]
Following another successful year in which Scott Wilson
Water has risen to 14th in the NCE Tables, the Central Team
have relocated to prestigious new offices in North
Nottinghamshire.
The office is located on the outskirts of Mansfield on the A38
corridor 6 miles from Junction 28 of the M1 motorway.
Based in the newly established high tech Mansfield
Innovation Centre, this location will allow the Central Water
office to expand further, provide greater support to key
clients and develop new opportunities with clients such as
Severn Trent and Anglian Water.
Central Water aim to build on their existing strengths in
Sewerage, Process and E&M (Electrical & Mechanical)
capabilities whilst exploring new avenues through innovative
solutions.

Contacts at Mansfield for the various disciplines are listed
below, all of whom can be reached at the following address:
Scott Wilson Water - Central.
Unit 33
Mansfield i-Centre
Oakham Business Park
Hamilton Way
Mansfield
Nottinghamshire
NG18 5BR
Tel: 01623 600660
Fax: 01623 600661
Sewerage: Chris Broome
E&M: Paul Francis
Process: Geoff Byrns

____________________
UNICEF Contract
from Venetia Bradfield [SWHL, Basingstoke]
Would the person who submitted the UNICEF Consultancy
Services in Supply and Logistics contract to me for review
please contact me in Basingstoke as soon as possible.

____________________
Quality Assurance Registration for St Austell
From Mike Brown [SP, Basingstoke]
Scott Wilson Oceans at St Austell, one of the SP OU offices,
had an initial assessment visit from BSI on 14th June 2002 for
quality assurance registration. There was a successful
outcome to the visit in that the St Austell office will now be
included within the corporate quality registration certificate
and 'renewable energy sources' will be added to the scope of
registration. Well done to Tim Williams and his team. Tim
has now taken over the local quality management at St
Austell.

____________________
RIP – BDGDES (1970 – 2002)
Your 99 Card Has Come
from Colin McKenna [SP, Basingstoke]
The title may be meaningless to anyone other than bridge
engineers throughout the company but we will shortly say
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goodbye to our loyal (but old) and generally trustworthy
friend, the Scott Wilson Bridge Design Program.
To the best of my knowledge it has been with us in various
levels of development for the past 30+ years and has been
used on many of our major bridge designs in that time. It was
eventually enhanced to provide us with all we needed for
post-tensioned design but as the sole resident of the VAX it
has now received its eviction notice. “Not before time” I hear
some say.

1.

Without its text only output we will see a slump in the piles of
paper around the bridge design offices. The output on the
Kingston Bridge could well have been included in any load
test of the bridge.

The stand, although brought together within heavy time
constraints, was colourful and informative, with the visuals
being the focus of numerous conversations.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Creation of a visible presence in the eyes of senior
management within the Dubai Civil Aviation Authority;
Re-kindling of old relationships such as our ties with
Bahrain International Airport;
Establishment of leads for potential future work;
Gathering of intelligence information on developments in
the region;
Reaffirmation of commitment from the Scott Wilson team
to developing the aviation market in the Gulf.

So it is farewell to “Card error 2” and “System error 21”. We
usually tracked down what you meant – eventually.
If there is sufficient demand a gold embossed, leather bound
copy of the manuals will be available at an unrepeatable price.
(They will be no more intelligible than the current versions
however.) At extra cost a set of post-it notes containing
“handy hints” can be obtained.

____________________
Airways at the Middle East Airport
Build & Supply Exhibition
from Peter Frankham [PPA, Basingstoke]
For the three days of June 3rd, 4th and 5th, Scott Wilson
Airways participated in the Middle East Airport Build and
Supply Exhibition in Dubai. Although the decision to
participate was made at the last moment, we were able to
mobilis e key staff from the Dubai office, as well as our Harare
and Basingstoke offices.

Craig Wark (Dubai Office) and Lauri van Run (Harare Office)
manned the stand, with much assistance and relief from
Meryl, Catherine, Kora and Roland Pyzer from the Dubai
Office.
As a result of Scott Wilson Airway's participation in this
exhibition, we are currently pursuing several jobs including:
Q
Q
Q
Q

Q

Hangar development at Sharjah Airport, UAE;
Hangar development at Bahrain International Airport;
Relocation of US Navy facilities at Bahrain
International Airport;
General airport development at Khartoum Airport,
Sudan;
New cargo airport at Sialkot, Pakistan.

____________________
"Quayside"
from Marion Ffrench [PPA, Basingstoke]

The Exhibition was the official kick-off of Scott Wilson's reassertion of its role as a major player in the development of
Middle East aviation infrastructure. By having senior
representation from Dubai, Zimbabwe and the UK, Scott
Wilson Airways was making a statement that we are serious
about aviation in the Gulf.
Some of the achievement over the three days include:

Ports Division of PPA is publishing the first issue of
"Quayside" this week. This newsletter is aimed at
communicating the skills, abilities, current projects and
newsworthy items in the Ports Sector to Scott Wilson as a
whole.
If you are not on the initial distribution list and wish to
receive a copy, please inform Marion Ffrench, alternatively,
"Quayside" will be posted on the Intranet under "News and
Updates" on the Pontifact page.

____________________
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Free Sustainability Design Advice
FREE PROFESSIONAL ADVICE FOR NEW BUILDINGS AND REFURBISHMENTS

What is the Design
Advice service?

Design Advice offers
professional, independent and
objective advice on the energyefficient and environmentally
conscious design of buildings
as part of the Government's
Energy Efficiency Best
Practice programme.

Eligibility

All potential buildings/group of
buildings must have a
minimum floor area of 500 m 2.
The service applies to newbuild and major refurbishment
work. The scheme can be
applied to tender submissions
as well as projects where the
contract has been awarded.

What does the service What can be
offer?
covered?
Clients are offered a one-day
general consultancy on their
chosen building project, paid
for by a cashback scheme.
The consultancy
recommendations, covering
energy efficiency,
environmental improvements
and the potential commercial
benefits, are contained in a
client report. More detailed
specialist consultations will
also be supported under the
service.

Matt Grace is a registered
consultant with the Design
Advice scheme. The following
is a list of suggested subjects
that can be covered in the
Design Advice Review.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For more information contact:
Matt Grace
Principal Sustainability Consultant

SCOTT WILSON
16 Priestgate
Peterborough
PE1 1JA
matt.grace@scottwilson.com
t: 01733 896655
f: 01733 896656
www.scottwilson.com

BREEAM
Energy efficiency
Materials selection
Renewable energy
Internal environment
Land use and ecology
Water efficiency
Pollution
Funding

________________________________________________________
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World Congress of Environmental
and Resource Economists
Petrina Rowcroft recently attended the 2nd World Congress of
Environmental and Resource Economists held in Monterey,
California, USA between 24 and 27 June. The event was
attended by over 1,000 participants from more than 40
countries, including representatives of regional networks of
environmental and resource economists from Latin America
and the Caribbean, Africa, South Asia, Southeast Asia and
the Middle East and Central Asia. The Congress provided a
forum for presentation and discussion of topical issues in
environmental and natural resource management in 150 paper
and panel sessions and a good opportunity for networking
amongst those at the forefront of environmental-economic
research. Keynote speakers at the conference included
recently knighted Partha Dasgupta and Nobel prize-winner
Kenneth Arrow.
Petrina presented a paper on the implications of implementing
a demand responsive approach to water and sanitation
provision in the developing world and has subsequently
been invited to submit this and other related papers to
various subject-related journals for publication.

Pontifact Support Office
Topic for the Pontifact Newsletter This Week:
XSL (eXtensible Stylesheet Language)
What is XSL?
History of XSL
How does XSL Work?
***Do you have any Information Technology topics you
want to appear in the Pontifact Newsletter? Do you have an
advertisement you want to publish in Pontifact? Do you have
any services to offer for Scott Wilson? Do you have any
announcements to make? Do you have a picture you want to
publish on Pontifact's front page? Would you like us to do
some Research for you on the Internet? Do you have any
comments about Pontifact?***
E-mail us at: pontifact@scottwilson.com

Visit by Russian Librarians
from Val Thompson [ C, Chesterfield ]
On Monday 24 June Chesterfield office hosted a visit of 8
Russian librarians from Kemerovo, Southern Siberia who were
visiting Sheffield on an EU funded TEMPUS-TACIS project
organised
through
SINTO
(Sheffield
Information
Organisation) Scott Wilson are members of SINTO.

Following an Eastern European buffet lunch in Springwell
House they were given a tour of the library and office and
demonstrations of our library database and other information
facilities. They were very impressed with our service and
revealed that companies in Kemerovo do not have libraries
and our computerised information systems were far superior
to their own information sources even though they were
librarians from universities and public libraries.
Irina Dolzhenko, who is currently working in Chesterfield
office on a TACIS exchange, assisted with interpreting and
her help was much appreciated. Irina and I also attended a
reception for the librarians at Sheffield Town Hall on 20 June
and a farewell party for them on the evening of the 24 June at
the home of the SINTO director Carl Clayton.

____________________
New Social Development
Team Presentation
from Edda Ivan Smith [PPA, London]
Peter Chaudhry and Edda Ivan-Smith will be giving a
presentation in Network House Conference Room,
Basingstoke on Tuesday 16th July from 12.30 to 14.00 on
Social Development and the new Social Development Team in
London.

____________________

Scott Wilson Company Social
1 st June 2002
from Eve McDonald [R, Swindon]
Many, many thanks to those of you who attended the party
o n 1st June and I hope that you all enjoyed the evening.
Unfortunately, the support leading up to the party and on the
night wasn’t as expected due to cancellations but
nevertheless, there was plenty to see and do and lots of
prizes to be won.
The whole evening was themed on a 1940’s fairground with
authentic carousel, which I hope everyone had an
opportunity to try. It is one of only two original carousels
left in the country and some parts of it are over 100 years old.
The side stalls had an “old fashioned” flavour, including
coconut shy, rifle shooting, hook-a-duck and much, much
more, including candyfloss, toffee apples and doughnuts.
The weather on the evening was absolutely beautiful and
most people had an opportunity to eat their fish and chips or
jacket potato (or both – you thought I wasn’t looking didn’t
you?) in the open air. These were accompanied by gherkins,
pickled eggs and mushy peas.
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Unfortunately for us, the live 1940’s band actually finished at
10.00 pm but many people had a chance to “jitterbug” before
the end. I am sure you will agree with me that the band
worked extremely hard and were top class. This was followed
by a disco and prize draw at the end of the evening. Ten
lucky people walked away with some top prizes (listed below)
but most of you, I hope, went home with some sort of
souvenir of the evening, even if it was only a Union Jack hat
to wear to the England v Sweden game on the following
Sunday morning.
I am sure you will all join me in thanking Geoff French for
throwing the party and hope he enjoys his oil painting of the
pub sign “The Free French”. We expect to see it hanging in
reception at Scott House in the very near future! I would also
like to thank Imaginate Events for all their help and
assistance.
Finally, just a note to say that £25 was raised for the
Millennium Project which Emma Parsons is in charge of.
Thanks to all those who donated their spare change. If
anyone wants to send a belated donation to Emma, please
feel free. She is based at Network House in Basingstoke.

What’s Going On?
Scale A - £3million+, Scale B - £600,000 - £2,999,999,
Scale C - £400,000 - £599,999, Scale D - £200,000 - £399,999
Scale E - £100,000 - £199,999, Scale F - £50,000 - £99,999
Scale G - £10,000 - £49,999, Scale H - Up to £9,999

East Coast Expressway, Malaysia
From Mike Hyslop [SWM Kuala Lumpur]
Scott Wilson’s transport planning team in Malaysia has been
commissioned to undertake a traffic and toll forecasting
exercise for a proposed inter-regional expressway between
Kuala Lumpur and the east coast of Malaysia. The 200km
long tolled dual 2-lane highway will reduce travel times to the
east coast by over an hour and will accelerate economic
growth of the undeveloped eastern region of peninsular
Malaysia. A major element of the study is to review regional
and national development plans in order to generate
forecasts of economic and demographic growth, which are
critical to the financial success of this privately funded
scheme.
(Fee Scale G)
____________________

Liverpool Vision

Once again, thank you to everyone who attended – it made
my job worthwhile!
PRIZEWINNERS:

Cathy Evans, Birmingham Office
David Nye, Swindon Office
Emma Parsons, Basingstoke Office
Jane Walker, Crewe Office
Mark Downes, Birmingham Office
Martin Kaye, Swindon Office
Mike Clarke, Swindon Office
Paul Garcia, Swindon Office
Peter Quigley, Birmingham Office
Terry Rhodes, Basingstoke Office

CD Radio Alarm Clock
Camera
CD Radio Alarm Clock
Portable television
CD Radio Alarm Clock
CD Mini Stereo
CD Radio Alarm Clock
CD Mini Stereo
CD Radio Alarm Clock
Camera

from Bill Jameson [C, Manchester)
We are delighted to announce that we have recently been
appointed to Liverpool Vision's Consultants Panel for Civil
Engineering and Highway Engineering/Transportation.
Liverpool Vision is the urban regeneration company
responsible for delivering the planned significant
improvements to Liverpool City Centre.
Project Director for the project will be Bill Jameson, Project
Manager - Colin Barker.

____________________
Scott Wilson Awarde d Accommodation
Option Study

Congratulations to everyone – hope you enjoy your prizes!
Editor: All photographs taken of the evening are currently
being prepared to be put onto the Intranet so everyone will
have access to them. A selection of them will appear in next
week’s ScottLight (bribes are being considered!!)

____________________
TRAVELLERS
Location

Traveller

Dates

Mumbai
Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia

Simon Thomas
Colin McKenna

17 Jul - 2 Aug
10 - 21 Jul

from Andrew Friedrich [SP, Basingstoke]
Scott Wilson has been awarded a commission to undertake
an Accommodation Option Study by UKAEA (United
Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority) at Harwell. The object of
the study is to promote operational efficiency of UKAEA’s
staff located at Harwell International Business Centre by
rationalisation of accommodation and co-locating related
activities. Within this overall objective the main
considerations are to:
•
•
•

Provide acceptable accommodation for UKAEA
Harwell staff over a ten year period
Minimise maintenance and running costs over that
period
Free up commercially lettable space in existing
buildings currently occupied by UKAEA
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One of the first tasks is to undertake a condition survey of
the existing buildings. These surveys will identify:
•
•
•

•
•

Condition of building services and expected load
capacity
Structural condition of the buildings
Assessment of thermal efficiency
General condition of accommodation
All defects and planned preventative maintenance
requirements with associated cost for a 10-year period

This will provide base information in respect of the asset
upon which the study will be developed.
The Accommodation Option Study report will provide
detailed information on:
•
•

Practicality of re-use
Estimated whole life cost for identified options based
on :
estimated capital costs for refurbishment of
existing buildings
estimated capital costs for new build
cost in use for each option
All the buildings considered in the study are located at the
Harwell International Business Centre.
UKAEA is
progressing its plans for exploiting the commercial
opportunities on the site and the benefits the site offers to
new businesses. The rationalisation and utilisation of existing
accommodation on the site is therefore a significant factor in
this strategic goal.
The business park already provides a major opportunity for
growth in the local economy and will take Harwell forward
into the 21st Century as an internationally reputed centre.

Buildings at Harwell

The Baipaza Landslide, Tajikistan
from Gareth Hearn [IO, Basingstoke]
On 3 March 2002 the US Geological Survey recorded a 7.4
Richter Scale earthquake in Afghanistan. The effects were
described on the TV at the time, given that the press
happened to be focusing on that particular part of the world.
The same earthquake was felt in neighbouring Tajikistan. One
of the effects there was the reactivation of a massive ancient
landslide, estimated to be tens of millions of cubic metres in
volume. Ordinarily, such an event would go unnoticed in
such a sparsely populated country, but on this occasion the
landslide slid into the Vakhsh River and cut off the water
supply to over half a million people in Tajikistan alone.
Populations and industry in Uzbekistan are also dependent
on the supply of water from the Vakhsh River and therefore
the socio-economic implications of this event were truly
international. More important for the Tajiks, however, was the
fact that 90% of the hydro-power generation in the country is
installed on the Vakhsh River. The need to find an expedient
to solve the Baipaza Landslide problem is therefore obvious.
Last month Scott Wilson was commissioned by the ADB
(Asian Development Bank) to provide a geotechnical staff
consultant to assist them in the preparation of a project to
help the Tajik government in managing the risk posed by the
landslide. The landslide is actually part of an area of deepseated ancient instability, probably initially triggered by
massive pre-historic earthquakes. The underlying geology of
clay and gypsum overlain by loess deposits is also not
particularly helpful. Myself and the ADB Mission leader
spent the best part of a day picking our way across the
wasteland that is the 1.8km long by 0.8km wide Baipaza
Landslide, fumbling across massive cracks, shear surfaces
and tumbled blocks of rock.
Baipaza is easily the largest landslide that Scott Wilson has
(knowingly) had to come to terms with. Gazing at it for hours
on end doesn’t make it any easier on the eye. It seems to get
bigger every time you look at it. Judging by the current
monitoring data installed on the slope: it is. A programme of
emergency work and feasibility study has been agreed
between the Bank and the Tajik government. Emphasis is on
rapid response and the implementation of emergency
earthworks and drainage works, but none of the parties are
under the illusion that the landslide can be stabilised (if at all)
over a timescale suitably short for acceptable risk
management. Other options therefore have been identified
and need to be considered urgently. Fortunately, nobody
took much convincing.
(Fee Scale G)

____________________________________

____________________

Congratulations!
to Robert Buckley (PPA, Basingstoke) who has successfully
passed the Chartered Professional Review and is now a
Member of the Institution of Civil Engineers.

____________________________________
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Moves

Sports & Socials

STARTERS
A warm welcome to:-

Tai Chi
New Beginners Classes
Thursdays 5:30-6:30pm, Basingstoke

the following new starters in PPA, Basingstoke:
24th June - Nick Hall, Graduate Engineer
25th June - Graham Wallace, Vacation Student
1st July - David Brokenshire, Principal Engineer
to Bill Grindley, Senior Engineer (Manchester office)
working for Colin Barker's Infrastructure Development team.
Bill will be a Resident Engineer at the Speke Garston
Industrial Area Regeneration Site in Liverpool.
Paul Waiting, Graduate Planner working for Glyn Roberts'
Urban Regeneration Team.
Katrina Haase who joined Scott Wilson Information Systems
as an Assistant GIS Specialist on the 6th July

____________________
Tim Stevens Joins PPA on 15 July 2002
from Tony King [PPA, Basingstoke]
Tim Stevens will be joining Basingstoke Transport Planning
Team as a Senior Engineer on 15 July. He joins us from the
position of Operations & Safety Planning & Co-ordination
Manager at Channel Tunnel Rail Link Ltd. Tim’s experience
includes:
•

•

•

•

Advising on operational and safety issues for new and
existing railways, including capacity analysis, train
timetabling, rules & regulations, emergency procedures,
technical documentation and staff training.
Planning rail and bus infrastructure and service
improvements for developers, operators and local
authorities, including operational assessments, data
analysis, service planning, compiling reports and
presenting results.
Implementing bus deregulation under the 1985
Transport Act, identifying needs for subsidized
services, monitoring operator compliance with contracts
and analysing passenger usage.
Designing and producing effective publicity material,
promoting and marketing bus, rail and rail services, and
providing administrative support and advice on travel
retailing best practice.

____________________________________

Tai Chi is a simple moving meditation exercise that has a
great effect in improving health, preventing illness, and
promoting weight loss and is suitable for people of all ages
and levels of physical fitness.
To find out more contact Daniel.Chisholm@scottwilson.com

____________________________________

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

For a list of ALL currently available vacancies, go to
Personnel – Vacancies on the Intranet.

Infrastructure Technician, SP – Basildon
SP’s Basildon office has a growing team working on a variety
of railway projects. To complement the existing skills base
we are looking for an experienced infrastructure technician
with CAD skills who is willing to be trained for the railways
market. HNC/HND in Civil Engineering and City & Guilds (or
equivalent) in AutoCAD are desirable.
For further information please contact Tim Bilson in the
Basildon office, to apply formally please contact Sheena
Webb in Basingstoke.

____________________
Health & Safety Vacancies
The 6003 MOU in SP deals with health and safety work,
including
Planning
Supervisor
appointments
and
construction insurance related assessments
Due to an increasing workload we are looking for staff up to
and including level 3, both administrative and technical, for
potential appointments in the Basingstoke, Chesterfield,
Telford and London offices.
It is important that prospective candidates show a desire to
be involved in health and safety, which is an important and
rewarding area of work.
If you wish to find out more, please phone Paul Gray in the
London (Victoria) office for an informal discussion.
Alternatively please contact Sheena Webb if you wish to
reply formally.

____________________________________
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For Sale & Wanted

Athens 2004 Olympic Games

For Sale: 5 rolls of AGFA CT Precisa slide film - 100 iso, 36

Well done Dimitrios. Your broadside (in Issue 351) put the
uncivilised sceptical hoards in their place!!

from Jim McCafferty (S Glasgow)

exp (process paid) expiry end of 2003 - £15
2 CS Slide Trays, brand new (storage capacity 400 slides,
compatible with CS mounts as above) - £6
Contact Angela Lowle, Basingstoke ext 339.

____________________________________

If your fellow countrymen have organisational abilities
anything like as good as your command of the English
language, the 2004 Olympic Games will be well worth the visit.
I think it’s time we got you involved in remedial classes for
the linguistically challenged report writers and ScottLight
correspondents lurking out there!

*
Reply of the Week

____________________________________

A Reply to Andre Evans
(re A Cautionary Tale, Scott Light Issue 351)
From John Dimmock [Railways, Swindon]
The tale that Andre tells reminds me of the formalities that
Public Authorities must follow when inviting and opening
tenders in order to avoid any suggestion of corruption. It is
good practice to telephone the designated procurement
officer a few hours before tenders are due to be opened to
check whether our tender has been received. A decent
tendering system will provide a numbered label for
addressing tenders that can be used to identify which
tenders have been received. A further telephone call to the
courier in the event of non-delivery can normally save
aggravation later.

____________________
A reply to Tim Tumber
(re. Puzzling Acronyms, Scott Light Issue 351)
From John Dimmock [Railways, Swindon]
Personally, I think that there are far
TLA’s………… (Three Letter Abbreviations).

too

many

____________________

All items for inclusion should be e-mailed to the Editor, Angela Lowle, in Scott House, Basingstoke
by 5 p. m. on Mondays angela.lowle@scottwilson.com
or fax to 01256 475600 or telephone 01256 461161
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Issue 353 Week ending: 19th July 2002

Attention - All Staff!
Promotions
from Geoff French [HMB]
The Directors are pleased to announce the following promotions from 1st July 2002
C Operating Unit
To Level 4.3
Martin Burton
John Surguy
To Level 4.2
John Armistead
Simon Dowse
Graham Law
David Lickiss

Jim McNally
Elizabeth Sheerin
Keith Woolley
To Level 4.1
Steve Black
Stuart Dungworth
David Elliott
Steve Hodgetts
Patrick Holt
John Mills
Neil Robertson
David Taylor
Selliah Thavapalasund
Phil Ward
To Level 3.2
Elizabeth Ashton
Michael Bains
Simon Came
Nic Folland
Cath Hudson
Ian McConaghie
Mike Sheerin
Peter Sherwood
To Level 3.1
Graham Gibson
Mark Hartharn
Ian Shelley
Kevin Wilkinson

Head of Administra tion
Technical Director
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Associate
Principal Engineer
Principal Engineer
Principal Transport Planner
Principal Engineer
TMC Engineer
Principal Engineer
Business Development Manager
Administration Manager
Principal Engineer
Principal Geologist
Senior Environmental Scientist
Senior Scientist
Senior Incorporated Engineer
Senior Landscape Architect
Senior Engineer
Senior Engineer
Senior Engineer
Senior Engineer
Asst Area Manager
Engineer
Senior Incorporated Engineer
Lighting Engineer

To Level 2.3
Josephine Abrahams
Andrew Butt
Susan Chambers
Nathan Copley
Ian Hoole
Denis O’Gara
Gavin Sawyer
To Level 2.2
Sarah Andrews
Joanne Heathcote
Richard McCulloch
Sam Youdan
To Level 2.1
Kevin Atherley
David Barker
Neil Byrne
Daniella Castelluccio
Lucia Collinwood
Christopher Cooper
Peter Didiuk
Ronald Ebrahim
Deborah Fenton
Michael Gartside
Inna Gorbenko
Annette Hill
Christopher Hitch
Jaime-Louise Holmes
Benjamin Ramsden
Ganesh Vengadasalam
To Level 1.2
Sarah Hobson
Norris Spencer

Senior Technical Assistant
Senior Assistant Engineer
Senior Technician
Senior Technician
Senior Technician
Senior Assistant Engineer
Senior Technician
Assistant Engineer
Finance/Admin Asst
Assistant Transport Planner
Assistant Engineer
Assistant Engineer
Assistant Engineer
Assistant Engineer
Technical Assistant
Assistant Environmental
Specialist
Assistant Engineer
Assistant Engineer
Assistant Engineer
Technical Assistant
Assistant Engineer
Technical Assistant
Assistant Engineer
Assistant Engineer
Marketing Administrator
Technical Assistant
Assistant Engineer
Personnel Assistant
Technician

Scott Wilson Holdings
To Level 4.2
John Davies

Financial Controller

IO Operating Unit
To Level 4.2
Mike Thomas
To Level 4.1
Graham Williams
To Level 3.2
Elena Stebbings
To Level 3.1
Ann Harvey
To Leve l 2.3
Pamela Masson
To Level 2.1
George Rutt

Associate
Principal Engineer
Senior Consultant
Project Manager
Senior Personnel Assistant
Marketing Assistant

PPA Operating Unit
To Level 4.3
Technical Director

Tony King
To Level 4.2
Louise Thomas
To Level 4.1
Jim Mitchison
Caroline Moore
To Level 3.2
Andrew Blacker
Clifford Chow
Dominic Howgego
Jason Morrow
Nigel Streeter
To Level 3.1
Kieron Bradley
Clare Burton
Rebekah Jubb
Suzanne Scobie
To Level 2.3
Andrew Alty
Francesca Hardiman
To Level 2.1
Tom Allen
Dennis Golovenko
Trevor Moody
Nick Wordsworth

Associate
Principal Architect
Principal Transport Planner
Senior Transport Planner
Senior Transport Planner
Senior Engineer
Senior Transport Planner
Senior Engineer
Engineer
Graphics Illustrator
Planner
Engineer
Senior Assistant Engineer
Senior Asst Transportation
Engineer
Asst Transportation Engineer
Asst Transportation Engineer
Assistant Planner
Assistant Engineer

RC Operating Unit
To Level 4.1
Tessa Harding
John Skinner
To Level 3.2
Philip Black
Peter Chaudhry
Alan Lewis
Damon O’Brien
Matthew Walker

To Level 3.1
Brenda Ainscough
Will Crick
Paul Lacey
Steve Miles
To Level 2.3
Phil Le Gouais

Principal Ecologist
Principal Environmental
Specialist
Senior Landscape Architect
Senior Consultant
Senior Environmental Specialist
Senior Coastal Engineer
Senior Coastal Engineer

Michael Padfield
To Level 2.2
Haidrun Breith
To Level 2.1
Sarah Bassingham
Lindsay Carrington
Linda Colman
David Hume
Erica Kemp
Anna Marshall

Administration Manager
Remote Sensing Specialist
Information Systems Specialist
Landscape Architect
Senior Assistant Information
Systems Specialist
Senior Assistant Ecologist
Assistant Landscape Architect
Assistant Engineer
Assistant Ecologist
Assistant Engineer
Assistant Information Systems
Specialist
Assistant Ecologist
Asst Environmental Specialist

SP Operating Unit
To Level 4.2
Tim Bilson
Nigel Courbet
Heather Heaton
Sue Moore
Tim Williams
To Level 4.1
John Harlow
Julian Harrop
Trevor Wood
To Level 3.2
Richard Caseley
Sam Teeling
To Level 3.1
Piers Currie
Steven Penfold
Mike Selley
To Level 2.3
Ian Harris
Gillian Main
Christine Rioland
To Level 2.2
Robert Barker
Iain Coates
Mokhtar El -Houry
Khaled Majdoub
Huw Morrison
To Level 2.1
Tonia Balbuena
Jonathan Derwent
Wayne Hewings
To Level 1.2
James Millen

Associate
Operations Manager
Head of Change Management
Associate
Associate
Principal Engineer
Facilities Manager
Principal Engineer
Senior Consultant
Business Manager
Engineer
CAD Specialist
CAD Project Co -Ordinator
Assistant Engineer
Personal Assistant
Consultant
Graduate Engineer
Graduate Engineer
Graduate Engineer
Assistant Engineer
Graduate Engineer
Assistant Business
Administrator
Graduate Engineer
Graduate Engineer
Trainee Technician

S Operating Unit
R Operating Unit
To Level 4.2
Associate
Associate

Tony Cooke
Anne Crosby
To Level 4.1
Erik Bates
Mark Downes
David Leith
Mark Lewis
Raymond Millar
Stuart Ross
Philip Wells
To Level 3.2
Ian Allcock
Phil Gillard
Willie Gray
Garry Keenor
Ian Moore
Paul Noble
Richard Starbuck
To Level 3.1
Steven Bridgwater
Andy Campbell
Gary Coutts
Phil Deaves
Paul Holmes
Steven Murdoch
Kenny Nellany
Richard Nettleton
Stuart Parsons
Richard Titheradge
Douglas Williamson
To Level 2.3
Debbie Anderson
Hugh Anscombe
Richard Brown
Peter Burton
Sarah Castle
Naz Mohamad
Helen Reed
Patricia Sly
Chris Spellman
Jane Walker
Linda Whitehead
To Level 2.2
Alasdair Bathie
Jan Roxburgh
Fred Tye
To Level 1.2
Kelly Dickson

Principal Engineer
Principal Engineer
Principal Engineer (wef 1/4/02)
Principal Engineer
Principal Engineer
Principal Engineer wef 1/4/02)
Principal Engineer
Senior Engineer
Senior Engineer
Senior IT Analyst
Senior Engineer
Senior Engineer
CADD Team Leader
Senior Administration Manager
Project Engineer
Project Engineer
Project Engineer
Project Engineer
Project Engineer
Project Engineer
Project Engineer
Project Engineer
Project Engineer
Systems Analyst
Project Engineer
Senior Project Administrator
Senior Assistant Engineer
Senior Assistant Land Surveyor
Senior Assistant Engineer
Senior Assistant Engineer
Senior Assistant Engineer
Assistant Accountant
Senior Project Administrator
Senior Assistant Engineer
Senior Project Administrator
Senior Project Administrator
Senior Technician
Assistant Engineer
Senior Technician
Technician

To Level 4.3
Alan Frew
David J Webster
To Level 4.2
Gordon Bathgate
To Level 4.1
Peter Adams
Stephen M Bradley
To Level 3.2
Stephen Camp
Jason Gillespie
Michael MacLean
Ross Macphie
To Level 2.3
Garry Dawson
Graham Lamont
Richard Kilner

Technical Director
Technical Director
Contracts Consultant
Principal Engineer
Principal Engineer
Senior Engineer
Senior Engineer
Senior Engineer
Senior Engineer
Senior Assistant Engineer
Senior Assistant Engineer
Senior Assistant Engineer

Pavement Engineering
To Level 4.3
Francis Chan

Technical Director

To Level 4.1
Bachar Al Hakim

Principal Engineer

To Level 3.2
Matthew Brough
Paul Grainger
Martyn Jones
To Level 3.1
Sandra Johnson
To Level 2.3
Shirley Toon
To Level 2.1
Nicola Allison
Eric Draper
Thomas Jervis
Orlando Walters
To Level 1.2
Andrew Nelson

Senior Engineer
Senior Engineer
Senior Engineer
Business Support Manager
Office Administrator
Section Secretary
Technician
Technician
Assistant Engineer
Graduate Engineer

Core Services
To Level 4.3
Angela Gardiner
To Level 4.1
Tim Blow
Graham Handy
Steve Rollason
To Level 2.3
David Makanjuola
Dan Martin
Rob Wallace
To Level 2.2
Karen Jones
To Level 2.1
Melissa Baker

Chief Accountant
Marketing M anager
Support Manager
Senior Project Accountant
Senior Asst Computing Engineer
Senior Asst Computing Engineer
Senior Asst Computing Engineer
Graphic Designer
Graphic Artist

Congratulations to all members of staff who have been promoted

Knight Piesold Ltd
From Geoff French [SWHL]
As some of you are already aware we have signed Heads of
Agreement for the acquisition of Knight Piesold Ltd. This is
the UK based part of Knight Piesold with offices in Ashford,
Derby, Madrid and Kitwe, Zambia.
Knight Piesold Ltd have around 140 staff and are probably
best known in the Power sector, they are also active in
Mining, Environment, Industrial & Transportation, Water,
Geotechnics Dams and Tunnels.
The due diligence is now almost complete and the sale and
purchase agreement is currently being prepared. It is hoped
that the deal will be completed by 1st September 2002. The
first of a series of newsletters has been issued to all Knight
Piesold Ltd staff and is attached to this edition of ScottLight.

____________________
Re-opening Mozambique - Lessons Learned
From The Feeder Road Programme
From Rob Geddes [SW Harare]
Scott Wilson Central Africa was appointed by ILO ASIST in
late 2000 to prepare text for a booklet describing the history,
experiences and lessons learned on the Mozambique Feeder
Road Programme. This was a major multi-donor funded
programme implemented in Mozambique between 1981 and
2000. In the 1990s the FRP played a major role in reopening
rural roads for the return of refugees and restoration of
government services following the end of the civil war. It
became an umbrella for projects such as Scott Wilson's DFID
Zambezia Feeder Road Project. The ILO provided technical
assistance to the FRP from its inception.

TRAVELLERS

Location

Traveller

Dates

Chennai
Kiev

Michael Thomas
Peter Webb

14 Jul - 22 Sept
21 - 31 July

____________________________________

What’s Going On?
Scale A - £3million+, Scale B - £600,000 - £2,999,999,
Scale C - £400,000 - £599,999, Scale D - £200,000 - £399,999
Scale E - £100,000 - £199,999, Scale F - £50,000 - £99,999
Scale G - £10,000 - £49,999, Scale H - Up to £9,999

Sunway Monorail Extension Feasibility Study
From Mike Hyslop [SWM Kuala Lumpur]
Scott Wilson (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd has been commissioned to
undertake a feasibility study for the extension of an existing
monorail system, which connects different elements of a
mixed-use development, to provide feeder services to an
existing commuter rail station.
The study includes
questionnaire surveys of patrons of the existing shopping
mall and theme park, of monorail passengers, and of
passengers travelling by public transport in the local area.
Potential increases in mall and theme park patronage, due to
increased accessibility, will be estimated, based on the
survey results and future development plans.
[Fee Scale: H]

The booklet has now been published with Portuguese and
English text. It is an impressive full colour document. If
anyone would like a copy please let me know.
Many thanks to Dave Geilinger and Hamish Goldie-Scot for
their significant contributions to its success.

____________________
Unclaimed Mobile Phone
from Andrew Emberton [CS, Scott House]
A SAGEM MW 3020 mobile phone delivered to Scott House
but not addressed to anyone has still not been claimed.
Please would the owner please collect it from me in the Post
Room, Scott House.

____________________

____________________
Guidance On The Development
Of Offshore Renewable Energy Projects
From Sue Bell [S, Edinburgh]
The environment team in Edinburgh has just been awarded a
contract from Scottish Natural Heritage to provide guidance
on the development of offshore renewable energy projects.
The guidance is to inform staff about these developments to
assist them in responding to new proposals as they arise.
The guidance is likely to cover the range of technologies
which are being developed (wind, wave and tidal), the state
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of development of the technology, site requirements, areas
likely to be developed, the financial and legislative
controlling mechanisms, key contacts and the associated
environmental impacts (focussing on ecology, landscape and
public amenity). A number of case studies are to be reviewed
including the proposed windfarm in the Solway Firth, new
wave schemes in Islay, and the new offshore renewable
energy technology centre in Orkney. This project represents
a follow-up project to guidance prepared by Scott Wilson on
the topic of inter-island links which has since been published
by SNH.
[ Fee Scale H]
____________________

AMScottArea 7

Sports & Socials
1940s Party
from Angela Lowle [Editor]
Attached to this issue of ScottLight are some of the
photographs from the 1940’s Party held in June.
If anyone in Basingstoke office would like to borrow the CD
containing all the photographs, or the video of the occasion,
please contact me. Other locations should contact Eve
McDonald in Swindon office.

____________________________________

from Brendan McGrath [AMScott, Mansfield]
The biggest contract Scott Wilson has ever helped deliver
has gone live.
Scott Wilson’s joint venture with Alfred McAlpine Asset
Management Services took over as the Managing Agent
Contractor for the Highways Agency Area 7 – covering the
busiest roads in Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire, Lincolnshire
and Leicestershire – on July 1.
The contract is for an initial four years, with an option for a
three year extension. It could be worth a total of £175 million.
The emergency response team was called out minutes before
officially starting work at midnight. There had been a fatal
road accident on the M1 in Derbyshire, and the police asked
for the entire northbound carriageway to be shut.
The response team also set up diversions, called out
specialist road cleansing support, and dealt with public
queries at the diversion.
The contract is being managed from new state-of-the-art
offices in Mansfield.

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

For a list of ALL currently available vacancies, go to
Personnel – Vacancies on the Intranet.

Quality Auditor - Career Grade 3.1
Scott Wilson Water North are seeking a Quality Auditor for a
12 month appointment to be based in Morley. In this role
you will be responsible for auditing Yorkshire Water
Contractors. Your experience need not necessarily have been
gained within the Water Industry, indeed if you are seeking a
change of scenery this role could be for you. You will
however need to be a Chartered Engineer, a self-starter, have
good attention to detail and possess effective communication
skills.
For more information regarding this position please contact
Vince Bamford in the Morley office. Alternatively send
your updated cv to Cara Rees, RC HR in Basingstoke.

____________________

John Trinick, commission director, said: “We have had a
busy time getting everything in place, but we were ready to
rise to the challenge at the very start of the contract.

Highways CAD Technician - Basingstoke - Level
1.2/2.2

“Everyone is working hard to ensure we can deliver the best
possible service for the Highways Agency”.

A Highways CAD Technician is required to join the Area 3
Maintenance Agency Highways Team.

____________________________________

Congratulations!
to Lee and Nikki (nee Heaver) Cunningham
[PPA, Basingstoke] who were married on
29th June and have just returned from their
honeymoon in Turkey.

____________________________________

The candidate should ideally be qualified to ONC level and
must have at least 3 years experience of preparation of
highway designs using AutoCAD 2000 or 2002. Experience in
other technical skills such as highway design using
MX(MOSS), MICRODrainage etc, surveying, inspection,
Clerk of the Works would be advantageous.
This is an excellent opportunity for a bright technician to
progress along a strong career path. The work will be mainly
office based working in a team of 10 Highway Engineers
preparing highway designs primarily for the Area 3
Maintenance Commission.
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The position is permanent and attracts the normal Scott
Wilson conditions of service.
Interested applicants for this COU vacancy should contact
Kate Kirby, Personnel Officer, Chesterfield Office. Tel:
01246 210205

____________________
Market Development & Assistant Project
Manager - CIS Countries.
Level 2.2, IO, Network House
IO’s increasing workload in the former Soviet Union
countries dictates that we find an energetic and committed
person, with at least 4 - 5 years technical and commercial
experience working with FSU and British companies in the
water sector. Experience in a transportation and engineering
consultancy, gained through project management assistance
and marketing, would be an advantage. A commitment for
business development and partnership programmes is
essential.
You will report directly to our Regional Manager for CIS
(Central Independent States). Your main function will be to
identify and actively pursue new business opportunities in
FSU (Former Soviet Union), with particular emphasis on the
water and transport sectors, and to deliver marketing
programmes in these countries. You will also undertake
selective project management assistance within these
markets.
This demanding role requires specialist skills which include:
a full understanding of Russian and western standards of
business; commercial and legal requirements in FSU & EU;
practical experience in water and transportation sectors and
of marketing in CIS markets, with particular experience in the
Ukraine and Central Asia. You will have excellent interpersonal skills, the confidence to make commercial
judgements within your remit and be able to travel at short
notice for extended periods.
You will have gained a degree and ideally have a secondary
qualification in business management. Fluency in English
and Russian is essential, both written and spoken, and
knowledge of another EU language is desirable.
If you can meet our requirements, and are interested in this
challenging role, please contact Paula Southby-Ryland in
Network House.

____________________

All items for inclusion should be e-mailed to the Editor,
Angela Lowle, in Scott House, Basingstoke
by 5 p.m. on Mondays angela.lowle@scottwilson.com
or fax to 01256 475600 or telephone 01256 461161

Health & Safety Vacancies
The 6003 MOU in SP deals with health and safety work,
including
Planning
Supervisor
appointments
and
construction insurance related assessments
Due to an increasing workload we are looking for staff up to
and including Level 3, both administrative and technical, for
potential appointments in the Basingstoke, Chesterfield,
Telford and London offices.
It is important that prospective candidates show a desire to
be involved in health and safety, which is an important and
rewarding area of work.
If you wish to find out more, please phone Paul Gray in the
London (Victoria) office for an informal discussion.
Alternatively please contact Sheena Webb if you wish to
reply formally.

___________________________________

What’s on your Mind?
from Laurence Green [C, Chesterfield]
Please excuse my pedantry, but a series of letters where each
one represents the first letter of a word is not necessarily an
acronym. An acronym is any such series of letters
pronounceable as a word, such as ‘NATO’. However, if such
a series of letters are individually enunciated when spoken,
such as ‘CPD’ or ‘OU’, then these should be referred to as
‘Initialisms’. OK.
Editor: Laurence is quite correct. It's good to know that this subject
has caused such interest. I only hope it means people will remember
in future to let me know what initialisms and acronyms mean.

____________________
From Bob Wallis [IO, India]
I refer to Andre Evans’ Cautionary tale (Issue 351) which I
have heard many times before.
Surely there is a moral to his tale which should be "Don't
leave things to the last minute". It's human nature to do this
and I personally know of many such instances where
proposals were sent at the eleventh hour and indeed some
that were not accepted as it was the twelfth hour.
How many other potential jobs has the Firm lost because of
this situation? With all our Hi Tec and young whiz kids we
have in the Firm, can't somebody rectify this very basic
matter?
P.S. We use cleft sticks.

____________________
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KNIGHT PIESOLD/SCOTT WILSON MERGER UPDATE
This is the first of several newsletters we intend to publish to keep staff informed on the status of
the merger between Scott Wilson and Knight Piesold.
The due diligence phase is now almost complete and the sale and purchase agreement is currently
being prepared. We hope to finalise the agreement soon with a view to completion by 1st
September 2002.
A transition team within Scott Wilson will be established to work with their counterparts in Knight
Piesold to prepare functional and organisation transition plans. These plans will concentrate on the
immediate and practical aspects of integration in the short term and over time be developed to
cover longer term issues. As these are developed we will publish regular Question and Answer
style fact sheets to address the questions that may be on your mind.
We have established a number of communication channels to ensure that all Knight Piesold
employees are kept informed of the progress. A web page has been set up on the Knight Piesold
intranet site to house all our electronic communications.
We will also be meeting with staff representatives on a regular basis to ensure we have a two way
and participative approach. It is anticipated that the Scott Wilson Transition Manager, Adrian
Tite will also attend the offices at Ashford on a frequent and regular basis.
We are on the verge of a significant step for both our companies and the opportunity that this
merger offers to our clients, employees and shareholders is tremendous. It is in the interest of all
concerned to approach this integration with a confident and positive attitude and we are looking
forward to working with all of you through this challenging and exciting time.

Geoff French
CEO, Scott Wilson

Peter Illes
Managing Director, Knight Piesold Ltd
9th July 2002
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1940’s Party

1st June 2002 at Wroughton Aircraft Museum

Issue 354 Week ending: 26th July 2002

Attention - All Staff!
Promotions
from Geoff French [HMB]
The Directors are pleased to announce the following
additional promotion from 1st July 2002

C Operating Unit
To Level 2.3
Cath Knightley

How can FM benefit Your Client?
We can provide an FM service that is tailored to meet your
client’s exact requirements. Each client will decide which
services should be out-sourced and which should remain inhouse. There are many reasons why clients should consider
outsourcing, some significant benefits are:
•

Personal Assistant

____________________
C Operating Unit
Christmas & New Year Holidays 2002/2003

•
•

from Ron Wall [C, Chesterfield]

•

It has been decided that all of the offices in C Operating Unit
will be closed over the Christmas/New Year period, i.e. close
at 5.30 pm on Tuesday 24 December 2002 and re-open at the
normal time on Thursday 2 January 2003.

•

Accordingly, it will be necessary for all staff to reserve three
days annual leave to cover 27, 30 and 31 December. Staff
should record the three days on their leave card.
The only exception to this arrangement is AMScott office in
Mansfield where a skeleton staff will be on duty to respond
to any emergency highway maintenance problems or 'bad
weather' warnings.

____________________
What is Facilities Management?
From Brian Hancock [SP, Basingstoke]
What is Facilities Management?
Facilities Management (FM) is the term given to the
management of non-core services. These non-core services
are normally associated with operating the client’s buildings
in an efficient, effective and sensitive manner allowing the
client to concentrate on their core business activity whatever that might be.
The delivery of facilities management services might be
managed by in-house staff or outsourced to the private
sector or a combination of both.

Cost reductions from:
•
Bulk purchasing agreements
•
A reduction in administration
•
A reduction in client management time
•
Purchasing specialist skills only when needed
To improve quality standards to mirror business
needs
To benefit from best practice knowledge and stay
ahead of the competition
To ensure that service delivery is as efficient and
effective as possible
To obtain asset management and estates advice

What Services do Scott Wilson FM currently provide?
Scott Wilson FM provide the following services:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comprehensive advice and support on all building
topics
Strategic planning
Asset registers, condition surveys of fabric and
mechanical & electrical services
Planned and reactive maintenance
Budgeting, cost control, payment and Value for
Money (VFM)
Life cycle costing
Quality assurance
Design concepts, specification and minor works
Project management and option studies
Help desk
Planning supervisor
Contracts
Building pathology, due diligence, probity and expert
witness
Statutory inspections
Space planning, furniture selection and churn
Risk assessments various
Audits various

What Services could FM provide?
Service delivery can be split into two categories:
Operational Site Services:
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•
•
•
•

Managed by a Client Relationship Manager whose
role is to build and maintain relationships with the
client
Via a central help desk
Including multi – tasking where staff are trained to
cover their colleagues during holidays, short-term
sicknesses and peak periods
Services could include: cleaning; security, reception,
conference room bookings and arrangements, audio
visual aids, catering, planned preventative
maintenance, reactive repairs/maintenance, building
management Systems (BMS), fabric maintenance,
landscaping; office moves/churn and minor project
management plus health and safety compliance,
purchasing, housekeeping, car fleet management,
budget management, training including site
inductions and risk assessments including (DSE)
Display Screen Equipment.

Consultancy Services
• Asset management advice, strategic planning,
feasibility studies and space planning
• Risk assessments
• Quantity surveying, due diligence, value for money
(VFM) and contract preparation
• Mechanical and electrical design and specification
• Project management
• Surveys, supervision, monitoring, audit and testing
• Quality assurance
• Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) compliance
• Building Surveying
• Health and safety including planning supervisor
• Best practice, service measurements and innovation.
• Help desk selection
Would you like to help Scott Wilson?
We believe that Scott Wilson has an excellent cross-selling
opportunity. You can help by handing a copy of one of our
flyers to your client on your next visit. FM Flyers can be
obtained from Marketing on the ground floor of Scott House
or on extension 297/312.
If you would like more information contact:
Andrew Friedrich on ext 275 or Brian Hancock on ext 592

Call Pick Up
Group Pick Up
Call Forwarding
Immediate Divert
Divert on no reply
Divert on busy
System
Abbreviated No’s
Individual
Abbreviated No’s
Store
Use
Save + Repeat
Store
Use
External call - 9
Call Transfer
Transfer
Re-connect caller
Hold For Enquiry
Internal
External
Shuttle between
Callers
Conference
Set up
If available
If unavailable
Camp On
Set up
Cancel
Call Hold
Set up
Re-connect caller
Call Park
Set up
Re-connect caller

* 3 Extn No
** 3
to set
to cancel
to set
to cancel
to set
to cancel

# 9 Extn No
##9
# 0 * Extn No
##0*
# 0 # Extn No
##0#

# 6 Code No

# # 3 short code + req no
# 3 short code
R#4
#7
Operator – 0
R Extn No
R*1
R Extn No
R Access Code + req no
R*1
R Extn No
R*4
R*1
R#1
##1
R*9
*1
R * 6 Destination No
*1

____________________

Environmental Award for Peterborough Office

Telephone Facilities at
Scott House and Network House

With an increasing number of key customers demanding
verifiable proof of environmental credentials, Scott Wilson
launched a programme to obtain ISO 14001 certification in the
UK.

From Ewan Craig [SP, Basingstoke]
Several people have asked about diverting their telephones.
The following telephone functions are available using the
telephone keypad. The most popular functions are diverting
your telephone, call transfer and call pick up. Please note
that “R” is the recall button.

By Fraser Paterson [RC, Peterborough]

The International Standard demands an evaluation of the way
in which the company interacts with the environment, and the
formalisation of management controls to ensure the
mitigation of any adverse impacts as well as compliance to
the burgeoning legislation in this field. More importantly, the
company must consider external reporting and dialogue on
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environmental performance that
continual improvement over time.

should

demonstrate

A facilitation team was formed to develop the internal
processes and implement an Environmental Management
System (EMS). Taking a “fast track” approach at the first site,
a number of cost-effective initiatives were put into place in
order to reduce energy consumption and waste generation
whilst optimising recycling.
Following a successful audit by BSI on the 22nd of May, the
Peterborough office has now been recommended for BS EN
ISO 14001 certification.
The certification programme will shortly be rolled out to the
Railway group, then Highways and thereafter to all main UK
sites. An initial environmental review will be undertaken at
each office to determine priorities and assess existing
controls relating to the environment. Formalised procedures
and improvement objectives and targets will be developed
and implemented, supported by an awareness campaign and,
where needed, specialised training. For some activities – e.g.
where there are specific environmental risks that need
attention – some changes to project management procedures
may also be necessary. Internal audits and management
reviews will be the key drivers in ensuring final preparations
are satisfactory for a smooth external assessment and
certification.
Although more information will be progressively published in
both Scott Light and on the Intranet, anyone with specific
enquiries or suggestions should contact the EMS facilitation
team in Peterborough (T:01733-896655/Fx:01733-896656) or
ems@scottwilson.com.

Pontifact Support Office
Topic for the Pontifact Newsletter:
Last Week:
UML (Unified Modelling Language)
What is UML?
Why is UML Important?
What are the Primary Parts of UML?
This Week:
WML (Wireless Markup Language)
What is WML?
Why Use WML?
The Basics of WML
***Do you have any Information Technology topics you
want to appear in the Pontifact Newsletter? Do you have an
advertisement you want to publish in Pontifact? Do you have
any services to offer for Scott Wilson? Do you have any
announcements to make? Do you have a picture you want to
publish on Pontifact's frontpage? Would you like us to do
some Research for you on the Internet? Do you have any
comments about Pontifact?***
E-mail us at: pontifact@scottwilson.com

What’s Going On?

Scale A - £3million+, Scale B- £600,000 - £2,999,999,
Scale C- £400,000 - £599,999, Scale D- £200,000 - £399,999
Scale E - £100,000 - £199,999, Scale F - £50,000 - £99,999
Scale G - £10,000 - £49,999, Scale H- Up to £9,999

____________________

SMART – Storm-water Management and Road
Tunnel, Kuala Lumpur

Peel &Fowler Launch Event

From Mike Hyslop [SWM Kuala Lumpur]

An article about this event is attached to this issue.

____________________
TRAVELLERS

Location

Traveller

Dates

Phnom Penh
Hong Kong/
China
Kunming, China
Entebbe

David Tighe
Jane Watson

23 July - 22 Aug
between 26 July
& 30 Aug
28 July - 12 Aug
28 July - 23 Sept

Ruth Golombok
Richard Cooper

________________________________

Scott Wilson (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd has been commissioned to
undertake a traffic and toll forecasting study for a proposed
unique dual-purpose tunnel that will provide flood relief
during the wet season and will also contain a 4km long
section of dual 2-lane expressway connecting the Kuala
Lumpur CBD and the main southern arterial, a route which
currently suffers serious congestion. The road tunnel will be
closed to traffic and flooded during extreme weather
conditions. The study involves development of traffic
forecasting models of the CBD and southern approaches,
using EMME/2 and VISUM software. A comprehensive
program of Origin-Destination surveys (registration
matching), journey time surveys, and traffic counts, is being
undertaken for input to the traffic model calibration exercise.
Financial support of the project by the Malaysian
Government depends on the toll revenue forecasts produced
by the study. EMME/2 and VISUM models will be developed
in parallel as part of an internal Scott Wilson exercise to
evaluate the comparative performance of the software
packages. [Fee Scale: G]
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Congratulations!
to Jon Ducker on his HNC

Examination Success
from Alon Williams [SP, Hereford]

Sports & Socials
Bridge to Hawaii
from Simon Thomas [IO, Mumbai]
A man walking along a California beach was deep in prayer.
All of a sudden, he said out loud, “Lord grant me one wish.”

Jon has achieved outstanding success in the final year
examination results for his HNC Building Studies undertaken
at Gloucestershire College of Arts and Technology. The
attainment of all distinctions and merits clearly demonstrated
his hard work and commitment.
Jon is a member of the site-based facilities management team
located at the MoD Establishment, Stirling Lines, Credenhill,
Hereford. We provide support and advice to the Client on a
range of property and facilities management issues and Jon is
a key member of this team.
The picture shows Alon Williams, the team leader, presenting
Jon with a well-deserved bottle of champagne.

____________________
To Norrie Kitson (SWSL, Edinburgh)
and his wife Joanne on the birth of
their son, Callum Lewis on 29th June,
weighing 9lbs 3oz, a brother for Fraser.

____________________________________

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:Richard Hardstaff who has joined the Birmingham office
Transportation Group as a Senior Traffic Engineer
Cheryl Simpson who joined SWSL in Edinburgh as Office
Junior on 1st July
Ben Chaffe who joined IO as Industrial Placement, Trainee
Accounts Assistant on 22 nd July 20

____________________________________

Suddenly the sky clouded above his head and in a booming
voice the Lord said, "Because you have TRIED to be faithful
to me in all ways, I will grant you one wish. "The man said,
"Build a bridge to Hawaii so I can drive over any time I want."
The Lord said, "Your request is very materialistic. Think of
the enormous challenges for that kind of undertaking. The
supports required to reach the bottom of the Pacific! The
concrete and steel it would take! I can do it, but it is hard for
me to justify your desire for worldly things. Take a little more
time and think of another wish, a wish you think would
honour and glorify me.”
The man thought about it for a long time. Finally he said,
"Lord, I wish that I could understand women. I want to know
how they feel inside, what they are thinking when they give
me the silent treatment, why they cry, what they mean when
they say 'nothing’, and how I can make a woman truly happy.
“The Lord replied, "You want two lanes or four lanes on that
bridge?”
(Perhaps female readers would like to send in something to
counterbalance this!)

____________________________________

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

For a list of ALL currently available vacancies, go to
Personnel – Vacancies on the Intranet.

Health & Safety Vacancies
The 6003 MOU in SP deals with health and safety work,
including
Planning
Supervisor
appointments
and
construction insurance related assessments.
Due to an increasing workload we are looking for staff up to
and including level 3, both administrative and technical, for
potential appointments in the Basingstoke, Chesterfield,
Telford and London offices.
It is important that prospective candidates show a desire to
be involved in health and safety, which is an important and
rewarding area of work.
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If you wish to find out more, please phone Paul Gray in the
London (Victoria) office for an informal discussion.
Alternatively please contact Sheena Webb if you wish to
reply formally.

Building Surveyor/Engineer 2.3-3.1
EWC Kineton

Computing Assistant 2.1, Birmingham

The successful candidate will be responsible for B&CE
technical matters including inspections, audits, monitoring
roles of work activities on site, providing work briefs and
schedules of work, estimating, budget and cost planning,
feasibility studies.

Our Birmingham office has a vacancy for a Computer
Assis tant.
The position requires the successful candidate to provide
front line support to all staff within the Birmingham office and
occasionally the Crewe office.
Candidates must have previous support experience in MS
Office 2000, MS Operating Systems, LAN Technologies
along with Hardware and Software installations. A suitable
qualification in a computer related subject is preferred. It is
essential that the successful candidate has excellent interpersonal skills and the ability to work under pressure whilst
remaining client focused. Candidates must hold a current
driving licence.
If you are interested in this position please forward your full
CV to Sheena Webb.

Infrastructure Designer 2.2-3.2, Basildon
Our Structural Team based in Basildon has a vacancy for an
Infrastructure Designer to support the existing team.
This role will include road and drainage design particularly
for PFI/PPP projects. The responsibilities will include
condition surveys of existing installations, managing
surveys, feasibility report preparation, tender preparation,
contract management and construction supervision. There
will be a possibility of some involvement in Railway
Infrastructure design.
The successful candidate should ideally have an HND in
Civil Engineering along with 5 years experience in the
industry. Must be computer literate, experience of AutoCAD,
Microstation, MX and PDS packages is desirable.

EWC Kineton currently has a vacancy for a Building
Surveyor/Engineer to support the existing team.

The candidate must have knowledge of current building
regulations and legislation along with H&S obligations. It is
essential that candidates are computer literate, with a good
practical and theoretical knowledge of the building
construction industry. Good knowledge of estimating and
producing specifications is essential.
Should vacancies at EWC Kineton be of interest please let us
know as we are able to review the current contract terms.
If you are interested in this position please contact Sheena
Webb in Basingstoke office.

_________________________________

For Sale & Wanted
For Sale: Seat Ibiza 1.4 Impact M-reg, Red. Well Maintained,
Service History. Tax and MOT. 72k Miles. Genuine reason for
sale. £1700ono Phone Phil Le Gouais Basingstoke ext. 248 or
Mob: 07876 745 095
For Sale: Volvo 460 CD, 2.0l M reg
Metallic grey, full leather interior, electric windows, mirrors &
sun roof. Driver’s airbag, PAS, ABS. Full service history.
110,000 miles, new gearbox.
Immaculate - co car forces sale. £1900 ovno
Contact: Heather Heaton 07876 131465

____________________________________

A flexible approach is required as this role may include
having to work away for several weeks at a time.
For further information regarding this opportunity please
contact Tim Bilson in the Basildon office, or forward your
full CV to Sheena Webb

All items for inclusion should be e-mailed to the Editor, Angela Lowle, in Scott House, Basingstoke
by 5 p.m. on Mondays angela.lowle@scottwilson.com or fax to 01256 475600 or telephone 01256 461161
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Peel & Fowler Launch Event
from Jaime Holmes [C, Chesterfield]
The evening of Thursday 18th July saw the long awaited launch
event signifying Peel & Fowler joining Scott Wilson. The event
was held at the Ikon Gallery in Birmingham, a building that
received a Structural Heritage Commendation from the
Institution of Structural Engineers, and won Peel & Fowler the
prestigious Institution of Civil Engineers Midland Association,
Project Award in 1998.
The Ikon was buzzing with activity throughout the second floor
as almost 90 guests and 30 hosts filtered between the 3
galleries sampling the wonderful tapas and refreshments
available.
Midway through the evening introductory speeches were made
by Geoff French, John Holden and Martin Baugh, all of which
were well received.

Neil Robertson’s COU Marketing Team were
responsible for the Peel & Fowler exhibition display,
promoting
their
skills
and
previous
project
experience, as well as the ‘How many bottles of beer
would it take to fill the Redhouse Cone?’ competition.
The winner of this was Adrian Tasker of HGB who
won a crate of bottled beer for his guess of
7,568,432 (7,666,666 being the correct answer).

Many people also took part in the ‘Impression of
Birmingham’ sketch, where you were asked to
draw your impression of Birmingham (some
attempts were better than others!). It was
decided that Ian Cox of Partnership First sketched
the most inspirational impression with his ‘Skyline’
drawing.
As the revelry drew to a close at around 8:30pm,
many guests commented as they left on how they
had enjoyed the evening, and it was unanimously
decided that the event had been a great
success.
Carol Downing Associates, the Birmingham based PR
Agency responsible for the launch brochure and
organising the event, are also preparing press
releases and arranging local press coverage of the
event.
For further information on Peel & Fowler, their skills
and previous experience please contact either Steve
Evans or Martin Baugh on 0121 236 7207 or visit the
website at www.peelandfowler.co.uk
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Issue 356 Week ending: 2nd August 2002

Attention - All Staff!
Knight Piesold / Scott Wilson Merger
Update No. 2
from John Nutt [IO, Basingstoke]
Further to Geoff French’s first newsletter on the merger between Scott Wilson and Knight Piesold further progress is as
follows:A transition team has been formed in each organisation comprising:
Scott Wilson
John Nutt
Adrian Tite
Georgina Corbett
Stephen Kimmett
Martin Nielsen
Geoff Redwood
John Holden

Transition Director
Transition Manager
HR Manager
Finance Manager
Marketing Manager
Legal/Company Secretary
Manager
Derby Liaison Manager

Transition Managers, Adrian Tite and his counterpart in KP
Tony Clarke, have agreed action plans with respective
functional and organisational managers for the run up to
finalis ing the agreement. In particular meetings have now
been held with staff representatives in KP to develop the
question and answer fact sheets. They are also developing
the plans for integration and all staff are requested to
maintain contact with the Transition Managers to ensure a
co-ordinated and consistent approach.
As part of the process of meeting staff I visited the CERN
project in Geneva. CERN is the world’s largest particle
physics centre and in 1996 KP were awarded the design and
construction supervision of one of the packages for stripping
out the 26.7 km circumference tunnel and associated
infrastructure to fit a new accelerator and detector. Scientists
are not content with discovering quarks and gluons and this
project is to satisfy their quest to find more by accelerating
particles to ever increasing energy. This facility will
evidently produce particles equivalent to a jumbo jet
travelling at 15 kph to smash into each other!
I met the seven staff from KP working on the project in joint
venture with Electricité de France. One of the many
highlights shown to me by project manager Steven Heard
was the 56m long by 42m high by 35m span underground
cavern that is nearing completion; likened to an underground
cathedral, this is the largest span cavern excavated in weak

Knight Piesold
Peter Illes
Tony Clarke
Clive Parson
Peter Garratt
Eddie Bennett
Chris Nicholas

Transition Director
Transition Manager & HR Manager
Finance Manager
Marketing Manager
Legal Manager
Derby Liaison Manager

rock (marls and sandstones) in the world. It was also
excavated in close proximity to other tunnels and caverns and
required 38 rock anchors up to 250 tonnes capacity to
support the roof during construction. Ralph Parkin, KP’s
geotechnical engineer on the site since 1998 will be joining C
division in Chesterfield at the end of September to continue
working on and developing tunnelling projects.
Collaboration with KP is advancing well and has already
resulted in a number of jobs and opportunities for
collaboration – some examples are:Zambia
•

Scott Wilson’s Harare office are working in joint venture
with KP’s Kitwe office on the Consolidated
Environmental Management Plan for the Copper belt
region – Fee Value - £190,000

•

KP have just been shortlisted for two highway projects:
periodical maintenance of Makeni - Kafue Rd – Estimated
fee value US $280,000 and periodical maintenance of
Lusaka - Kabwe Rd – Estimated fee value US $220,000.
Scott Wils on will be assisting with both of these bids.
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Cyprus
•

Ethiopia
Tunnelling expert Paul Varley at Ashford will be
going to Cyprus to assist us with the design of
tunnels for the Paphos to Polis DBFO motorway.

•

KP has recently been shortlisted with Halcrow for
the Genale – Dawa River Basin Integrated Resources
Development MasterPlan with an Estimated Fee
value of £2.5 m. Scott Wilson is also shortlisted so
we are reviewing how to combine our efforts for this
bid.

•

There have been a number of secondments from
KP’s Derby office to Chesterfield.

Tanzania
•

KP have been shortlisted with a Kuwaiti firm for the
feasibility study for 850 km Mtwara – Mbamba Bay
Road in southern Tanzania. Richard Cooper will be
assisting with the bid for this £600,000 Kuwait funded
project.

Malaysia
•

Ralph Parkin has already made one visit from CERN
to Kuala Lumpur as a tunnelling expert as part of
Scott Wilson’s specialist advisory role to the group
responsible for design and build of the Penchale
Tunnel, which is an element of the Western KL
Traffic Dispersal Scheme.

UK

The above demonstrate some of the benefits of merging the
two organisations and respective marketing networks. It is
expected that many more will arise as the process of
familiarisation and integration continues.

______________________________________________________________________________________
Group Health & Safety Policy Manual
Issue 3 July 2002
from Dave Sutton [R, Swindon]
The revised Group Health & Safety Policy Manual (SWIMS
7) has now been published and, like the SWIMS Project
Control manual (SWIMS 1) is available through Pontifact
under the SWIMS drop down menu. This version (Version 3
– July 2002) replaces the previous versions and will shortly
be issued in hard copy to all Unit Managers. Copies will be
circulated to staff who will be required to sign to show that
they have seen it.
Please circulate the copies promptly and if you are unsure
about anything contained in the manual or if you have
suggestions for improvement, speak to either your OU H&S
Manager or Dave Sutton in Swindon (01793 515864).

____________________
International Solid Waste Association
Annual Congress, Istanbul, Turkey
from Barry Gore [C, Chesterfield]
Derek Greedy has just returned from the Annual Congress of
the International Solid Waste Association.
Derek presented two papers at the conference as well as
acting as a moderator at one of the Conference sessions. He
also presented some of the awards to the Congress sponsors
on the evening of the Gala Dinner.

The first of the papers was presented to the Training Course
for Hazardous and Disasters Wastes Management. Derek
used the experience he had gained from working in the
Lebanon to describe how the wastes culminating from the
ravages of war could be put to good use.
The second paper was presented to the congress itself and
presented the case for Joint Disposal (Co-disposal) of
potentially hazardous wastes with municipal solid waste in
landfills as appropriate technology for economically
developing countries.
Derek’s attendance at the Congress enabled him to promote
Scott Wilson in a region where there is great potential for
consultancy services. Turkey is wishing to join the European
Union which will require a massive investment to improve its
environmental infrastructure with waste management and
wastewater treatment being of significant importance.

____________________
Innovation and Best Practice
from Katrina Sparkes (Manchester)
The following subjects have been recently listed in the
Discussion Forum on the Pontifact Innovation & Best
Practice Site:
SW Environmental Award -

Matt Grace

E-mail Letter Template

-

Chris Reid

Emergency Information

-

Neil Byrne

SW E-mail Template

-

David Taylor
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Staff Skills Database

-

Nick Wordsworth

ScottLight on the Web

-

Paul Bailey

____________________
Who Ordered OS Mapping ?
from Bob Young [PPA, Basingstoke]

Building distribution lists to simplify sending e-mails to the
same people.
Using Contacts to keep track of contact details.
Using the Calendar to keep track of appointments and
scheduling time.

A CD containing six tiles of 1:50,000 scale digital mapping has
been delivered to Scott House by the Ordnance Survey (OS).
Unfortunately the OS do not have a Scott Wilson order
number or contact name for the data; they have been able to
tell me that the data was ordered in May 2002, possibly over
the internet.

Exploring tasks to track ongoing activities through to
completion.

So far I have not been able contact anyone who has ordered
this mapping; the areas covered include Chesterfield,
Barnsley and an area south of Glasgow.

Recalling previously sent messages.

Using the Journal to keep records of daily activities.
Using Notes to jot down questions, ideas and reminders.

Using Offline Folders – making certain Outlook folders
available offline (applicable to laptop users).

So, if you ordered some 1:50,000 mapping from the OS and are
wondering what happened to it then please give me a call
(and next time use proper ordering procedures). If the data
remains unclaimed then I will return it to the OS.

Recovering deleted items that have been removed from the
‘deleted items’ folder.

____________________

Using the Out of Office Assistant to automatically reply to
incoming messages whilst out of the office.

Microsoft Outlook 2000 – User Guide
from Stewart Dalton [CS, Telford]
The majority of Scott Wilson staff use Microsoft Outlook in
one form or another to handle e-mail, schedule tasks, maintain
calendar information and keep track of important contacts.
New to Pontifact is an intermediate guide to Microsoft
Outlook 2000 that covers the following areas.
Views - different ways to look at information in Outlook
folders.

Keeping track of telephone calls in Outlook Journal.
Seeing a location map of an address in Contacts.
The full document is an Adobe Acrobat Reader file available
for viewing online or for download / printing from the
following Pontifact location: - Discipline Areas\Computing
Services\Knowledge Base\Microsoft Outlook 2000 Intermediate

Categories - using keywords or phrases to keep track of
Outlook items.

Pontifact Support Office
Topic for the Pontifact Newsletter This Week:

Groups - grouping common items such as e-mail messages
from the same sender.

XUL (eXtensible User-interface Language)
What is XUL?
Key Features and Benefits
Supporting Technologies

Finding Outlook 2000 items and files by using Find and
Advanced Find.
Printing - Different ways to print Outlook items using styles
etc.
Exploring the Inbox - Understanding the different symbols.
Sending e-mail from other applications – MS Word, Excel etc.
Organising messages.
Using the Rules Wizard to set conditions and actions for
processing and organizing e-mails.

***Do you have any Information Technology topics you
want to appear in the Pontifact Newsletter? Do you have an
advertisement you want to publish in Pontifact? Do you have
any services to offer for Scott Wilson? Do you have any
announcements to make? Do you have a picture you want to
publish on Pontifact's front page? Would you like us to do
some Research for you on the Internet? Do you have any
comments about Pontifact?***
E-mail us at: pontifact@scottwilson.com
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Junior Ecology Training Camp
from Jane Southey [RC, Peterborough]
The Peterborough office is doing its bit to ensure that we
receive a future steady supply of ecology graduates for RC.
How do you do that ? You run a WILDLIFE WATCH group!
I help run a junior wildlife group which is a joint affiliation
between the RSPB (Royal Society for the Protection of Birds)
and the Wildlife Trusts. We receive a lot of good educational
material from both sources and are lucky enough to have also
a whizz bang retired RSPB leader who joins us for most
events and the kids adore him.
That hot weekend of July 13-14 saw us putting up tents with
23 children ready for the excitement of the annual overnight
wildlife camp for our group. One of our leaders has some old
brick pits on her land and it is ideal for a camp with woods, a
big pond, scrub and grassland. We played a lot of games in
the evening and then helped the Lincs county moth expert
set up a moth lamp. Digging the bush toilet was quite an eye
opener for some new members who had never even camped
before !
We then took the kids on a night walk to see what we could
find. We have just invested in a bat detector, the purchase
of which was partly funded through the Institute of Biology.
We managed to track down some pipistrelles and long eared
browns and found tracks and signs for rabbit, mole, a range
of birds, rat and badger. Campfire songs, squidgy hot
marshmallows etc followed
The night went pretty smoothly, apart from the inevitable of
some of the kids who had opted to sleep in hammocks falling
out of them.
5-5.30 am saw one of our local bird ringers setting mist nets in
various places around our camp. We were all up and out by
6.30 to check the nets and ring any captures. The kids love
being part of it all and carrying back the birds for ringing and
register. Our big catch was a turtle dove, what a beautiful bird
in the hand, a real treat for the kids to see one close up.

We had a well deserved campfire brekkie and then looked at
the moth booty which we had attracted overnight with the
lamp. The kids all packed up their tents and parents picked
up the remains of their children.
Clubs like ours really help nurture an interest in natural
science and foster a desire to work in that area. Last year we
won millennium funding to produce a video on the changing
natural landscape over the past 100 years in our local
area. We now use the video to do talks for schools and other
groups to raise interest in nature conservation and attract
new club members. We also now have ongoing grant aid to
run a professional workshop integrating science and theatre
each year for the next five years.
As professionals we are in a good position to help with
voluntary groups such as our Watch Group. It is really
satisfying, lots of fun and I recommend it to anyone.

____________________
TRAVELLERS
Location

Traveller

Dates

Chennai
Chennai

Serge Droogmans
James Stewart

26 Jul to 18 Dec
6 Aug

Cyprus

Ivan Hodgson
Colin McKenna
David Jordan
Paul Varley

Johannesburg
Phnom Penh
Poland
Manila

}
}
}
}

Tim Haddingham
Iain Snaith
David Judge
Iain Snaith

18 - 23 Aug

14 - 22 Sept
4 - 11 Aug
4 - 9 Aug
11 - 17 Aug

____________________________________

What’s Going On?
Scale A - £3million+, Scale B - £600,000 - £2,999,999,
Scale C - £400,000 - £599,999, Scale D - £200,000 - £399,999
Scale E - £100,000 - £199,999, Scale F - £50,000 - £99,999
Scale G - £10,000 - £49,999, Scale H - Up to £9,999

Railways Potential in China
from Robin Hawley [R, Birmingham]
In late May 2002 Hugh Blackwood and Robin Hawley visited
China for 10 days. The purpose of the trip was to understand
the market and Potential Opportunities as part of Scott
Wilson Railways International Strategy.
Visits were made to Hong Kong, Nanjing, Beijing, Tianjin,
and Zhengzhou. In particular we met with our colleagues in
Scott Wilson Asia Pacific, who looked after us for the whole
trip, for which we give our thanks.
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forming a co-operation agreement with Zhengzhou for joint
working in each home country.
We also met the staff of a National Railway Design Institute
in Tianjin, who also wish to develop relationships with us
similar to Zhengzhou. We have invited a group of them to
UK to discuss and agree future collaboration.
These visits were followed up with a visit by a Chinese
Railway Delegation including the Chinese Vice Minister of
Railways to Swindon on 3rd July, which was very successful
and helped to secure our links with the Chinese Railway
Market.
In Hong Kong we made an assessment of the Market and met
all potential Clients including MTRC and KCRC, the 2 large
rail operators. Following these particular visits we are now in
collaboration with MTRC with potential staff secondments
back to the UK and in conjunction with SWAP are now
putting forward proposals for 2 large Rail Projects in Hong
Kong, the Shatin to Central Link and the Kowloon Southern
Link with a capital cost of £3.7BN, which will be split into
packages of approximately £500M each. We shall keep you
informed of developments.

These are important milestones in the development of our
international work in Asia Pacific.

We then visited the Nanjing Office of Scott Wilson which is
the Joint Venture office with Jiangsu Province Highway
Design Institute. The Office also has a growing workload in
Landscaping which is supported by Russ Canning of RC
Operating Unit. Whilst in Nanjing there were staff from Hong
Kong, Australia, Abingdon, Beijing, Glasgow, and
Birmingham. To mark this coming together of Scott Wilson
staff we all met to celebrate in a restaurant in Nanjing.
Choosing the 'live' food before we ate it was something to
remember!

The facility should automate and hopefully accelerate the
current process whereby ammunition containers can be
cleaned of much of the organic and inorganic contaminants
on receipt from an overseas exercise, or prior to sending
overseas. The ammunition containers are palletised steel
assemblies which have numerous nooks holes and other
inaccessible areas. As biohazards have been identified as an
important explosives handling issue, this facility is likely to
deal with ammunition from other UK DM sites.

____________________
Kineton Bio-Washdown Facility
from David Webb [SP, Basingstoke]
Scott Wilson Advanced Technology has recently completed
a statement of requirements for a bio-washdown facility.

The client identified 3 types of ammunition container that
would be processed by this facility: a)

Unit Load Container (ULC) mainly used for artillery
and tank munitions.
b) Metal boxes with holes, for example 81mm mortar
ammunition
c) Metal boxes with an airtight seal, for example small
arms ammunition
Potentially all other container types will still be subject to
manual cleaning.

Peter Chan the Scott Wilson Director in China and his staff,
Yang Wei Dong, John Sen, Mr Sha, and Jenny Chen, made
arrangements for us to meet the National Railway Design
Institues and a Provisional Railway Design Institute in
Zhengzhou.
We had successful meetings, in particular in Zhengzhou we
interviewed 11 signalling and track designers and 2 are now
on their way to Swindon for 6 months. This exercise will be
monitored and if successful others will follow. We are

As part of the exercise, a scheme with options was developed
from an integrated team of civil, structural, mechanical and
environmental engineers. Whilst the scheme is a preliminary
one, it was presented as a possible way of implementing the
requirements.
The client requires a robust, simple system and a preliminary
design based on a rotary drum with high pressure jets has
been suggested.
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During the next design phase a number of design options are
likely to be outlined and costed. These would be discussed
and reviewed with DM Kineton. A number of options have
been considered as part of this study, ranging from
alternative cleaning methods and different approaches to
disinfecting to changes in the entire process. This is likely to
be followed by detailed design and prototyping followed by
full scale testing on site.
[Fee Scale H]

____________________________________

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:Ida Hawkins has joined the London office Transportation
Group as Assistant Transportation Engineer

____________________

Sports & Socials
2002 Measor Mashie Golf
Competition
From John Andrews [RC, Basingstoke]
This year’s competition was held at Weybrook Park Golf Club
in Basingstoke on 4th July and the famed ‘Measor’ Mashie (a
hickory shafted 5 iron donated by Oliver Measor many
moons ago) was competed for by 26 players from offices
around the south.
Even though it rained for most of the week, our afternoon’s
golf was played in almost unbroken sunshine (obviously the
sun shines on the righteous?!?). Competition was hot for all
the prizes and many were awarded on a ‘countback’ basis.
Below is a list of the major prize winners: 1st
2nd
3rd
Nearest the pin
Longest Drive
Putting

-

John Andrews
Stephen Kimmett
Tim Blow
Peter Frankham
Greg van Breda
Chris Sketchley

The day was completed with a three course meal followed by
the prize-giving and then the ceremonial hitting of a ball with
the Measor Mashie. I managed to hit the ball (despite my
nerves) but the less said about the shot the better. One day,
the club is going to break but thank goodness I didn’t do it.
I hope everyone enjoyed the day as much as I did and thanks
to all those who helped on the day and to Claire Wilson who
took on much of the administration while I was on site. I look
forward to seeing you all (and any new golfers) next year.

____________________

Woosnam Signs for Scott Wilson
at the Wallace Trophy
From the Railways Press Office
On Friday July 12th, an eight-strong party of Fluor Daniel high
fliers from the East Coast Main Line Upgrade programme and
Infraspeed, (Fluor, Siemens and BAM-NBM) big hitters from
the HSL Zuid project in the Netherlands were hosted in
Glasgow by Scott Wilson. Six countries and four Scott
Wilson offices were represented on what was billed as the
second round of the Infraspeed European Festival Tour. (The
first being at a Beer Festival in Erlangen one of Siemens’
German towns).
The party left Buchanan House by bus at 0715hrs. Golf
Convener Douglas “Mark McCormack” Williamson set out
the only rule for the day “The Handicap Convener’s word is
final” and introduced the Handicap Convener Keith “Vice
President for Lunch” Wallace. There followed a lively
session whereby everyone had to propose their handicap
and justify it, with any tips from others received and indeed,
encouraged by the Handicap Convener.
Many claimed to suffer, none more so than Ajay “Non-shark”
Gundecha who took the high risk strategy of telling the truth;
whilst Alastair “Too Good” Napier had unwisely travelled
separately and was rescued by the Handicap Convener when
his reached plus three. Indeed Alan Brookes suffered by
declining to attend on account of the fact he does not play
golf, a fact subsequently proven not to have deterred others.
The morning’s round was played at Buchanan Castle, near
Loch Lomond, set in the grounds of Buchanan Castle itself.
The first nine holes were played in bright sunshine, amid
glorious scenery, more bogies than at Craigentinny Carriage
sidings, the odd hawk but very few birdies. Highlight was the
sight of “Wee Jim Millar” alongside Peter “The Albatross”
De Weijs, who at 6’ 9” makes most folks wee. The second
nine was ruined, like many a Scots spinster, by “getting a
monsoon”, but everybody enjoyed the experience.
Stephen “Golf outing tart” Kimmett was the Phil Mickelson of
the event, narrowly losing out to Fluor’s Larry “Tiger
Woods” Neal. Larry therefore became the inaugural winner of
the Wallace trophy, a bottle of the luxurious Wallace Malt
Liqueur, donated by Keith himself. Unfortunately for Larry
the trophy was empty, there being no explanation given
although Keith’s two playing companions Richard “Crocodile
Dundee” Prowse and Menno “the Malt Maestro” Dorrestijn
mentioned having a strange warm glow right down to their
toes and complete relaxation over the closing holes. Larry
was hastily found a replacement.
The rain soon cleared and when the party reached Loch
Lomond, for a visit to the Barclay’s Scottish Open to watch
top class golfers playing one of Europe’s best courses in
glorious scenery, the sun was again splitting the skies.
Scotland at its best and at last an eagle, this time from Sandy
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Lyle with a 179yd 2nd shot at the 12th witnessed by Brian “Old
Man” Jones one of our guests, who was to regale us of this
later in the evening……five times.
A great day was completed with an excellent dinner in a
restaurant in Glasgow where all of the party really unwound,
indeed several unravelled. Late on one guest remarked “I
thought you guys were amazing at corporate hospitality but
this tops it, how did you get Ian Woosnam at the table over
there?”. A quick check with Douglas to confirm he hadn’t
booked a lookalike, a swift note via the waiter and Woosie
was soon presenting a signed Scott Wilson umbrella to Larry.
This is how to wow!
The evening was rounded off by the usual Friday night wind
up of Andy “Gullible” McCracken, with help from guests Neil
“Chief Winder” Garner and Mike “Support Winder”
Dickinson, and a trough of liqueurs, with Larry off into the
night clutching his brolly, no doubt off to wake up Jim
“Simply” Devine, his fellow American Golf nut who missed
the dinner due to a knee injury, and show him the brolly.
Brian Jones wrote to thank Scott Wilson soon after, stating
“Just a note of thanks for the superb day with you and your
colleagues last Friday. The organisation was excellent, golf
and food superb and the company highly entertaining and
friendly. Hope we can get together again later in the year.”
Congrats to Douglas for his top notch promotion, round
three here we come.

____________________
i p d Southern Social
from Mark Dickens [C, Basingstoke]
The end of June heralded the opportunity for Scott Wilson to
wreak havoc in the woodlands of Surrey under the guise of
training on the ipd (Southern) social.
The day got swiftly underway after safety briefings and the
suspicious signing of your life away with regard to suing the
paintball centre. We all got geared up, on what seemed to be
the hottest day of the year, in black balaclavas and overalls,
looking like we were going to take on the Iranian Embassy!

A series of twelve games lay before us, involving capturing
flags, territory, last man standing, and assassination, which is
not one for the faint hearted! Teams (of about 25) were pitted
against each other for the day, our opposition being a group
of teachers. Let battle commence!
Lessons learned in the first couple of games reinforced the
need for teamwork and some sort of plan, as the general
every man for themselves, run forward shooting everything/
staying still hoping not to be shot approaches, only resulted
in us all being annihilated.
Then like the phoenix, with the use of tactics such as
diversions, and movement under covering fire a winning team
was born!

Whilst some of the team tried to figure out where the hell
their next burst of energy for the next game was going to
come from, others were like kids let loose!
The main culprits being Nick “Are you sure the ipd can’t
afford paint grenades?!” Wordsworth, running into battle
along side Nick “Let’s get the b*******!” Blake, closely
followed by Francesca “Would anyone like to join the ipd
committee?” Hardiman.
This resulted in us achieving joint first overall, as well as
massacring the group of teachers more times than was
pleasant,...... but if you play the game, expect to get shot!
A few pints at the pub later, further exaggerated the war
stories and allowed comparisons of the days’ subsequent
war wounds whilst also reinforcing the new friendships made
through a thoroughly good social.

____________________
Emile Heskey’s Cows **** and Banjo Game
Season 2002 – 2003
(Premiership Predictions Game)
from Paul Vass [PPA, London]
So the World Cup is over and we have to wait until 2006
before we get another chance to send the Argies home, but it
could be worth waiting for, imagine the scenes when we beat
the Germans in the Final in their National Stadium. But that’s
enough dreaming for now and four years is a long time to
wait, so if you’re wanting something to look forward to here it
is – Emile Heskey’s Cows **** and Banjo Game, even the 3
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Rs can’t tackle this one. So, with the new season kicking off
on the 17th August its time to polish your Goldenballs Crystal
Balls and get predicting.
The rules are quite simple but have been tweaked slightly
from previous campaigns. Competitors must predict the
scores of all 380 Premiership games, but NOT all at once.
Fixture lists for a period of approximately a month will be
issued to all participants around 1-2 weeks prior to the first of
those games. An example of the entry form is on the back of
ScottLight but contestants must fill in a digital version, which
will be e-mailed to you upon request. Your entry will score as
follows:
1 point for one teams correct score
1 point for the correct match result (i.e. home win, away win
or draw)
1 point for the correct margin of victory (not if the game is a
draw)
5 points total for a both correct score and result
The Premiership results will be entered into the Scorometer
on Tuesday of each week and the results table e-mailed to all
participants. The cost of entering is a mere £5, I’m sure you’ll
agree exceptional value as price have been held over from
2000/1 season. It may sound a bit steep, but previous
winners have walked off with £100 in the past. If numbers are
similar to other years then there will also be a £5 ‘Predictor of
the Month’ Award each month complete with novelty
certificate.
So come on have a bash!! If you enjoy watching the football
or even if you’re forced to watch it, have something else to
cheer about.
Note: This competition is being run from the London office
centre for footballing excellence, however team scouts will
operate in satellite offices such as Basingstoke to collect
funds and force encourage participation.

____________________________________

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

For a list of ALL currently available vacancies, go to
Personnel – Vacancies on the Intranet.

Deputy Establishment Works Consultant
Grade 3.2, EWC Bassingbourn

operational management of the EWC offices at Bassingbourn
along with the application of M&E duties as required.
Duties to be undertaken include, deputising for EWC Bedford
Group on central management matters when required,
assisting the EWC in the production of the EMPS, provide
ad-hoc consultancy advise to the PROM(s), monitor/review
work of WSM.
In addition you will undertake the preparation of budgets,
plans and programmes of works, assist with the reconciliation
of financial, physical and practical constraints in the
maintenance programme. End of year financial assessments
and reports, the issue of compliance and non-compliance
statements.
With a minimum of an HNC in M&E, the successful candidate
should be an Incorporated Engineer with the minimum of 8
years experience in the Building Services industry.
If you are interested in this position please contact Sheena Webb in
Basingstoke office.

____________________
Transportation Planners and Engineers
For Manchester – A New Team
We are now establishing a permanent transportation team in
Manchester in order to service the varied requirements of our
urban masterplanning and development infrastructure teams.
Our city centre office has now grown to about 40 staff and
undertakes a wide range of projects in a lively and dynamic
environment. We have recently been appointed to Liverpool
Vision's highways and transport consultancy panel and look
forward to supporting our Liverpool office in meeting the
challenges presented by a comprehensive inner city
regeneration programme.
Transportation services are currently provided to
Manchester office by a combination of other Scott Wilson
offices and sub-consultant alliances. We are firstly looking
in-house to build our team and would welcome applications
from all grades of transportation staff, with a senior post at
Associate/Technical Director level being an early
appointment. It is expected that this senior appointment will
have wider responsibilities in transportation within C
Operating Unit.
Any interested staff should initially speak informally with Bill
Jameson or Colin Barker in our Manchester office.

___________________________________

A vacancy has arisen at EWC Bassingbourn for a Deputy
Establishment Works Consultant to support the existing
team. The successful candidate will be responsible for the

All items for inclusion should be e-mailed to the Editor, Angela Lowle, in Scott House, Basingstoke
by 5 p.m. on Mondays angela.lowle@scottwilson.com
or fax to 01256 475600 or telephone 01256 461161
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Emile Heskey's Cows **** and Banjo Game
Premiership Prediction Game for 2002 - 2003
Fixture List
Arsenal
Arsenal
Aston Villa

Aston Villa

Birmingham
City

30-Nov
05-Apr

Blackburn
Rovers

Bolton
Wanders

Charlton
Athletic

18-Aug

26-Oct

21-Sep

01-Mar

01-Feb

01-Jan

24-Aug

02-Nov

21-Dec

21-Apr

12-Apr
24-Aug

Chelsea

Everton

01-Mar

01-Jan

22-Mar

11-Sep

19-Apr

22-Sep

08-Feb

26-Dec

11-Sep

16-Nov

23-Nov
17-Aug

Manchester
City

Middleboro'

03-May

10-Sep

06-Oct

28-Aug

31-Aug

26-Oct

22-Sep

01-Mar

14-Sep

16-Dec

05-Apr

11-May

07-Dec

05-Apr

14-Dec

26-Apr

11-May

29-Jan

22-Mar

Fulham

Liverpool

Leeds United

01-Feb

29-Dec

09-Nov

18-Aug

16-Nov

22-Feb

30-Nov

28-Aug

28-Jan

11-Jan

08-Feb
21-Apr

Tottenham
Hotspur

West
Bromich
Albion

12-Apr

06-Oct

16-Nov

27-Aug

18-Jan

Arsenal

21-Oct

03-May

18-Jan

14-Dec

23-Nov

Aston Villa

21-Apr

12-Apr

30-Nov

22-Mar

11-May

Birmingham City

08-Feb

17-Aug

06-Oct

03-May

28-Dec

Blackburn Rovers

28-Sep

28-Oct

22-Mar

09-Nov

19-Apr

Bolton Wanders

15-Mar

26-Apr

03-Nov

27-Aug

28-Dec

01-Jan

Charlton Athletic

14-Sep

26-Dec

30-Nov

01-Feb

26-Oct

28-Sep

Chelsea
Everton

Newcastle
United

S'hampton

21-Dec

21-Apr

09-Nov

28-Dec

15-Mar

07-Dec

26-Apr

28-Jan

28-Sep

01-Jan

21-Dec

19-Oct

11-May

22-Feb

26-Dec

20-Oct

28-Sep

16-Nov

23-Aug

Birmingham City

11-Jan

15-Sep

Blackburn Rovers

15-Mar

02-Nov

18-Jan

Bolton Wanders

26-Apr

01-Sep

01-Feb

07-Dec

Charlton Athletic

14-Sep

22-Feb

19-Apr

24-Nov

18-Jan

Chelsea

01-Sep

21-Dec

09-Nov

22-Feb

12-Apr

11-Jan

Everton

19-Oct

26-Apr

28-Aug

14-Dec

28-Dec

09-Nov

07-Dec

Fulham

02-Nov

08-Feb

14-Dec

05-Apr

17-Aug

05-Oct

23-Sep

03-May

Liverpool

29-Jan

11-Jan

11-Sep

26-Dec

01-Mar

21-Apr

06-Oct

22-Dec

12-Apr

Leeds United

28-Sep

11-May

01-Jan

26-Apr

16-Nov

30-Nov

28-Dec

02-Nov

21-Apr

19-Oct

Manchester City

22-Feb

26-Dec

15-Mar

15-Sep

30-Nov

16-Nov

19-Oct

31-Aug

29-Jan

28-Sep

Middlesborough

19-Apr

28-Jan

21-Sep

31-Aug

05-Oct

22-Mar

14-Dec

01-Mar

24-Aug

09-Nov

26-Oct

23-Nov

Manchester United

07-Dec

26-Oct

28-Dec

19-Apr

11-Sep

03-May

18-Jan

07-Oct

22-Mar

05-Apr

01-Mar

08-Feb

03-Sep

28-Sep

Sunderland

Manchester
United

19-Apr

01-Feb

01-Jan

14-Sep

11-May

05-Apr

22-Feb

18-Jan

17-Aug

23-Nov

15-Mar

23-Nov

07-Dec

28-Dec

18-Jan

19-Oct

19-Apr

15-Mar

01-Mar

11-Sep

01-Jan

28-Aug

Fulham

22-Mar

03-May

08-Feb

01-Dec

02-Sep

24-Aug

16-Nov

26-Oct

21-Sep

02-Nov

Liverpool

17-Aug

15-Mar

14-Sep

22-Feb

21-Dec

28-Aug

12-Apr

18-Jan

08-Feb

Leeds United

12-Apr

09-Nov

24-Aug

11-May

21-Apr

23-Dec

01-Feb

26-Apr

Manchester City

01-Feb

11-Jan

10-Sep

03-May

05-Apr

07-Dec

Middlesborough

23-Nov

02-Nov

01-Jan

21-Sep

17-Aug

14-Dec

Manchester United

16-Nov

22-Sep

29-Dec

05-Oct

19-Aug

Newcastle United

28-Dec

01-Jan

01-Mar

05-Apr

Southampton

10-Nov

19-Apr

19-Oct

Sunderland

08-Dec

16-Sep

Tottenham Hotspur

22-Feb

West Bromich
Albion

11-Jan

26-Dec

Newcastle United

08-Feb

21-Apr

03-May

22-Mar

TBA

26-Oct

01-Mar

30-Nov

21-Dec

01-Jan

11-Sep

18-Jan

04-Nov

12-Apr

Southampton

23-Nov

22-Mar

07-Dec

09-Nov

03-May

21-Sep

28-Aug

11-Sep

27-Oct

18-Jan

19-Apr

05-Oct

17-Aug

01-Feb

14-Dec

Sunderland

11-May

28-Sep

23-Nov

11-Jan

15-Mar

01-Feb

05-Apr

24-Aug

14-Sep

15-Dec

26-Dec

07-Dec

22-Feb

31-Aug

26-Apr

28-Jan

Tottenham Hotspur

14-Dec

24-Aug

05-Apr

11-May

20-Oct

26-Dec

03-Nov

11-Jan

22-Feb

15-Mar

24-Nov

19-Apr

28-Sep

26-Apr

29-Jan

31-Aug

08-Feb

West Bromich
Albion

26-Dec

16-Nov

19-Oct

30-Sep

08-Feb

28-Jan

15-Mar

12-Apr

31-Aug

26-Apr

24-Aug

02-Nov

30-Nov

11-Jan

11-May

14-Sep

21-Dec

West Ham United

West Ham
United

21-Apr

24-Aug

12-Apr

05-Oct

29-Jan

21-Dec

31-Aug

03-May

27-Oct

26-Dec

01-Feb

09-Nov

21-Sep

21-Apr

17-Nov

11-Jan

02-Dec

22-Mar

01-Mar

11-Sep

Arsenal

Aston Villa

Birmingham
City

Blackburn
Rovers

Bolton
Wanders

Charlton
Athletic

Chelsea

Everton

Fulham

Liverpool

Leeds United

Manchester
City

Middleboro'

Manchester
United

Newcastle
United

S'hampton

Sunderland

Tottenham
Hotspur

West
Bromich
Albion

West Ham United
West Ham
United

Issue 357 Week ending: 9th August 2002

Attention - All Staff!
New Unpaid Leave Job Number
from Sam Teeling [SP, Basingstoke]
Please find below the new job number that has been set up
for any unpaid leave. This will normally be used for
temporary staff on leave and is to be used by all Operating
Units within Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Co Ltd.
The job number is D0UNPDL. The jen will be your MOU code
- e.g D0UNPDL 6020.

____________________

Opportunities exist in Scotland to develop business with new
and existing clients. There are a number of large companies
in the Dounreay area where business is growing.
Scott Wilson hopes to be included on the tender list for the
Mechanical and Electrical Systems Surveying Services for the
Northern Constabulary. This police authority has properties
located throughout the Scottish Highlands and Islands. Our
strong in-house mechanical and electrical capability, together
with the team at Vulcan and our premises at Saxa Vord,
demonstrates our local capability and will play a significant
part in the selection process and any ultimate service
delivery.
The Scottish team are confident that they are well placed to
exploit these and other opportunities.

Julian Harrop Promoted to
Account Manager Scotland

____________________

from Andrew Friedrich
[SP, Basingstoke]

New Railtrack Requirements For Risk
Minimisation (RIMINI) (RT/LS/S/019)
from James Betley [R, Swindon]

Congratulations to Julian Harrop who has been promoted to
Facilities Management Account Manager Scotland. Julian
provides a wide range of consultancy services to Rolls Royce
at the Vulcan site, Thurso, on the North Scottish Coast and
to the army at various sites in Scotland.

On the 7th December 2002 there will be Rule Changes
introduced to reflect the requirements of Railtrack Company
Standard RT/LS/S/019.

The Vulcan site is a complex research and development
facility. Julian provides a complete technical support service
for the property estate including:

ALL persons required to work On or Near the Line will have
to be PTS Certificated (currently you only need PTS to work
in a Red Zone).
ALL Auxiliary Operating Duties Staff will have to be at least
IWA competent.
ALL IWA & COSS competent staff will have to be trained &
tested in Rule Changes prior to 7th December 2002.

•

Repairs - ranging from identification of the defects
and repair strategies to preparation of specifications,
estimates and finally work supervision

•

Advising the client on contract strategy, budgets,
health and safety and changes in legislation

•

Building and statutory inspections

•

Maintenance planning and space planning

Julian also travels throughout Scotland in support of an
Army Communication Contract. Unusual client sites which
fall under his remit include a mountain training facility in
West Scotland and Ness Battery, a Second World War
defence facility in Orkney.

Please note the following:

We are due to receive the Training & Testing materials in
August so that courses of approximately a ½ day can be
arranged.
It will be a requirement that the details of all IWA/COSS
trained and the result of their test be notified to the NCCA.
Any IWA/COSS not trained and successfully tested or
retrained & successfully tested after failing the initial course
by 7th December 2002 will have their certification suspended
from that date until it has been confirmed to the NCCA they
now meet the required standard.
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As soon as the details are known we will be arranging a
programme of courses for you. Your co-operation in the
successful running of these courses is essential.

TRAVELLERS

____________________
Looking For An E-mail Contact At The EC?
from Debra Power [IO, Basingstoke]
This note went in Scott Light some time ago, but is worthy of
a refresher:
The EC operate an e-mail-back service for e-mail addresses.
Simply e-mail the name and location (if known) of the person
you are looking for to this address:
address-information@cec.eu.int
They will e-mail you back within a few minutes with the
address you require.
Even if you are not certain of the spelling of the name, they
can usually work out who you want if you give them a bit of
information.
____________________

Mobile Phone Recycling
from Kirstin Sloan [FM, Basingstoke]
In order to recycle the company mobile phones, could all
phone holders please return their old handsets and chargers
to the FM (Facilities Management) team in Basingstoke.

Location

Traveller

Dates

Poland
Vladivostock
Baku

Peter Webb
Simon Thomas
Ann Harvey

11 - 14 Aug
14 - 24 Aug
2 - 9 Sept

____________________________________

What’s Going On?
Scale A - £3million+, Scale B - £600,000 - £2,999,999,
Scale C - £400,000 - £599,999, Scale D - £200,000 - £399,999
Scale E - £100,000 - £199,999, Scale F - £50,000 - £99,999
Scale G - £10,000 - £49,999, Scale H - Up to £9,999

Intelligent MCC Innovation Makes Progress
From Paul Francis [RC, SW Water - Central]
Following a successful design phase, under a Research and
Development Scheme for Yorkshire Water Services, the first
Intelligent (or SMART) Motor Control Centre (MCC) in the
Yorkshire region has recently completed initial factory tests.
The next phase will be installation and integration of the
MCC at Aldwarke WwTW (Waste Water Treatment Works)
in Rotherham.

This will allow us to safely dispose of any damaged phones
and ensure that we are doing all we can to keep company
overheads to a minimum. We are also looking into launching
a scheme to recoup money from our old mobile phones.

The R&D scheme entailed co-ordination of considerable, and
disparate, resources including Main Contractor designers,
Software Integration specialists, MCC designers along with a
several different departments within Yorkshire Water – all of
whom had different priorities and needs. Having managed
these elements the next task was implementation of the
technology to meet these various needs.

Pontifact Support Office
Topic for the Pontifact Newsletter This Week:

Key issues driving the scheme include reliability, adaptability
and operability. Other major benefits of the Intelligent
approach include capital savings and operational/
maintenance efficiencies.

TMQP (Topic Map Query Language)
What is TMQP?
What is XTM?
What is there to query in a topic map?
***Do you have any Information Technology topics you
want to appear in the Pontifact Newsletter? Do you have an
advertisement you want to publish in Pontifact? Do you have
any services to offer for Scott Wilson? Do you have any
announcements to make? Do you have a picture you want to
publish on Pontifact's front page? Would you like us to do
some Research for you on the Internet? Do you have any
comments about Pontifact?***
E-mail us at: pontifact@scottwilson.com

If you would like to learn more about Intelligent Technology
in the Electrical Industry and its application in other areas,
please contact Paul Francis at Scott Wilson Water – Central.
Tel. 01623 600660.in our new Mansfield Office.
e-mail: paul.francis@scottwilson.com

____________________
Crossrail
from Mark Lewis [ROU, London]
Scott Wilson Railways has successfully completed its first
major study for Cross London Rail Links (Crossrail) as part of
a three-year call-off contract.
By way of background, The Central London Rail Study (1989)
examined various options for the long-term improvement of
rail services in the capital. One of the schemes recommended
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in the report was the construction of a new line between
Paddington and Liverpool Street, linking existing British Rail
and London Underground Ltd (LUL) suburban lines, to be
called East-West Crossrail.
Services were intended to run from Aylesbury and Reading in
the west to Shenfield in the east, and to incorporate part of
LUL’s services between London, Amersham and Chesham.
New tunnels were to be constructed under Central London.
Proposals for Crossrail were submitted to Parliament in 1991
but were rejected in 1994, and the Crossrail project was
eventually 'closed down' in 1996.
In December 2000 the Strategic Rail Authority (SRA)
submitted to the Government the London East West Study
(LEWS), a report of the East-West links across London. The
LEWS report identified the need for two western Crossrail
branches and suggested the inclusion of the Thames Valley
corridor to Slough and the Chiltern corridor to Aylesbury.
Studies indicated however that considerable technical
challenges will have to be surmounted if the Aylesbury line is
to be included in the Crossrail network. Crossrail therefore
wished to consider alternatives.
SWR London recently secured a major multi-functional
consultancy three-year call-off contract. The first commission
was to study the infrastructure requirements for Crossrail
services between Willesden Junction and Watford Junction
station via the DC Electric lines. The study was managed
from the new Blackfriars office and was supported by
Swindon (civil engineering and permanent way), Glasgow
(construction programme and methodology) and Basingstoke
(workshop
facilitation
and
environmental
design
management). SWR appointed sub-consultants Booz Allen
Hamilton to advise on railway operations, Tony Meadows
Associates to advise on architectural issues and Owen
Williams Railways to prepare construction cost estimates.
The study commenced on 23 April 2002 with the overall
objective to develop a costed baseline scheme, with
incremental options to improve operational performance, and
which would serve as a basis for comparison with the other
route option to Aylesbury.

study. As a result significant further work is anticipated from
Crossrail.
[Fee scale: D]

____________________
Scottish Highlands Water Resources
from David Wright [SW Scotland]
Scott Wilson has been working for Scottish Water over the
last two years on water abstraction schemes in the Western
Highlands. The work is related to new Water Treatment
Plants for a number of remote localities from the Fort William
area up to Ullapool.
Our involvement has increased over this period, and we are
now managing seven of these schemes. These include both
run-of-river as well as impoundment (loch storage) systems.
Engineers and ecologists from the Edinburgh, Glasgow,
Inverness and Leeds offices have been involved in
developing schemes that will meet both supply needs and
environmental criteria.
We have also commissioned
hydrological surveys, and these are ongoing in some
catchments to provide long-term indications of low flow
characteristics.
Consultations are under way with statutory consultees
including the Scottish Environment Protection Agency
(SEPA), Scottish Natural Heritage, landowners, and fishing
rights owners. We have had particularly close interaction
with SEPA in setting environmental objectives and
abstraction limits that will conform to the Water Framework
Directive.
Two of our schemes are being used by SEPA as pilots in
setting policy for water supply abstraction throughout
Scotland.
The first scheme will be completed in August, with two
further schemes this year, and the rest to follow.
[Fee Scale G]

____________________
Highway Opportunities in India

A series of Stakeholder, Value Management and Risk
Assessment Workshops were held during the course of the
study. At the workshops preferred options were selected for
more detailed consideration and at the final workshop a
baseline scheme was selected.

from Eddie Foster, [SW India]

The final study report was delivered to Crossrail within a very
short period of time (with considerable effort from all those
involved to meet the deadline). Crossrail are reviewing the
route options to Watford or Aylesbury and will present the
preferred route to Government mid September this year.

The Indian Government has gone for a massive capacity
improvement of its highway infrastructure under two
programmes converting the existing 2-lane National
Highways (NH) into Dual 2 to 3-lane; these are the 6,000km
Golden Quadrilateral (GQ) Programme connecting Delhi,
Mumbai, Kolkata and Chennai, and the 7,500 Km North South
East West (NSEW) Programme. The construction on GQ
Project is in full swing and is expected to be complete by
2004; the deadline for NSEW is 2008.

Initial feedback from the client is extremely positive and
congratulations are in order. Well done to everyone who
contributed to the successful completion and delivery of the

Scott Wilson India with support from UK IO Division has
been actively involved in this ongoing programme. We were
responsible for the preparation of the Detailed Project Report
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for 155 km of road near Chennai (Fee scale: D) and are
currently supervising construction on three NH sections on
NH5 (43 Km, Fee Scale: B), NH8 (110 km, Fee Scale: B) and
NH31 (32Km, Fee Scale: C). In the GQ Program about 900 Km
has taken a BOT route, about 450 Km as pure BOT Toll
Projects and balance 450 Km on Annuity basis (fixed semiannual payments for 15 years from Government to the
Concessionaire).
Within a short span Scott Wilson India has become a leading
firm in India on Lenders Engineer Services and independent
traffic and toll revenue studies on such projects. We are also
acting as Independent Engineer for Nellore Bypass on a BOT
basis during construction and initial 6 months of Operations
& Maintenance (17 Km, Fee Scale C) and for the O&M of
Mattancherry Bridge in Kerala.
Further articles on Highways in India will be in next week’s
issue of ScottLight.

____________________________________

Congratulations!
Chris Rigby-Jones Award
The recipient of the 2001/02 Chris Rigby-Jones award is
Nicky Allison, Section Secretary, SWPE, Nottingham. Nicky
will be presented with a cheque for £100 and her name added
to the Memorial Plaque.
Congratulations to Nicky from the Directors and staff at
SWPE

____________________________________

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:Chris Massey who joined IO as an Engineering Geologist on
23rd July. Chris is working in Bhutan initially, but is due to
start in Network House, Basingstoke on 30 September 2002.
Eleanor Spencer who joined the Telford office on 1st August
2002 as Receptionist/Data Processor.

_________
The following staff who have recently joined the rapidly
growing Scott Wilson Water Central drainage team at our
recently opened i-centre Mansfield office (not to be confused
with the new AMScott office also in Mansfield):

Andrew Ogden who joined us
on 1st July as a Senior Engineer
(3.2). Andrew is a Chartered
Civil Engineer and a member of
CIWEM with 11 years drainage
experience. Prior to joining
Scotts, Andrew was with
Chesterfield Borough Council
for 15 years where he was
responsible for the planning, design and supervision of
sewerage construction schemes for the Council and
Yorkshire Water. For the last 6 months he was seconded to
Mansfield District Council.
Riz Nawaz who joined us on 15th
July as an Assistant Engineer
(2.1). Riz has recently completed a
PhD in Water Resources
Engineering at Heriot-Watt
University where he has also
been a Research Associate. His
PhD thesis looked at the
quantification of uncertainties in
climate change water resources
impacts in temperate and semi-arid regions through a risk
based approach. His research work has received both
national and international recognition. Riz also has a degree
in Civil & Structural Engineering and a MSc in Water
Resources Engineering Management.
Simon Kay who joined us on
22nd July as a Drainage Engineer
(3.1). Simon is a Graduate member
of ICE with a degree in Civil
Engineering and 13 years post
graduate experience. Prior to
joining Scotts Simon was North
East Area Civil Engineer for
National Grid where he managed
the infrastructure maintenance of
their substation assets. He has
also acquired over 4 years experience with Sheffield City
Council as an engineer in their drainage team working on
sewerage projects for the Council and Yorkshire Water.
Joanne Martin who joined us on
29th July as an Office Assistant.
Joanne has worked for Scott
Wilson since 1989, on both a full
time and part time basis at the
Chesterfield office. Initially,
Joanne is working part time for us
but, if all goes well for the
Mansfield office, this will become
a full time position.

____________________________________
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The Smell of Napalm

Sports & Socials

from Ross Mitchell [S, Edinburgh]

Brave or Mad?

"What's your name soldier?", "Scott, Sir" the private replied.
As they lay as still as they could, both soldiers realised that
the reason for the bloody battle ensuing before their eyes lay
in their ditch beside them.

from Chris Reid [R, Glasgow]
A big thank you to all the Glasgow Railways office and a
collection of the Swindon Railways office, for the
sponsorship money collected for MGA (Myasthenia Gravis
Association). 4 brave individuals (Gary Coutts, Bill Palazzi,
Gordon Hay and myself) threw ourselves off the Glasgow
landmark that is “The Finnieston Crane” for a zip glide across
the River Clyde. This 175-ton giant cantilever crane was
designed by Cowans Sheldon and erected in 1931 and is a
cherished landmark standing 175ft high!
The event involved Zip Sliding 1000ft straight across the
River Clyde from the top of the Crane. Scott Wilson
Railways, courtesy of Hugh Blackwood, sponsored the team
for £400, this was the minimum required for these type of
events and a further £400 odd, was raised through team and
individual sponsors within the offices. All 4 had a great time,
although some were a bit wary about the whole thing. The
climb itself took long enough and was taken with caution due
to the usual Scottish drizzle making the steps slippery, with
the slide itself taking only 10-12secs. There is some video
footage of the event on digital tape, with small Mpegs
available for entertainment available should anyone wish to
see them.
Once again a big thank you to all who contributed the
sponsorship money and to my colleagues who were brave
enough to overcome some fears. After the event all were
happy to have taken part in the experience and thoroughly
enjoyed the adrenalin rush. For those of you that sponsored
us and were unwilling to take the video footage as proof we
have now been issued with certificates. The photo is before
the event; note the nervous smiles. (left to right – Gordon
Hay, Chris Reid, Gary Coutts, Bill Palazzi)

They had the Red Flag.......
Yes, the ipd social day out for the Scott Wilson Scotland was
a paintball battle in Houston just outside Glasgow. The day
was very well attended but unfortunately Newcastle and
Inverness graduates were unable to disperse the rivalry
which was growing between the Glasgow and the Edinburgh
ipders. After bridges and towers were seized and the forest
had had a fresh lick of paint it was Edinburgh who came out
victorious.
There were several highlights to the day. Glasgow's stroke of
strategic genius in successfully storming the tower was only
matched by there error in judgement in sending an unarmed
runner at the start of the final game to get the flag (thinking
he would be quicker if he didn't have a gun!).
After an intense afternoon a bit of SWSL bonding was
required so we retired for a few refreshments to a Glasgow
pub. By general consensus everyone had a terrific time and
hope that next years event can grow on this success.

____________________________________

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

For a list of ALL currently available vacancies, go to
Personnel – Vacancies on the Intranet.
Following recent advertisements at EWC Bassingbourn and
EWC Kineton we would be pleased to receive applications
from staff regardless of level or experience, as we are able to
review the current contract terms - Sheena Webb,
Basingstoke office.

____________________
Deputy Team Leader (Senior/Principal Engineer)
- Birmingham - Level 3.2/4.1
Due to expansion of the Bridge Design Team in our
Birmingham Office, we now require a Deputy Team Leader.
Current workload includes the design of new works on both
road and rail projects.

____________________

Candidates must have a degree in Civil/Structural
Engineering and be a Chartered Engineer (MICE/MIStructE).
Ideally they will have extensive experience of bridge works in
a design office and possess a range of bridge design and
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assessment skills. They require good commercial attributes,
strong project management and marketing skills and also be a
highly motivated team player.
Responsibilities will include deputising for the team leader,
assisting with the management of the team, undertaking
marketing activities, managing projects and assisting with
technical management.
Interested applicants for the above COU vacancy should contact
Kate Kirby, Human Resources Officer, Chesterfield Office. Tel:
01246 210205
____________________

What’s on your Mind?
"The way to get things done is not to mind
who gets the credit for doing them."
Theologian Benjamin Jowett
(contributed by Hamish Goldie-Scot [IO] )

____________________________________

Team Leader – Basingstoke
Scott Wilson Water have three specific water offices focused
on the UK market and are looking to make a senior
appointment as a Team Leader (South) based in our
Basingstoke office.

Editor: Apologies - last week's issue of ScottLight
skipped a number. It should have been issue 355
not 356. Thank goodness only a couple of people
appeared to notice!

As Team Leader you will be expected to manage a team of
water specialists dealing with a variety of projects form initial
feasilbility, design, project management and commissioning.
You should have a proven track record in management and
be willing to meet the challenges associated with rapid career
progression.
We see the following skills being key to the successful
candidate:Proactive
Can do attitude
Team player
Leadership qualities
Commercial awareness
For the right candidate we would offer an excellent benefits
package commensurate with the post and rapid career
progression through the management structure.
If you are interested in this position please contact Cara Rees in
Basingstoke office.

___________________________________

All items for inclusion should be e-mailed to the Editor, Angela Lowle, in Scott House, Basingstoke
by 5 p.m. on Mondays angela.lowle@scottwilson.com
or fax to 01256 475600 or telephone 01256 461161
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Issue 358 Week ending: 16th August 2002

Attention - All Staff!
Output Price Index
Plymouth Office Gains Business
in the Community Award
from Graeme Thompson [SP, Plymouth]
The Plymouth Office is pleased to announce that we have been
awarded the Impact Award for Community Empowerment,
sponsored by Business in the Community and Consignia.
Andre Evans received the award on behalf of Plymouth ProHelp, a
group of professionals drawn from local Engineers, Solicitors,
Quantity Surveyors and Architects, of which he is a founder
member, and has been involved with for the last eight years. The
aim of Plymouth ProHelp is to provide time and assistance free of
charge to various voluntary projects and groups in the community
that will enable them to kick start local projects. These include a
wide range of local environmental projects, children's playgrounds
and other local improvement schemes all carried out by volunteers
from the surrounding area.

____________________
Railtrack Fees Recovery
from Venetia Bradfield [SWHL, Basingstoke]
Nora Fung, Legal Director of the ACE, has sent in the following
request regarding problems that another member organisation is
having in obtaining payment from Railtrack plc and Railtrack
Group.
"A member firm is experiencing difficulties in recovering fees from
both Railtrack Plc and Railtrack Group. He will be instructing
solicitors to seek a recovery of the sums (some of which is disputed
on the basis of the non-existence of order numbers). However, as
the sums claimed are quite considerable, he wondered if any other
member has found themselves in a similar position. I would be
grateful for your feedback."
If you are concerned about fee recovery on any of your Railtrack
projects, and would like to give any feedback to the ACE that
would help the other member firm, contact me at Scott House,
Basingstoke:venetia.bradfield@scottwilson.com
I will discuss any responses with Hugh Blackwood before
contacting the ACE. I have been assured that all replies will be
treated in the strictest confidence by the ACE.

from Venetia Bradfield [SWHL, Basingstoke]
The Output Price Index issued by the ACE for use with the ACE
fee graphs has been revised to 417 for the third quarter 2002, and
this figure should be used for all new commissions. You will find
the updated and historical information on the Intranet, under
SWIMS.

Pontifact Support Office
Topic for the Pontifact Newsletter This Week:
Polymorphism
What is Polymorphism?
Three Kinds of Polymorphism
What is Inheritance?
***Do you have any Information Technology topics you want to
appear in the Pontifact Newsletter? Do you have an advertisement
you want to publish in Pontifact? Do you have any services to offer
for Scott Wilson? Do you have any announcements to make? Do
you have a picture you want to publish on Pontifact's front page?
Would you like us to do some Research for you on the Internet? Do
you have any comments about Pontifact?***
E-mail us at: pontifact@scottwilson.com

TRAVELLERS

Location

Traveller

Dates

Gaborone
Russia

Geoff French
Gareth Hearn

27 - 30 Aug
14 - 31 Aug

____________________
Attached to this issue of ScottLight is the latest edition of
the Southern Region ipd News.

____________________________________
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What’s Going On?
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capacity ascertained. This analysis will be used as input into the
development of suitable mitigation measures.
Fee Scale G

____________________
Lenders’ Engineer Services
for Highway Projects, India

Crossrail Term Consultancy
Client: Cross London Rail Links Limited
from Caroline Moore [ PPA, Basingstoke]
Transportation Planning in Basingstoke have been awarded a
Planning and Transport Planning Term Consultancy for Cross
London Rail Link Limited (operating under the name Crossrail).
The Term Consultancy is for a duration of three years and initial
tasks which have been assigned to us include:
•
•
•
•
•

further validation of the public transport model (Railplan)
assessment of passenger demand at Ebbsfleet, Royal
Docks and Charlton
assessment of AM peak crowding, and those movements
which are affected by crowded links
a review of work undertaken to date on Crossrail 2
(Chelsea-Hackney Line/Express Metro) alignments
the use of CAPITAL, TfL’s public transport accessibility
package.

The Term Consultancy follows on from work recently undertaken
for Crossrail to validate the Railplan 2001 public transport model.
Fee Scale G

____________________
Thameslink Blockade
- Passenger Mitigation Project
from Caroline Moore [PPA, Basingstoke]
The Strategic Rail Authority (SRA) is leading an industry initiative
to manage the passenger mitigation issues arising from the
Thameslink Blockade. The Blockade involves the suspension of
through Thameslink services as a result of the construction of the
Channel Tunnel Rail Link at St Pancras. It is scheduled for a period
of 6 months commencing in Summer 2004. Part of the passenger
mitigation project requires a study of passenger flows to assist in
developing possible mitigation measures to ease passenger
congestion.
Scott Wilson has been appointed by the SRA to assess passenger
flows during the Thameslink Blockade. The initial study involves
an assessment under three scenarios, the current timetable, a
summer 1994 timetable and the effect of incremental increases in
passenger numbers due to track enhancements. Transport for
London’s strategic public transport model, Railplan will be used to
undertake the assessment.
The ultimate destinations of passengers and their onward modes of
travel will be extracted from the Railplan model for Thameslink and
Midland Mainline services and network-wide public transport

from Eddie Foster [SW India]
Scott Wilson India (SWI) has recently been appointed as Lenders’
Engineer on five different projects, namely, (i) Panagarh - Palsit
Section of NH2 (Capital Cost: £75 Million) (ii) Durgapur
Expressway (£63M), (iii) Tuni – Anakapalli Section of NH5
(£45M), (iv) Tambaram – Tindivanam Section of NH45 (£62M),
and (v) Ujjain – Jhalawar Section of SH27 (£12M).
The Lead Arrangers are big financial institutions in India, the
Industrial Development Bank of India (IDBI), Infrastructure
Development Finance Company (IDFC) and Industrial Credit and
Investment Corporation of India (ICICI). The services undertaken
by SWI include:

•
•

Independent assessment of project costs
Review of the concession agreement, EPC contract, O&M
contract etc including adequacy of bonuses, liquidated damages,
guarantees and securities.
Review of the contractors’ work program and equipment
proposed
Risk assessment including environmental issues
To protect the lenders interest monitoring the work progress
on a monthly basis and certifying EPC contractors cost for
loan disbursement

•
•
•

Rajeev Vijay and A P Saha are leading such studies that were
initially supported by Julian Elsdon, who has now moved to UK.
Based on the confidence Lenders have shown in Scott Wilson we
now entering into direct negotiated contracts with Lenders and are
also being invited for several BOT Port Projects, one of them for
Vizag Seaport Ltd which we have recently won with G V Murthy
as our Project Manager.
Fee Scale G & H

____________________
Traffic Estimation for BOT Toll Roads, India
from Rajeev Vijay [SW India]
In the recent past Scott Wilson India’s Transportation Planning
Division has carried out a number of studies for bidders and
financial institutions for an independent assessment of toll traffic on
National & State highway sections, bypasses and ring roads to be
developed under BOT basis. The studies carried out since 2001
were for:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Delhi Agra Section of NH2
Ahmednagar – Kopargaon Section of SH10 in Maharashtra
Durgapur Expressway
Delhi – Gurgaon Section of NH8
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(v) Access Controlled Jaipur Bypass Ring Road with land
development rights
(vi) Ujjain – Jhalawar Section of SH27 in Madhya Pradesh under
BOT Bond Roads Program
The traffic estimates are being developed using an in-house traffic
assignment model based on vehicle operating cost and time
equations developed for India and Dial’s stochastic multi-path
assignment model.
Fee Scale H

____________________
Scott Wilson Water - Innovation Success
from Paul Francis [RC, Scott Wilson Water – Central ]
Following the progress made with the Intelligent MCC (Motor
Control Centre) project, Yorkshire Water Services have asked Scott
Wilson Water, part of the BRSW Association (Brown & Root in
Association with Scott Wilson), to project manage a new R&D
Project based on Micro-turbine Technology. This is a relatively new
development from Combined Heat & Power (CHP) techniques
applied to smaller scale installations with benefits to energy
efficiency and future adaptability.

on sight throughout Glasgows tenemented districts that were
originally built to lure sporting pigeons. One would have thought
however that slightly more incentive would have been required than
a wrinkly tin tower and a group of locals staring skyward with cans
of Special Brew in hand to attract any living creature to Possil or
Maryhill.
In addition to the construction of the set, four of the old bonded
warehouses within the former J&B Bottling Plant in Dumbarton
where the set has been constructed were converted to provide car
parking, office, an internal set and workshop facilities.
To quote The Herald, the attention to detail in the production of the
set ‘has been impressive’. However final judgement may be reserved
until the licence paying public get sight of the set in the Autumn.
Fee Scale E

____________________________________

Congratulations!
Long Service Awards

Subject to feasibility and analysis results, this could prove to be the
first such system installed in the UK.

Congratulations to the following members of staff who have
completed 20 years’ service:

In these energy, and environmentally conscious times, we are again
at the forefront of innovation through consultation with key clients.

Susan Briggs - SWSL (Newcastle Office)
Kenneth O'Hara - SWSL (Glasgow Office)
Bernie Roome - C (Chesterfield)

____________________

____________________________________
Scotland To Get More Soap
from Kenny O’Hara [S Glasgow]
Project managed from Glasgow, with structural engineering services
provided by Edinburgh, Scott Wilson were appointed by the BBC
in May 2001 to act as consultants to develop the design for the film
set for the production of a new Scottish soap opera. The drama,
that is said by the BBC to represent ‘Modern Scotland’, will be set
in a fictional district of Glasgow based on the Yorkhill / Partick area
and will be screened twice weekly to viewers north of The Border.
Scott Wilson’s star studded cast delivering consultancy services
comprised Kenny O’Hara as Project Manager, Simon Shillington as
civils designer and Mike Monaghan as structural engineer. Walk on
parts were also played by Derek Ogilvy and Lee Langdale.
Now complete, the total cost of developing the facility was £10M,
with £3.0M of this being spent on the civil / structural elements
that consisted of the construction of a new external set with
tenement buildings, shops, and a pub (all constructed in timber with
a render finish) as well as roads, landscaped areas and the associated
drainage – all of which were designed to deliver the effect of an early
1900’s streetscape (to which the contractor says “build a road
that’s rutted and cracked, that’ll cost you extra sir”).

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:Nick de Vries who joined the Development Infrastructure section
in London Office on 6th August 2002. Nick has joined us as a
Graduate Engineer from sunny Perth where he recently completed
his degrees in Civil and Structural Engineering and Commerce at the
University of Western Australia.

LEAVERS
Goodbye and Good Luck to:

David Hume who leaves on 23rd August
Philip Le Gouais who leaves on 6th September to start an MSc
course

____________________________________

The set also includes a doocot (pigeon loft), a comm
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Sports & Socials
Another Battle on the Astroturf
from Damian Cook [SWPE, Nottingham]
On Monday 29 July, the cadmium red football shirts of SWPE were
donned for yet another battle on the Astroturf. The opponents this
time were a motley rabble assembled by ex SWPE employee Ben
Cook, comprising of staff from the Chesterfield, Mansfield and
Matlock offices.
In stifling, muggy conditions, the “motley rabble” started the
brighter, although they were lucky not to fall behind to “Beckham
lookalike, but plays like Carlton Palmer” Damian Cook’s audacious
40 yard lob, which floated inches wide.
However, the visitors soon broke the deadlock via Joe Heron’s foot
when his shot thundered through goalkeeper Tom Jervis. The glee
was short-lived though, as SWPE provided a swift and effective
riposte, with Ollie Barker prodding home an equaliser from 6 yards
within 60 seconds. This was Barker’s 4th goal in 4 games – a
handsome tally for a handsome young man!
Within 10 minutes the pendulum had swung back in Matlock’s
favour, when Mick Clark capitalised on calamitous defending to rifle
home from 20 yards. The visitors were soon pegged back yet again,
when debutant student James Potter marked his first start with a
crisp finish. Over-joyous celebrations from the SWPE boys
resulted in some sleepy defending, from which Martyn Glossop
profited and snatched back the Matlock advantage, a mere 60
seconds after it had been so callously taken away.
As half-time approached, the weary legs of Jamie Denton rolled
back the years as he fizzed a thunderbolt into the bottom corner
from 25 yards to leave the game perfectly balanced 3-3 at half-time.

Thus, thanks must go to the incorruptible Collina-esque Ric Elliott,
who officiated and whose concentration appeared to lapse for the
two blatant penalties which Matlock should have been awarded.
Thanks also to Tim ‘Tiger’ Doyle, for the worst comedy throw-in
ever seen in the history of football and to Chris Jennison, who
ensured that the beer flowed heartily after the game.

____________________
The Mountains of the Moon
from Richard Cooper [IO, Basingstoke]
For some thirty years I’ve had a desire to climb the Ruwenzori
mountains (often called the Mountains of the Moon), for me the
last of the big three mountains in East Africa. Although not as high
as Mt Kilimanjaro (5896m) or Mt Kenya (5199 m), the Ruwenzoris
with their highest peak “Margherita” at 5,109 m is still a formidable
mountain. Unlike the other major African mountains, which rise as
single peaks, the Ruwenzoris are a true mountain range covering a
wide area. The line of peaks lie on the border between Uganda and
the Congo and are considered the most difficult to climb in Africa
due to their remote location and the notoriously wet weather giving
way to extensive bogs. One of the most notable features of the
Ruwenzoris is the vegetation. Dense forest exists up to 3500m,
followed by more open zones containing giant lobelias, groundsels
and giant heather (10m high) unique to high African mountains.
A visit to the Ruwenzoris is of expedition proportions. Everything
is weighed at the Parks HQ and a porter must not carry more than
12.5kg of the client’s equipment. For our team of five we had two
guides, a cook, a ranger carrying the customary rifle and required ten
porters to carry our equipment, food and personal gear, including
rubber boots to cross the bogs and ice axes, ropes and crampons to
negotiate the glacier. In addition there were a further seven porters
carrying charcoal and supplies.

The gung-ho all out attack attitude of both teams continued after the
break and it didn’t take long for the visitors to take the lead for a 4th
time, when Simon Gilbert prodded home from 2 yards after some
schoolboy defending.
Having fallen behind for the 4th time, SWPE levelled for the 4th time,
as Simon Middleton slotted from 6 yards through a pack of
defenders after Barker’s initial shot had been parried.
With the scores tied and the final whistle approaching, the game’s
finale had the (few) fans on the edge of their bar stools, as they took
sanctuary from the thunderstorm, which was lashing the Astroturf.
Chances went begging at both ends, as both teams sought the elusive
deciding goal. Both keepers earned their crust, as did Martyn Jones,
whose goal-line clearance was inspired.
However, it was Matlock who burgled the glory with a few minutes
remaining, when Mike Parker put himself all over the back pages by
scrambling the ball home from 6 yards following a corner. The
visitors came and conquered by 5 goals to 4.

Our Ugandan guides

As the park had not been long reopened after six years closure due
to rebel activities, the army accompanied us, for the first two hours
of our climb. After three and a half hours of steep climbing through
tropical forest, we reached the Nyabitaba hut at 2650m, which is
somewhat primitive with a wide timber sleeping platform and a tin
roof to keep out the elements. Sleeping like sardines on a wooden
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rack is not everyone’s choice, but that’s what you get on the
mountains.

We set off again at 5.0pm down to the Kitandara hut at 4000m. and
arrived in darkness just after 7pm hardly able to walk another step.

Day two dawned and we were faced with an ascent of 850m to the
John Mate hut. The route took us over the Kurt Shafer suspension
bridge, built in 1989 and named after the Director of the USAID
programme in Uganda, which funded the bridge. From the bridge the
track continues steeply through dense vegetation, bamboo, mud and
tree roots. The vegetation thins out at around 3400m and gives way
to groundsels and the giant heather forest. John Mate hut was
constructed in the early 1990’s and is in good condition with three
rooms and “a table” however the sleeping platform was still hard
and as uncomfortable.

Reaching the summit is one thing, you still have to get off the
mountain and the Ruwenzoris are extensive. On day five we were
unable to move in the morning, the previous days exploits had left
us shattered. Unfortunately the route out of Kitandara hut is up for
some 250m, this we found a killer and most found it the hardest
climb of the expedition having exhausted ourselves the previous
day. From this point however it was all downhill to the recently
renovated Guy Yeoman hut at 3450m.

The weather had been kind to us with no rain so at the start of the
third day we were optimistic of setting a good pace to the Bujuku
hut at 4000m. The route was to take us through the Lower Bigo
Bog, so we set off with our clumsy oversized rubber boots. After an
hour or so balancing on tree branches laid on the mud we were
through with only minor mishaps and were able to dispense with
the rubber boots. The Upper Bigo Bog had until recently been a
major obstacle, however boards had been placed over a large
proportion of it to give support and this was negotiated without a
problem. We had made good time (3 hrs) and decided not to stay the
night at the hut, choosing to continue to the high altitude Elena hut
after lunch and an hours rest. The climb up to Elena hut was
extremely steep, and the altitude was having a serious effect on our
breathing. After two and a half hours we reached the hut, perched
on rocks at 4500m, in a state of collapse wondering whether we had
been wise to take on two days trek in one day. Fortunately our
cook had the water boiling and copious quantities of tea and soup
were consumed before we were in our sleeping bags for an early
night (7pm), it gets very cold at this altitude, even on the equator.
Day four. This was the big day for the summit ascent. We woke at
five to find the mountain covered in cloud. Our guide said we must
wait for it to clear, so back to bed, not to sleep however, it was too
cold and uncomfortable. At 7 am the guide gave the all clear and we
set off over boulders and glacial moraine to the foot of the glacier.
Only two of our team and the guide, had ever worn crampons or
attempted a glacier before, so there was a steep learning curve and a
lot of time wasted getting started. The climb was exhausting with
frequent stops as we crawled up the glacier tied together in a rope of
six, gasping for oxygen, towards a rock face below the summit. The
Ugandan student in our team was by now becoming seriously
affected by the altitude but refused to give up. There were fixed
ropes on the rock face, however it was vertical and a number of the
team found it difficult to negotiate without previous experience and
by now short of breath. Within half an hour of climbing the rock
face we were on the summit of Margarita at 5109m and looking
down through the clouds into the Congo. We celebrated with hugs
and swigs of Ugandan whisky.
Our descent to the Elena hut was steady and careful, however a few
minor slips occurred which were held adequately on the rope. We
reached the hut at 3.30 pm after eight and a half hours climbing and
collapsed. We were keen to get our Ugandan colleague down to a
lower altitude to reduce the chances of altitude sickness and to find
somewhere warmer for the night where we might get some sleep.

Day six was to be our last day on the mountain. We were somewhat
rejuvenated by sleeping at a lower altitude and combined the last
two days of the trek into one covering 16 km of mountain terrain
and descending 1800m in six and a half hours. We were constantly
drawn by the prospect of a soft bed, cold beer and a tasty meal in
Kassese at the foot of the mountain.
We were extremely lucky that it did not rain during the whole of our
expedition and to reach the summit with only light cloud covering
the peaks. With heavy rain and deep mud the climb would prove
more difficult and have become a much more serious undertaking.

____________________________________

Vacancies
Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

For a list of ALL currently available vacancies, go to
Personnel – Vacancies on the Intranet.

Opportunity in St Austell
SP OU have an opportunity for an individual who is interested in
the Renewable Energy market to join Scott Wilson Oceans in St.
Austell. This is a rapidly expanding national and international
market and Neil Harris now requires an enthusiastic individual to
support him in a project management role.
We are looking for someone who has a structural/civil engineering
background, proven project management skills and an affinity for
renewable energy.
The grade for the new role is likely to be from a 3.1 to a 4.1 but we
are keen to hear from anyone who wishes to pursue a career in the
St. Austell area.
If you are interested in this position please contact Sheena Webb in
Basingstoke office.
____________________
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Business Administration Manager -3.1
Basingstoke
We have a challenging career opportunity for a Business
Administration Manager to provide support in a variety of areas
within RC.

overlooking kept estate gardens, private entrance and parking, open
fire, ideal for parties, man who cleans gutters.......... Probably the
best flat you'll ever be able to afford, even if you make CEO, and
definitely best value in Hampshire as it's only £210 per month plus
bills!
Contact Nick Wordsworth (Basingstoke ext.502) for details.

The ideal candidate will be organised, enthusiastic and commercially
minded to be responsible for managing a team. You will be
responsible for working within QA systems and producing key
performance indicators for Board Reports.

____________________________________

For further information please contact Cara Rees, Basingstoke.

___________________________________

For Sale & Wanted
Furnished double room available in shared house in Hasland,
Chesterfield. Full use of all facilities including washing machine and
telephone. Must be cat friendly!
Short term rent available while you first move to Chesterfield. £65
per week exclusive of bills.
Phone/Fax/Ansafone 01246 274 591

____________________
Double room available in flat over country mansion, from
middle/end of September, just 15 minutes drive from Scott House.
Huge lounge, kitchen, two bathrooms, drying room, balcony

All items for inclusion should be e-mailed to the Editor, Angela Lowle, in Scott House, Basingstoke
by 5 p.m. on Mondays angela.lowle@scottwilson.com
or fax to 01256 475600 or telephone 01256 461161
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Courses

Southern Region

Institution Fees

This year’s course rotation is
One membership is now
complete. Hurray for Nick
paid for by Scott
Wordsworth for organising
Social
PLAs
Wilson, liberating your
seven courses instead of the
The social has been and
You have only six
scheduled six.
PLA. Contact your
gone. Hopefully you caught
weeks
to
spend
Many thanks to those
Mark Dickens’ fantastic
Personnel Department
your
2001/02
who attended, we trust
write up in ScottLight.
for further information.
Personal Learning
You missed a great day.
that you learned much
Account. Book your
and that your CPD
Committee
courses forthwith!
record looked
Congratulations to Paul Lacey on his promotion out of the ipd.
impressive at your
There are several vacancies on the committee for
annual review.
the coming year, beginning October 1st. E-mail an

ipd News

existing member for details.
The current committee is:

The ipd is the proud owner of
Dreamweaver software to funkify the
intranet site. All we need now is a
volunteer who preferably has an idea of
html (though not essential, it’s easy!) to
take over the responsibility.
Keenness and dedication to the
task will be imperative.

Communications – Francesca Hardiman (Ln)
Finance – Greg van Breda (Infrastructure, Ba)
Population/Social – Mark Dickens (Network House)
Programmes – Nick Wordsworth (Ports, Ba)
Jo Coupland (Infrastructre, Ba) and
Dennis Golovenko (Transportation, Ba) will have portfolios
assigned shortly.

We desperately need non-engineer committee members and
committee members based outside Basingstoke.

This means YOU!
Southern Region

i

p

d

Issue 359 Week ending: 23rd August 2002

Attention - All Staff!
Scott House, Basingstoke
from Bob McKittrick [SWHL]
Most Scott House staff are probably aware that all issues
relating to the fabric of the building are handled by the
Facilities Management (FM) Department of SP OU. For this
purpose I am the client. To ensure standardisation and
compliance throughout the building, the FM Department
must be consulted in respect of any building related issues.
This includes such things as:
Space planning and layout alterations
Furniture purchase
Storage
Office moves
Health & Safety
Car Parking
The FM Department have a responsibility to ensure that the
building complies with all statutory legislation, including
H&S and Fire regulations. They also endeavour to comply
with landlord-imposed restrictions and, within budgetary
constraints, maintain uniformity throughout.

____________________
Purchasing of Software
From Bob McKittrick [SWHL]
I am aware that software is being purchased by individuals
without following the QA procedures set out in section 14.2
of the Quality Procedures Manual. This is strictly against
company policy and puts the company at risk of prosecution.

Checks have been made to ensure that the software is not
already available within Scott Wilson;
QA procedures for purchasing, testing and licensing are
followed;
Where necessary, the software has been approved by the
discipline champion.
Software belonging to or licensed to members of staff that
may be used on the firm's business is also controlled by the
procedures given in section 14.2 of the QPM.
Company Directors will ultimately be held responsible for any
infringement of copyright but individual members of staff
may also be criminally liable. Therefore it is clearly
unacceptable for software purchases to be made by
individuals and all purchases of software must be in
accordance with the above procedures.

____________________
Overseas Advances
from Barbara Sales [CS, Basingstoke]
Please note that FOUR clear working days are required for
large amounts of currency. The HSBC in Basingstoke do not
hold currency and they therefore need this notice to order
each requirement. If I am not given this notice I cannot
guarantee that the bank will have the money delivered in time
for me to collect.
I am repeatedly being asked to provide large amounts of
currency at very short notice. You are aware you are going
abroad therefore please make ordering the required currency
a priority.

____________________

Requests for software should be channeled via the local
Computing Services representative (where present) to the
Software Co-ordinator for the appropriate company. It is the
Software Co-ordinator only who should place orders for
software.
The Software Co-ordinators are:
SWKCL – Stephen Leach
SWL – Mick Fry
SWSL – Rona Lightbody
SWR(S)L – Willie Gray
This procedure ensures that:
Any company bulk purchasing discounts are obtained;

Facilities Management
GEM Award
From Andrew Friedrich [SP, Basingstoke]
The aim of service delivery within Scott Wilson is to provide
excellent Facilities Management services. This will be
achieved by:
•

building partnerships and long term relationships
with our customers based upon honesty and trust

•

understanding the needs and concerns of our
customers
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•

managing non-core customer services in an efficient,
effective and sensitive manner

•

supplying and motivating skilled professional staff

For further information contact: Yvonne Alexander, Office
Manager, ACE, Alliance House, 12 Caxton Street, London
SW1H 0QL. Tel: 020 7222 6557, ext 128.
e-mail: yalexander@acenet.co.uk

____________________

Given the above it is clearly evident that the staff employed
to deliver the service have to be focused on the customer
with an awareness which continually strives for improvement,
innovation and value for money.

“Trainees Go Radio Ga-Ga”

It is the staff that are central to delivery of the excellent
services and they should therefore be recognised for their
achievement in “Going the Extra Mile” (GEM) in terms of:

Last Tuesday new signalling trainee recruits Robert Marks
and Mathew Lloyd found themselves extolling the virtues of
Scott Wilson on the radio before even starting with Scott
Wilson Railways.

•

Exceptional customer service

•

Outstanding innovation

•

Contribution to the Company

With the above in mind Scott Wilson Facilities Management
have introduced the GEM award. It provides recognition for
the individual or team by line and senior managers of
outstanding performance. This process includes:
•

nominations by line manager

•

review by senior management

•

presentation of certificate and champagne by Board
Director

•

award of meal for two

•

editorial raised for both internal and external
publication

•

note included on recipient’s personnel file

The GEM award is in addition to the ‘Pathways to Progress’
framework for personal development which is implemented by
Scott Wilson.
The GEM award provides a more immediate recognition for
staff achieving excellence in delivery of services and assists
in developing the total commitment to the customer
relationship.

____________________
Meeting Rooms in London

From the Railways Press Office

The event was a press launch to mark the second wave of our
highly successful Signalling Design Modern Apprentice
scheme in Crewe.
The launch was attended by the Hon Gwyneth Dunwoody,
MP for Crewe, and Chair of the Transport Select Committee.
Local papers came and took photos and BBC Radio Stoke
gave us 3-4 minutes of coverage on the early evening news.
Their cub reporter (asked by Keith Wallace to be gentle on
the juniors) interviewed Alex Percival who has completed his
first two years of training describing it (without prompting) as
“superb”; Robert, Mathew; Mrs Dunwoody and Keith
Wallace. Sadly Alex’s “superb” was cut but he was in good
company as Mrs Dunwoody was also cut.
She was however very good value spending one and a half
hours with us and taking a genuine interest in our work and
particularly the trainees.
The scheme has seen the trainees attend college one day per
week; in-house classroom work one day per week; and
hands-on training three days per week.
The success could be gauged by Alex’s superlatives; the
local training enterprise’s comparison with other schemes,
and by Keith Timmins, our trainer, who has with Dave Hind
done the classroom work, stating that trainees have
advanced to a level in two years that BR trainees took up to
ten to achieve.
High praise is due to Graham Whitfield and the Crewe team
who had the vision to create the scheme and the drive to see
it through. We are now looking at eight more trainees.

____________________

from Angela Lowle [SWHL, Basingstoke]
If you are looking for meeting room accommodation in
London then consider contacting the ACE (Association of
Consulting Engineers) who have 2 meeting rooms available at
their Alliance House offices, close to our Victoria Street
office. The air-conditioned boardroom which accommodates
up to 22 people is chargeable but the smaller meeting room,
which holds up to 6 people, is free to ACE members (Scott
Wilson has a corporate membership).

TRAVELLERS

Location

Traveller

Dates

Nepal (via India)
Kiev

Hamish Goldie-Scot
Peter Webb

27 Aug - 17 Sep
28 Aug - 4 Sep

____________________________________
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What’s Going On?
Scale A - £3million+, Scale B - £600,000 - £2,999,999,
Scale C - £400,000 - £599,999, Scale D - £200,000 - £399,999
Scale E - £100,000 - £199,999, Scale F - £50,000 - £99,999
Scale G - £10,000 - £49,999, Scale H - Up to £9,999

Breakfast or Chicken Curry?

Crossrail
from Mark Lewis [ROU London]
I owe an apology to Rob Tidbury of ROU, Swindon for
neglecting to mention his railway electrification input to the
recently completed Crossrail Watford Study (Scottlight Issue
357, 9 August 2002). SORRY.

from Gareth Hearn [IO, Basingstoke]

____________________________________

I must be in Nepal I thought, as I raised my head to answer
the question (breakfast and curry in Nepal are usually
synonymous, and eaten at about 10.00 in the morning. The
time on my watch indeed showed 10.00, but the question had
been asked by a British Airways stewardess on the morning
flight to Moscow. After careful thought I instantly answered
breakfast and found it not too spicy.

Moves

Arriving at an unusually unchaotic Moscow Sheremetyevo
Airport, I tumbled out of the door and was greeted by a man
holding a large sign displaying the Scott Wilson flag. Good, I
thought, but then it dawned on me that I was not supposed
to be met by Scott Wilson but by a pipeline contractor. Also,
the name on the sign definitely said Simon Thomas and not
Gareth Hearn. I pointed to myself and said ‘Scott Wilson’ to
which the reply was ‘Vladivostok!’ Charming. Eventually, I
bumped into a tall and burly figure holding a sign with a logo
on it that looked like a squashed pipe and guessed this was
my driver. It was. I was told later by Ilya Katkov of the
Moscow office that Simon was coincidentally passing
through. Small world.
Last September Scott Wilson undertook a reconnaissance
survey for an oil and gas pipeline project through the
Makarov Mountains, on Sakhalin Island, off the east coast of
Russia and to the north of Japan. We have been invited back
by the client (Sakhalin Energy Investment Company Ltd – a
consortium led by Shell) to carry out a more detailed
assessment of the stability of the pipeline alignment. The
critical section of the alignment is approximately 40 km in
length and traverses moderate to steep slopes underlain by
weak rocks. In places slope instability problems are severe,
being underlain by mudstones, siltstones and clays. The
mountains are a true wilderness, relatively untouched.
Wildlife is varied comprising, mostly, ticks, mosquitoes and
bears. Grizzlies!
The fieldwork will last until the end of September. The field
team will comprise myself, Colin Morgan from Chesterfield,
Jasper Cook (an external engineering geologist) and
Professor Peter Fookes, a world-wide expert in engineering
geology, who will act as Peer Review Consultant. This team
will be backed up at home by Richard Nicoll (GIS) in the
London office and Dr David Petley (University of Durham).
Fee Scale G

____________________

STARTERS
A warm welcome to:Kathryn Cutler who has joined the Information Systems
team in Basingstoke as a Senior GIS Specialist
Neil Hanafin started as Purchase Ledger Clerk in Core
Services - Accounts on 12th July.

____________________
Tim Wood
from Keith Wallace
[R, Glasgow]
I am delighted to announce
that Tim Wood has joined
Railways Glasgow on a longterm sub-consultancy from his
company in Singapore.
Tim has many claims to fame,
but high among them is
introducing me to Scott Wilson. Tim and I advised Messrs
Blackwood, Guthrie and Nielsen on railway matters in the
early days of CTRL back in 1989, and was a key influence on
my early development.
Since 1993 Tim has been a Technical Director of Pandrol, the
rail fastenings world leader, a Design Manager for Singapore
LTA and a freelance consultant.
He has completed many assignments for Scott Wilson,
predominately in Asia Pacific and now we have him all to
ourselves.
Tim has prepared our new externally accredited railway
training modules and will help deliver these at Stow College
in Glasgow and Coventry University (watch out for a mega
launch in two weeks time).
He will also be available to provide expertise in multifunctional railway analysis; track technology and design. In
this he brings over 25 years of rail experience, with visits on
rail business to more than 30 countries.

____________________
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Sports & Socials

Vacancies

The Williams Wood Inter-Office Challenge

Please note that staff must speak to their Head of Section
before replying to any vacancy advertised.

from Stephen Kimmett [CS, Basingstoke]
Last call for teams for the Williams Wood team challenge.
Seven teams have entered. Are there any more out there?

For a list of ALL currently available vacancies, go to
Personnel – Vacancies on the Intranet.

Inspector of Works - St Peter Port, Guernsey
The venue:
The date:
Required:

Stoneham Golf Club, Southampton
Thursday 12th September
Teams of 4 from a single office

Those brave enough to accept the challenge should email
Stephen Kimmett.

__________________________________

We require the above for a year who has experience in
concrete repair works. Further experience in working in a tidal
environment and in the installation of Cathodic Protection
Systems would be an advantage.
This appointment is on single status and entitles every other
weekend at home.
For an informal discussion please contact Don Wootton in
Basingstoke. Applications to Cara Rees, HR, Basingstoke.

____________________
from Alain Jacquet [PPA, London]
Before beginning I would like to make something clear. I have
no desire whatsoever to be of the SAS mould. I do not spend
days sharpening my bayonet and nights in a tent getting wet
with a rifle. Moreover, if I came home one night and found a
terrorist in my living room, my first instinct would be to
meekly offer tea or coffee instead of diving in with a hunting
knife.
However, that being said, I have agreed to participate in an
Escape & Evasion fundraising event for the Guide Dogs for
the Blind Association. The objective of this challenge takes
place in the Brecon Beacons over 2 days (6-8th Sept) where I
shall be chased by a hunter-force comprising ex-SAS
personnel. I will be required to reach a number of rendezvous
(RV) points while avoiding capture. Having been stripped of
all belongings any shelter, food & water is to be gathered
from the natural surroundings!! If captured I face being put
into a cell and interrogated - visualise bags on heads - for
‘key’ information where, should I crack, I fail (I too am
seriously beginning to question my mind!).
Jocularity aside, I am undertaking
this event to raise much needed
cash for a most worthwhile cause –
helping to provide mo bility and
independence to 200,000 visually
impaired people throughout the UK.

If you have any questions with regard to the event, the GDA
or should you wish to show your support, please don’t
hesitate to drop me a mail! (I would like to stress that having
already paid for the cost of the challenge, any monies raised
will go to the GDBA where they will be most gratefully
received and put to fantastic use!!) . Thanks, Alain.

____________________

Railway Professionals - Glasgow
Due to increasing involvement in major UK and European
projects, significant career opportunities are available. We
are seeking highly motivated individuals who have a “can
do” attitude and a desire to succeed in a challenging work
environment in the following disciplines :
Project Management - Managing a varied portfolio of
challenging assignments, you will be responsible for multidisciplinary commissions from feasibility through to
implementation. You will require effective project
management skills, will have excellent written and verbal
communication skills and the ability to control financial
budgets. As a self starter, you will be trusted to deliver
quality and value to our clients.
Commercial Management - From a QS or Commercial
background you will support project teams in the
management of contracts as well as playing a leading role in
the preparation of bids. You will also on a project basis
develop capital cost and risk estimates.
Project Administrators/Team Organisers - Providing a full
administrative support service to the Major Projects Unit you
will be responsible for the setting up and administration of
projects and control systems, act as note taker at meetings
and provide a typing service using Word and Excel packages.
An HNC in Business Administration, or similar, is desirable.
Safety, Quality and Environmental Management - As an
experienced professional, you will be familiar with the
particular safety, quality and environmental issues associated
with planning work in the railway industry. You will be
responsible for the maintenance and development of
company procedures and will provide support as necessary
on a project basis. You will be the focal point of our safety,
quality and environmental related activities.
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Railway Civil and PWay Engineers - All round individuals
who have knowledge and experience of the railway
environment and interfaces. Undertaking feasibility studies
and leading in-house design teams you will have excellent
written and verbal communication skills. Applications from
enthusiastic less experienced engineers will also be
welcomed. A range of rail related training can be provided.
Signalling Engineers - Signalling engineers at all levels of
experience, with an interest in involvement in multidisciplinary projects. These include feasibility and definition
studies and detailed design for approved schemes. You will
be able to demonstrate by IRSE license or otherwise, your
capability to join a well-motivated and competent team.
Implementation
Development
Engineers/Possession
Planners - Working on major infrastructure projects you will
be able to envisage the staging of works around the
constraints of the operational railway and develop viable
construction methodology and programmes. A sound
understanding of railway operations and possession
planning is considered essential.
CAD Technicians - Experienced AutoCAD and Microstation
technicians are required to support engineering teams in
producing drawings, images and 3D CAD models.
Rail experience is required for most of the above posts,
coupled with Chartered or equivalent status, although we are
always willing to speak to enthusiastic engineers, managers
and graduates with limited rail experience. Opportunities also
exist in our other UK railway offices.
Successful candidates who want to pursue their career and
share in our future success will be offered attractive salary
packages. Career progression and real training opportunities
are available to all staff and we offer an environment where
staff contributions are both recognised and rewarded. If you
are interested in any of these vacancies, please send your full
CV with a covering letter to Alan Nelson, Scott Wilson
Railways, Buchanan House, 58 Port Dundas Road, Glasgow
G4 OHG or E-mail at alan.nelson@scottwilson.com.

____________________
Assistant Establishment Works Consultant,
2.3-3.1 - EWC Tidworth

The candidate must have knowledge of current building
regulations and legislation along with H&S obligations. It is
essential that candidates are computer literate, with a good
practical and theoretical knowledge of the building
construction industry. Good knowledge of estimating and
producing specifications is essential.
If you are interested in this position please contact Sheena
Webb in Basingstoke office.

____________________
Senior Secretary - SWHL, Basingstoke
An opportunity has arisen for a senior secretary to work for
Scott Wilson Holdings in Basingstoke providing assistance
to the Company Secretariat and Finance Officer.
The position requires someone who is able to:
•
work confidentially
•
determine priorities and deal with routine matters
•
cope with the occasional panic to meet deadlines.
The skills required, apart from diplomacy, are:
•
a pride in keeping everything in place within a
•
system that all understand
•
keeping the filing up to date
•
excellent communication skills with clients, both
•
internal and external
•
Word, Excel and PowerPoint ability to a high
•
standard
•
management of diaries and travel arrangements
•
a flexible approach to working hours
If you are interested in being considered for this position
please contact Lynda Skipper in Basingstoke office.

___________________________________

For Sale & Wanted
Room to Let - Double room available in flat over country
mansion from middle/end of September, just 15 minutes drive
from Scott House. Huge lounge, kitchen, two bathrooms,
drying room, balcony overlooking kept estate gardens,
private entrance & parking, open fire, ideal for parties, man
who cleans gutters........

EWC Tidworth currently has a vacancy for an Assistant
Establishment Works Consultant to support the existing
team.

Probably the best flat you'll ever be able to afford, even if you
make CEO, and definitely best value in Hampshire as it's
only £210 per month plus bills!

The successful candidate will be responsible for B&CE
technical matters including inspections, audits, monitoring
roles of work activities on site, providing work briefs and
schedules of work, estimating, budget and cost planning,
feasibility studies.

****** THIS WEEKS' SPECIAL OFFER ****** POSSIBLE
ALTERNATIVE LARGE DOUBLE ROOM FOR ONLY £245
PER MONTH PLUS BILLS !!! ************
Contact Nick Wordsworth (BA, Ext.502) for viewing details.

___________________________________
All items for inclusion for week ending 30th August 2002 should be e-mailed to the Editor,
Angela Lowle, in Scott House, Basingstoke by 5 p.m. on Tuesday 27thAugust
angela.lowle@scottwilson.com or fax to 01256 475600 or telephone 01256 461161
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Issue 360 Week ending: 30 August 2002

Attention - All Staff!
Brian Crabtree
Facilities Management GEM Award
From Bob Pettifer [SP, Tidworth]

Scott Wilson Malaysia Offices Contact Numbers
From Jenny Low [SWAP, Kuala Lumpur]
The new contact numbers for our Kuala Lumpur offices were
announced in News SWAP Issue 132 and Scott Light Issue
337 in March 2002 and appear below as a refresher:
Scott Wilson (Asia-Pacific) Sdn Bhd
Phone: +(603) 2094 1008
Fax: +(603) 2094 5862
Scott Wilson (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd &
Scott Wilson Pavement Engineering Sdn Bhd
Phone: +(603) 2094 7009
Fax: +(603) 2094 5871

The first ever Facilities Management GEM (Going the Extra
Mile) Award goes to Brian Crabtree at the Tidworth Garrison.
Brian continually performs at a high level in providing
support to the team and in delivery of client services.
Brian works within the Facilities Management Team as an
Assistant Establishment Works Consultant (A/EWC) at
Tidworth. He is a Mechanical and Electrical Engineer with
over 28 years experience and provides technical support to
the Establishment Property Manager. He joined Scott Wilson
when we won the commission at Tidworth in 1998 and has
been an invaluable member of the site team ever since.
As a highly motivated individual Brian has developed his
core skills and continues to address new challenges with
enthusiasm.
Brian is self taught in Computer Aided Drafting and is now
competent in taking on responsibility for updating site
records in revising existing drawings and providing new
drawings as required. This ensures that the Property
Management Team have contemporary information for all the
assets on site upon which to base management decisions and
to undertake maintenance activities.

Senior staff’s direct line numbers:
Richard Denton-Cox +(603) 2094 5823
Ronnie Thomson +(603) 2094 9760
Mike Hyslop +(603) 2283 3572
M A Shahid +(603) 2284 9030

____________________
Birmingham Office
from Cathy Evans [R, Birmingham]
To ensure deliveries reach their intended destination would
everyone please note that the new Birmingham office at:
42 Bull Street,
Birmingham
B4 6AF
is known as Peel & Fowler and not Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick
& Co Ltd. Peel & Fowler is the only name displayed on the
office accommodation.
Many thanks for your attention.

____________________

Brian’s enthusiasm, proactive attitude and “we can do”
approach to his duties makes a significant contribution to the
team and the services that are delivered to the MoD Client.
He is a well deserved recipient of this first award.

____________________
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Pontifact Support Office
Topic for the Pontifact Newsletter This Week:
SSL (Secure Sockets Layer)
What is SSL?
What are web server SSL certificates?
What are root certificates?
***Do you have any Information Technology topics you
want to appear in the Pontifact Newsletter? Do you have an
advertisement you want to publish in Pontifact? Do you have
any services to offer for Scott Wilson? Do you have any
announcements to make? Do you have a picture you want to
publish on Pontifact's front page? Would you like us to do
some Research for you on the Internet? Do you have any
comments about Pontifact?***
E-mail us at: pontifact@scottwilson.com

Mapping Services
from Phil Le Gouais [RC, Basingstoke]
As the point of contact for the small-scale internal service
provision within the Information Systems group in
Basingstoke it is necessary for me to inform anyone who
uses our services that I will be leaving Scott Wilson on 6th
September to undertake a masters degree.
As a result of this please pass all enquiries relating to staff
availability for this type of work within the section to Katrina
Haase who will be filling this role after my departure.
All other enquiries should still be passed to Doric Tong or
Colin Holmes.

____________________
TRAVELLERS

Location

Traveller

Dates

Entebbe
Poznan, Poland
Larnaca

Andrew Kasekende
David Judge
Mike Thomas

3 - 18 Sep
8 - 13 Sep
20 Sep - 3 Oct

____________________________________

What’s Going On?
Scale A - £3million+, Scale B - £600,000 - £2,999,999,
Scale C - £400,000 - £599,999, Scale D - £200,000 - £399,999
Scale E - £100,000 - £199,999, Scale F - £50,000 - £99,999
Scale G - £10,000 - £49,999, Scale H - Up to £9,999

Airports Update
From Peter Frankham [PPA, Basingstoke]
With the industry already suffering economic problems,
exacerbated by the events of 11 September, times have not
been that good recently for the Airport Industry. However 3
recent appointments have given us hope that our world-wide
clients are starting to believe that life must go on, and we
have strengthened our strong presence in the UK and have
started to bear the fruits of our push into Europe and further
afield.

Master Plan of Belgrade Airport (Fee scale E)
We have been appointed by the European Agency for
Reconstruction to undertake a master plan study for Belgrade
Airport in the Former Republic of Yugoslavia. The 8-month
study is in conjunction with the Faculty of Civil Engineering
from Belgrade University.
The study includes a
comprehensive analysis of all elements of the airport’s
operation and will deliver a master plan for the rehabilitation
of the airport along with a coherent 20-year development
plan. Globe trotting Mike Jackson, fresh from his 2 week visit
reviewing the proposals for the 3rd Terminal at Ninoy Aquino
Airport, Manila in the Philippines, on behalf of the Asian
Development Bank, will lead the party carrying out initial data
collection and conducting stakeholder consultation in
September.

Birmingham International Airport Response to
Regional Air Services Study (Fee Scale G)
With the recent, widely covered, publication of the
Government’s consultation documents for the future
development of air transport in the UK, we have been
appointed by Birmingham International to review the
development scenarios contained in the documents and to
assist with the preparation of Birmingham’s response DfT.
The study, in conjunction with Business Consulting Group,
is considering the viability of various development scenarios
from planning, engineering and commercial perspectives.

Marrakech Airport Study (Fee Scale E)
We are in the final stage of negotiations to be appointed to
undertake the Marrakech Airport Study Project. The study
will include the analysis of existing airport operations, the
examination of new potential sites for the airport and the
detailed investigation of the selected site. The travel weary,
and French speaking, Mike Jackson, drew the long straw of
the hardship visits to Casablanca!

____________________________________
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Congratulations!
Long Service Awards
The following members of staff have now completed 10 years
service:Lyn Clark - SWSL Glasgow Office
Jason Gillespie - SWSL Glasgow Office

____________________________________

Moves
STARTERS
A warm welcome to:Stephanie Powell who started as Librarian in Basingstoke on
27th August.

____________________

Sports & Socials

Fortunately with some re-jigging of players we managed to
have 8 teams of 4 out on the course by 2pm. The teams
relentlessly made their way around the particularly
challenging course with the last group returning for a welldeserved drink at 19.30! At 20.00 we made our way to the
dining hall for a 3-course meal. After the meal was the
eagerly awaited prize-giving presented by Hugh Blackwood.
The Winners list can be seen below:
Best Individual Score: 39 Points
•
•

Graham Bates (Railtrack CCRM)
Andy McCracken (Scott Wilson Railways)

Best Team Score: 1st Place

Scott Wilson Railways Corporate Golf Day :
31 st July - Portal Championship Course,
Tarporley, Cheshire.
from Lorraine Gee [R, Swindon]

•
•
•
•

Hugh Blackwood (Scott Wilson Railways)
Doug Gillespie (Jarvis)
Peter Clay (Mowlem)
Alan Jennions (Edmund Nuttall)

Scott Wilson Railways held its annual main event at Portal
Championship course in Cheshire on 31st July. Due to our
undependable English summers Cheshire had received
several days of unrelenting rain prior to the date. As I awoke
on the big day my stomach turned - it was raining again and
the reality was that it looked settled for the rest of the day.
As Hugh Blackwood, Anne Crosby and myself headed down
to the course I was inwardly praying that the golf course
would remain open at least. On arrival I made my way to the
clubhouse reception and they confirmed that play would be
allowed to proceed. With a huge sigh of relief, Anne and
myself made our way to the guest reception area where we
were greeted by an up beat Scottish contingency in the
names of Ian Hay, Willie Burrell, Jim Millar, Andy
McCracken, and David Leith who were (despite the weather)
eager to play. This was reassuring as several guests had
pulled out in the days prior to the day and the weather wasn’t
helping my cause!

(From left to right: Hugh Blackwood, Alan Jennions,
Doug Gillespie & Peter Clay)

After a light lunch players gradually made their way to the
first tee. Keith Wallace made the most effort with his
impressive golf attire.

continued .....
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Best Team Score: 2nd Place
•
•
•
•

Jim Millar (Scott Wilson Railways)
Bill Jameson (Scott Wilson)
Mark Roome (Scott Wilson Railways)
Graham Bates (Railtrack CCRM)

After several drinks in the bar Scott Wilson representatives
made their way back in a minibus (which was a testing
journey for those who had consumed too much alcohol) to
the hotel for a nightcap!
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of those who
played and supported this event and to my helpers Anne
Crosby and Hazel Hazeldine. It is thanks to your support that
the day was such a success.

____________________________________

For Sale & Wanted
Room Wanted - for temporary employee of Scott Wilson
Basingstoke, non-smoker, Monday to Friday, rates
negotiable.
Please contact Peter Cheung in Geotechnics: BA Ext 255,
Mobile 07900958839 or e-mail (on global address list).

____________________________________
(From left to right: Jim Millar, Bill Jameson,
Mark Roome, Graham Bates)

What’s on your Mind?

Best Team Score: 3rd Place
•
•
•
•

Martin Nielsen (Scott Wilson)
Chris Montgomery (Birse)
Peter Norton (Project Evergreen)
David Leith (Scott Wilson Railways)

In answer to Simon Thomas and his 'Bridge to Hawaii' item in
Issue 354:

Why God Created Eve
from Jane Smith [AMScott, Mansfield]
God created Adam and, on surveying his handiwork thought
to himself "I can do better than that!" and thus Eve was
created.

____________________________________

(From left to right: P eter Norton, David Leith
Chris Montgomery and Martin Nielsen)

All items for inclusion should be e-mailed to the Editor, Angela Lowle, in Scott House, Basingstoke
by 5 p.m. on Mondays angela.lowle@scottwilson.com
or fax to 01256 475600 or telephone 01256 461161
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